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Preface

About This Guide

This guide describes information about the 7705 SAR firewall and provides configuration 
explanations and examples to configure the firewall.

The 7705 SAR firewall is currently supported on the 7705 SAR-H.

This guide is organized into functional chapters that provide concepts and descriptions of the 
implementation flow, Command Line Interface (CLI) syntax, and CLI command usage.

Audience

This guide is intended for network administrators who are responsible for configuring the 
7705 SAR firewall. It is assumed that the administrators have an understanding of networking 
principles and configurations. Protocols and standards described in this guide include the 
following:

� CLI concepts
� firewall security

List of Technical Publications

The 7705 SAR OS documentation set is composed of the following guides:

� 7705 SAR OS Basic System Configuration Guide
This guide describes basic system configurations and operations.

� 7705 SAR OS System Management Guide
This guide describes system security and access configurations as well as event 
logging and accounting logs.

� 7705 SAR OS Interface Configuration Guide
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This guide describes card and port provisioning.
� 7705 SAR OS Router Configuration Guide

This guide describes logical IP routing interfaces, IP-based filtering, and routing 
policies.

� 7705 SAR OS MPLS Guide
This guide describes how to configure Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), 
Resource Reservation Protocol for Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE), and Label 
Distribution Protocol (LDP).

� 7705 SAR OS Services Guide
This guide describes how to configure service parameters such as service access 
points (SAPs), service destination points (SDPs), customer information, and user 
services. 

� 7705 SAR OS Quality of Service Guide
This guide describes how to configure Quality of Service (QoS) policy management.

� 7705 SAR OS Routing Protocols Guide 
This guide provides an overview of dynamic routing concepts and describes how to 
configure them.

� 7705 SAR OS OAM and Diagnostics Guide
This guide provides information on Operations, Administration and Maintenance 
(OAM) tools.

� 7705 SAR OS Firewall Configuration Guide
This guide provides overview information about firewalls and describes how to 
configure them.

Technical Support

If you purchased a service agreement for your 7705 SAR router and related products from a 
distributor or authorized reseller, contact the technical support staff for that distributor or 
reseller for assistance. If you purchased an Alcatel-Lucent service agreement, check this link 
for instructions to contact Support personnel:

Web: http://support.alcatel-lucent.com
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Getting Started

In This Chapter

This chapter provides the process flow information required to configure a 7705 SAR 
firewall.

Alcatel-Lucent 7705 SAR Firewall Configuration 
Process

Table 1 lists the tasks necessary to configure and apply 7705 SAR firewall policies to 
Layer 3, network, management, or CSM (CPM) interfaces.

The tasks are presented in an overall logical configuration flow. Each section describes a 
software area and provides CLI syntax and command usage to configure parameters for the 
functional area.

Note: The Control and Switching Module on the 7705 SAR is called a CSM; however, the 
CSM interface is referred to as a CPM interface in the CLI in order to maintain consistency 
with other SR routers.

Table 1: 7705 SAR Configuration Process 

Area Task Reference

License Configure the license key to enable 
or disable firewall functionality on 
the 7705 SAR

Configuring the License with CLI
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Configuration and 
Management

Configure host groups Defining Host Groups for Rules
Configuring Host Groups for Rules

Configure service groups Defining Service Groups for Rules
Configuring Service Groups for Rules

Configure rule sets Defining Rule Sets
Configuring Rule Sets

Configure zones Defining Zones
Configuring Zones

Configure logging Logging
Configuring Logging

Configure IP fragments discard Enabling and Disabling Fragmented Packets 
Processing

Show or clear statistics Statistics
Managing Statistics

Layer 3 interface Apply firewall policies to a Layer 3 
VPRN or IES SAP or spoke-SDP 
interface

Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 
Interfaces
Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 
Interfaces with CLI

Network interface Apply firewall policies to a router 
interface

Applying Firewall Policies to Network 
Interfaces
Applying Firewall Policies to Network 
Interfaces with CLI

Management interface Apply firewall policies to a CSM 
(CPM) management interface

Applying Firewall Policies to Management 
Interfaces
Applying Firewall Policies to the CSM (CPM) 
Interface with CLI

Apply firewall policies to a 
management access interface

Applying Firewall Policies to Management 
Interfaces
Applying Firewall Policies to the 
Management Access Interface with CLI

Table 1: 7705 SAR Configuration Process  (Continued)

Area Task Reference
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Management Tasks for 
Interface 

Configure the shutdown state of the 
firewall on an interface

Enabling and Disabling Firewall Policies on 
an Interface

Modify the firewall configuration 
for an interface

Modifying Firewall Entries for an Interface

Delete firewall policies from an 
interface

Removing Firewall Policies from an Interface

Reference List of IEC, NERC-CIP and other 
proprietary entities

Standards and Protocol Support

Table 1: 7705 SAR Configuration Process  (Continued)

Area Task Reference
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 Introduction to 7705 SAR Firewall

In This Chapter

This chapter provides information about the 7705 SAR firewall design and implementation. 
Topics in this chapter include:

� Firewall Design and Implementation
� Features Summary
� Network Management
� Reference Sources
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Firewall Design and Implementation

The 7705 SAR firewall is a stateful firewall that provides a high level of security with good 
performance. The firewall provides multi-layer packet inspection, including network layer 
filtering, session level legitimacy evaluation, and application level content evaluation.

Zone-Based Firewall Design

The 7705 SAR employs a virtual, zone-based firewall design that provides tools for creating 
flexible, modular and host-independent security and service-aware policies and supports 
integral anti-spoofing protection and site-independent rule sets. 

You can create zones using rule sets to define security policies, and then add interfaces and 
hosts to zones by configuring zone and zone member definitions within the context of 
interfaces. Zone members are defined by the IP addresses or IP address ranges that are 
allowed to pass through the zone. You can configure zones and zone members on Layer 3 
(SAP and spoke-SDP), network, management, and CSM (CPM) interfaces. You can 
configure multiple zones for an interface as required.

Packets that enter and leave a zone-configured interface must pass the IP address membership 
checks for the zone and interface. Packets are then matched to the first unique rule found in 
one of the rule sets in the zone. Each rule in a rule set defines packet matching criteria and 
contains an action to perform on matched packets. 

This modular, zone-based design provides extensive flexibility in implementing firewall 
policies. For example, you can choose to implement policies only on packets from a particular 
IP address range.

For more information about configuring zones and related components, see Configuration 
Considerations.

Session Management

The 7705 SAR firewall stateful operation is a key feature in preventing DoS attacks from 
reaching the TCP/IP stacks of applications. The 7705 SAR optimizes packet processing and 
increases performance by scanning rule sets and IP address information when a session is 
established, and then monitoring for DoS attacks without further scanning of policies. Packets 
that are associated with an established session are permitted to pass through the firewall. 
Packets are denied if they are not associated with an established session or do not pass the 
rules for the zones traversed.
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The following steps describe how the 7705 SAR establishes new sessions and processes 
packets that are ingressing and egressing 7705 SAR firewall-configured interfaces, in a 
scenario where a zone has been applied to both the ingress and egress interfaces. Figure 1 
shows the corresponding steps.

1. The 7705 SAR receives the first packet of a session and compares the source IP 
address of the first packet received for a session to the list of zone and IP address 
entries that have been applied to the interface. 

2. If the source IP address is permitted on the interface for the zone, then the firewall 
verifies if the session already exists. To do this, the firewall attempts to match the 
zone, VRF ID, and IP address and service information (source IP, destination IP, and 
service). If it does not find a match, it initiates a new session. For more information 
about implementing firewall policies for VPRN traffic, see Applying Firewall 
Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces and Applying Firewall Policies to Network Interfaces.

3. The firewall compares the packet with the ingress zone rules to find a match. 
→ If a match is found and the packet action for the rule is specified as �pass�, then 

the egress zone rules are compared; see step 4.
→ If a match is found and the packet action for the rule is specified as �drop�, then 

a session object is created for the session and the packet is dropped. All 
subsequent packets matching this session are dropped.

→ If there is no match or there is a match and the packet action is �reject�, the packet 
is dropped and not allowed to pass the ingress zone.

4. The firewall checks the egress zone rules. 
→ If a match is found and the packet action for the rule is specified as �pass�, then 

the egress zone rules are compared.
→ If a match is found and the packet action for the rule is specified as �drop�, then 

a session object is created for the session and the packet is dropped. All 
subsequent packets matching this session are dropped.

→ If no rule is matched or there is a match but the packet action is �reject�, the 
packet is dropped and not allowed to pass the egress zone.

Note: If the firewall is disabled (shutdown) or not configured on either the ingress or egress 
interfaces, then the related firewall processing is skipped (or is passed) at the relevant 
stage.

Note: Packets that do not pass checks such as checksums or packet lengths are not sent 
to the firewall. Packets that cannot be routed because there is no route to the destination or 
the destination is unreachable are sent to the firewall to determine if the packet should be 
routed after applying a network address translation (NAT) function.
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5. For new sessions that pass both the ingress and egress zone rules, the firewall copies 
the rule options that must be applied per packet (for example, IP protocol, strict TCP 
states, IP options, and NAT) into the session state object, to ensure that subsequent 
packets that are received for the session are processed quickly, based on the policy 
of the state session object. 

6. The initial packet is forwarded out the egress interface.

Figure 1: Establishing New Firewall Sessions

The following steps describe how the 7705 SAR processes packets that are ingressing and 
egressing zone-configured interfaces for established sessions. Figure 2 shows the 
corresponding steps. This applies to the scenario where a zone is applied to both the ingress 
and egress interfaces. 

1. The 7705 SAR receives the first packet of a session and compares the source IP 
address of the packet to the list of zone and IP address entries that have been applied 
to the interface. 

2. If the source IP address is permitted on the interface for the zone, then the firewall 
verifies if the session already exists. To do this, the firewall attempts to match the 
zone, VRF ID, and IP address and service information (source IP, destination IP, and 
service). 

7705 SAR

Session
Session
Session
Session

Firewall

Zone Entry:
I/F
+ Src IP

Zone Entry: 
I/F
+ Src IP
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Host X, Service Y, IN, Pass
Host A-H, Pass, IN, NAT
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Rule Set 2
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1
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2 6

3 5 4
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this Zone on this I/F

2 Check if session exists (no)

3 Match ingress zone rules, apply rules

4 6Match egress zone rules, apply rules Packets exit out egress I/F

5 Create session object

Note: If the firewall is disabled (shutdown) or not configured on either the ingress or egress 
interfaces, then the related firewall processing is skipped (or is passed) at the relevant 
stage.
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3. If the firewall finds the session associated with the packet, it applies the ingress and 
egress zone rules to the packet (for example, IP protocol, strict TCP states, IP options, 
and NAT).

4. The packet is forwarded out the egress interface. 

Figure 2: Maintaining Firewall Sessions 

For more information about how the firewall processes packets for different combinations of 
ingress and egress interfaces, see Considerations for Applying Firewall Policies to Interfaces.
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I/F
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23332

1
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2 4

3

Check if Src IP allowed for
this zone on this I/F

2 Check if session exists (yes) 4 Packets exit out egress I/F

3 Apply ingress and egress zone rules for the sessions 

Ingress zone rules
currently associated

to sessions

Egress zone rules
currently associated

to sessions
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Features Summary

The following is a summary of 7705 SAR firewall features:

� modular zone-based policy management supports configuration of tailor-made 
security and service-aware policies for easy reuse across multiple instances

� organization of rules into zones avoids many-to-many policy complexities
� application of firewall policies on Layer 3, routed, management and CSM (CPM) 

interfaces
� supports VPRN and IES based services over MPLS
� common policy resources, including shared host groups and service groups, enable 

concise, simplified, and comprehensible policy design and maximum concurrent 
uses of rules

� flexible rule-based network address translation (NAT) features, including source 
NAT (SNAT), destination NAT (DNAT), and network and port address translation 
(NPAT)

� statistics for firewalls, interfaces, zones, and zone members, and per-session event 
logging and troubleshooting provides a clear picture into network behavior and helps 
identify potential attacks

� stateful session tracking and policy enforcement is supported for strict TCP checking, 
FTP error checking, managing session duration limits and maximum concurrent 
session uses per rule, filtering on IP options, and applying NAT policies to sessions
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Network Management

You can configure and manage events and statistics for the 7705 SAR firewall on any 
7705 SAR platform that supports the firewall functionality, using the following network 
management tools:

� 5620 SAM
� CLI
� SNMP
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Reference Sources

For information on standards, see Standards and Protocol Support.
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 Firewall License Configuration

In This Chapter

This chapter provides an overview of how to obtain and enable a 7705 SAR firewall license. 
The license is required to use the firewall functionality on the target 7705 SAR. 

Topics in this chapter include:

� Obtaining the License
� Configuration Notes
� Configuring the License with CLI
� Enabling the License
� Disabling the License
� Firewall License CLI Command Reference
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Obtaining the License

You must purchase an end-user Right To Use (RTU) license agreement to enable 7705 SAR 
firewall capabilities. When you purchase a firewall license, you receive a license key that you 
use to configure the firewall functionality on the 7705 SAR.

To enable the firewall functionality, you must enter the RTU license key for the particular 
7705 SAR that supports the firewall. You can enter the license key in the following ways:

� using the CLI license configuration command; see Configuring the License with CLI
� using an input screen on the 5620 SAM. The 5620 SAM can audit network firewall 

usage from the managed nodes in a network using this license key. See the 
5620 SAM documentation for more information.

Note: Contact your Alcatel-Lucent sales representative for information about ordering a 
firewall license. 
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Configuration Notes

The following describes 7705 SAR firewall license notes.

� If the license key is missing or you enter it incorrectly, no configurable items under 
the firewall context are accessible via the CLI or SNMP.

� You must remove all firewall configurations before removing or modifying the 
license key.
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Configuring the License with CLI

This section describes how to configure the 7705 SAR firewall license key using the CLI. For 
information on obtaining the license key, see Obtaining the License.

Topics in this section include:

� Enabling the License
� Disabling the License
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Enabling the License

Use the following CLI syntax to enable the firewall functionality on the designated 7705 SAR 
using the purchased license key. 

CLI Syntax: config>system# firewall-license-key firewall-license-key 

Example: config>system# firewall-license-key BD2CX-8MPRL-V87OG-
YPZ4J 

config>system# exit

The following example displays the firewall information output when the firewall license is 
enabled.

A:ALU-12># show firewall information
---------------------------------------------------------------------
IP Firewall System Information System Limit Current Usage
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Firewall Licensing : Enabled 0
Allocated sessions : 10000 0
Zones : 50 0
Zone Entries : 1000 0
Host Groups : 200 0
Host Group Entries : 5000 0
Service Groups : 100 0
Service Group Entries : 1000 0
Rule-sets : 200 0
Rule-set Entries : 5000 0
---------------------------------------------------------------------
A:ALU-12># :
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Disabling the License

Use the no form of the configure system firewall-license-key command to 
disable 7705 SAR firewall functionality. 

Use the following CLI syntax to disable the firewall license on the designated 7705 SAR.

CLI Syntax: config>system# no firewall-license-key

The following example displays the license status output when the firewall is disabled.

A:ALU-12># show firewall information
WARNING: CLI Firewall feature is disabled, Enter valid license key to enable.

Note: If you wish to remove or modify the license key, you must first remove all firewall 
configurations. For information on configuring and managing a firewall, see Configuring 
Firewall Policies with CLI.
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Firewall License CLI Command Reference

Command Hierarchies

� Firewall License Key Configuration Commands
� Show Firewall Information Command
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Firewall License Key Configuration Commands

config
� system

� firewall-license-key firewall-license-key
� no firewall-license-key

Show Firewall Information Command

show
� firewall

� information
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Command Descriptions

� Firewall License Key Commands
� Show Commands
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Firewall License Key Commands

firewall-license-key

Syntax firewall-license-key firewall-license-key 
no firewall-license-key

Context config>system

Description This command is used to enter the RTU firewall software license key to enable the firewall 
functionality on the target 7705 SAR.

The firewall-license-key is case-sensitive. 

The no form of this command disables all firewall functions. All firewall configuration items must be 
cleared before clearing this value.

Parameters firewall-license-key � specifies the firewall license key obtained when the firewall RTU license 
is purchased for the 7705 SAR, expressed as an ASCII character string
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Show Commands

information

Syntax information

Context show>firewall

Description This command displays information about the firewall, including the firewall license status. For 
details, see information.
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Configuring Firewall Policies

In This Chapter

This chapter provides an overview of 7705 SAR firewall configuration and management. 
Topics in this chapter include:

� Configuration Considerations
→ Configuration Components
→ Defining Zones
→ Defining Host Groups for Rules
→ Defining Service Groups for Rules
→ Defining Rule Sets
→ Defining a Network Address Translation Option for a Rule
→ IP Fragmentation
→ 1588 Packet Handling
→ Logging
→ Alarm Management
→ Statistics
→ Enabling and Disabling Firewall Polices
→ Creating and Updating Firewall Components using CLI

� Configuration Notes
� Configuring Firewall Policies with CLI
� Firewall Command Reference
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Configuration Considerations

This section provides information about the building blocks that are required to configure 
firewall policies. Firewall policies can then be applied to interfaces along with host member 
IP address information, to enable policies on a modular basis. 

Topics in this section include:

� Configuration Components
� Defining Zones
� Defining Host Groups for Rules
� Defining Service Groups for Rules
� Defining Rule Sets
� Defining a Network Address Translation Option for a Rule
� IP Fragmentation
� 1588 Packet Handling
� Logging
� Alarm Management
� Statistics
� Enabling and Disabling Firewall Polices
� Creating and Updating Firewall Components using CLI

Configuration Components

Table 2 describes the components that require configuration in order to implement a 
7705 SAR firewall policy. Figure 3 illustrates the basic relationships between the 
configuration components of the 7705 SAR firewall.

Table 2: Configuration Components

Component Description Configuration 
Guidelines

Zone A zone defines the entire security policy for 
packets ingressing or egressing the zone. 
The zone specifies an ordered list of rule 
sets that are used to enforce the security 
policy on zone members.

Defining Zones
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Zone member 
definitions

Zone members are defined for interfaces, 
by configuring a zone and an IP address or 
IP address range that specifies the host 
(members) that are permitted to pass 
through the specified zone on that interface. 
Interfaces can include Layer 3, router, 
management and CSM (CPM) interfaces.

Applying Firewall 
Policies to Interfaces

Rule A rule defines packet-matching criteria, 
actions, session management options, and 
NAT options that the firewall uses to 
evaluate packets that enter a zone. One or 
more rules can be configured for a rule set 
to form a security policy.

Defining Packet-
Matching Criteria and 
Actions for Rules
Defining Options for 
Rules
Defining a Network 
Address Translation 
Option for a Rule

Rule set A rule set is an ordered list of rules that 
defines a security policy when associated 
with a zone. The rules in the rule set are 
applied in order of precedence, to packets 
that ingress or egress zone-configured 
interfaces.

Defining Rule Sets

Host group A host group defines a collection of IP 
addresses or IP address ranges that may be 
optionally referenced in rule matching, 
NAT specifications, and other firewall 
functions.

Defining Host Groups 
for Rules

Service group A service group defines a collection of 
services (for example, IP protocol number, 
UDP/TCP ports) that may be optionally 
referenced in rule matching, NAT 
specifications, and other firewall functions.

Defining Service 
Groups for Rules

Table 2: Configuration Components (Continued)

Component Description Configuration 
Guidelines
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Figure 3: Firewall Configuration Components 
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Defining Zones

This section provides an overview of how to construct and apply zones.

A zone defines the entire security policy that will be applied for packets ingressing or 
egressing the zone. The zone specifies an ordered list of rule sets that are used to define and 
enforce the security policy on zone members.

To configure a zone the following steps are required.

1. Define rule sets that specify the security rules to apply to packets that enter the 
associated zone. See Defining Rule Sets.

2. Define zones by specifying one or more rule sets for the zone. The firewall uses the 
rules in the rule set or rule sets to match packets that pass through the zone. See 
Configuring Zones and Zone Commands.

3. Apply the zone to an interface along with an associated IP address or IP address range 
that indicates which hosts are allowed to pass through this zone. Multiple zones can 
be configured for the interface as required. For information on enabling zones on an 
interface, see Applying Firewall Policies to Interfaces.

Defining Host Groups for Rules

When configuring rules for a rule set, you can specify an explicit source and destination IP 
address for the match criteria or NAT option of a rule. The 7705 SAR uses the IP address 
information to verify matching packets being processed by the zone. 

If you want to specify a range of IP addresses for the match criteria or NAT option of a rule, 
you can configure host groups that define a set of host devices and address spaces. You can 
then reference the host group IDs when configuring rules. The 7705 SAR uses the 
information in a host group to match the source and destination IP addresses of the packets 
when attempting to match rules to packets. Configuring common shared host groups to use 
when creating rules supports concise and simplified policy design. 

For more information about using host groups for the match criteria and NAT options of a 
rule, see Table 3 and Table 5. For information about configuring host groups, see 
Configuring Host Groups for Rules and Host Group Commands. 
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Defining Service Groups for Rules

Service groups allow you to define the services that you want to specify for the match criteria 
or the NAT option of a rule. You must use a service group if you want to specify a range of 
source or destination port numbers for the rule.

When configuring a service group, you specify the following components: 

� IP protocol 
� source port 
� destination port 
� ICMP code and type, if the ICMP protocol is specified 
� IGMP type, if the IGMP protocol is specified

When configuring the service group, the following apply.

� The 7705 SAR firewall supports all 255 standard IP protocols and their respective 
protocol ID numbers. The protocol ID is the decimal value representing the IP 
protocol to be used for the service match criterion. 

� When the ICMP protocol is specified, specifying no ICMP code, ICMP type or port 
values acts as wildcard for matching purposes.

� When the IGMP protocol is specified, specifying no IGMP type or port values acts 
as wildcard for matching purposes.

For more information about specifying service groups for the match criteria and NAT options 
of a rule, see Table 3 and Table 5. For information about configuring service groups, see 
Configuring Service Groups for Rules and Service Group Commands.

Defining Rule Sets

This section provides information about rule sets.Topics include:

� Rule Set Configuration Overview
� Defining Packet-Matching Criteria and Actions for Rules
� Defining Options for Rules
� Defining a Network Address Translation Option for a Rule
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Rule Set Configuration Overview

A rule set defines a security policy that can be applied to a zone. You use the rule set to 
specify an ordered list of rules, each of which defines specific packet-matching requirements, 
processing actions and options. 

You define the rule sets globally and then associate them with zones, to create zone policies. 
You can include multiple rule sets in a zone. When a packet arrives at a zone-configured 
interface, the firewall scans the rule sets defined in the zone and applies the first matching 
rule to the packets that are crossing the zone. 

A rule set includes the following components:

� rule set ID
� rule set description
� entry ID for each rule in the rule set
� one or more rules that define the packet-matching and processing criteria and actions 

and options such as event logging and NAT

The following rule-matching behavior is supported for packets that pass the source IP address 
membership checks for the zone and interface and the validity checks for the packet.

� Rules are matched in the order that they appear in rule sets specified for the zone.
� If there is no matching rule, the packet is dropped.
� If the total allowed session limit has been exceeded because the system limit is 

exhausted, an alarm is raised and the packet is silently dropped. 

For more information about rules, see Defining Packet-Matching Criteria and Actions for 
Rules, Defining Options for Rules and Defining a Network Address Translation Option for a 
Rule. 

Note: The order of the rules in the rule set are important in determining which rules are 
applied. You should ensure that the rule entries in a rule set are numbered from the most 
explicit to the least explicit. The 7705 SAR also supports the ability to rearrange the 
numbering sequence after you configure the rule set and the zone. For more information, see 
Renumbering Entries for Zones and Rule Sets. 
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Defining Packet-Matching Criteria and Actions for Rules

Rules are the building blocks of a rule set. A rule set must have one or more rules, each of 
which defines a unique set of attributes that define the packet-matching and processing 
criteria, actions, and options for the rule. 

Table 3 describes the packet-matching criteria and actions that you can specify for a rule and 
lists the associated CLI commands. 

For detailed descriptions of all the rule set commands and parameters, see Rule Set 
Commands. For configuration examples, see Configuring Rule Sets.

Table 3: Packet-Matching Criteria and Actions for a Rule 

Rule Attribute Definition CLI Command

Action Specifies how the packet is handled if the rule is matched. If the 
zone finds a match for all the specified rule criteria, then it 
performs the specified action on the packet. If there is no match, 
the packet is dropped.
The following are the supported packet-processing actions:

� Pass�session objects are created and packets are 
allowed to pass through the zone (either ingressing or 
egressing).

� Drop�session objects are created for forward-
direction traffic, so subsequent packets for the session 
will be found quickly and dropped immediately. Since 
session objects are created for the drop action, the 
recommendation is to use the max-concurrent-
sessions option to control the number of sessions 
allocated for drop rules.

� Reject�packets matching the rule are dropped without 
creating session objects.

action
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Packet Flow Direction Specifies whether rules are applied to packets, depending on 
whether the packet direction is ingressing or egressing the 
7705 SAR. 
Values are: 

� in�a packet that is ingressing the 7705 SAR.
� out�a packet that is egressing the 7705 SAR.
� both�a packet that is either ingressing or egressing the 

7705 SAR. This value is prohibited if a NAT option is 
configured; see Defining a Network Address 
Translation Option for a Rule.

pkt-flow-direction

Match (Service Group 
or Protocol ID) 1

Specifies a protocol ID (ex. TCP, UDP, SNMP, and the 
associated port number) or a service group that the protocol 
specification of the packet must match. 
When you specify �protocol ID� for the match, you can also 
optionally define a single source port or destination port for 
UDP or TCP. 
A service group can have multiple services defined for the 
match; for example, TCP, UDP, and ICMP. If all the services 
associated with the rule require similar treatment, you can 
specify a service group. To specify a range of port numbers, you 
must use a service group for the match. For information about 
configuring service groups, see Defining Service Groups for 
Rules.

match

Source IP 1 2 Specifies an explicit source IP address for the match criteria of 
the rule, or a host group that defines a set of addresses. To 
specify an IP address range, you must use a host group. Packets 
being processed by a zone are evaluated for a match to the 
specified source IP. For information on configuring host groups 
to define particular host devices and address spaces for use with 
the match criterion or NAT option of a rule, see Defining Host 
Groups for Rules.

src-ip

Destination IP 1 2 Specifies an explicit destination IP address or a group of 
addresses that are identified by a host group. If you want to 
specify an IP address range, you must use a host group. Packets 
destined for the specified IP address will be evaluated for the 
rule. For information on configuring host groups for use with 
the match criterion or NAT options of a rule, see Defining Host 
Groups for Rules.

dst-ip

Table 3: Packet-Matching Criteria and Actions for a Rule  (Continued)

Rule Attribute Definition CLI Command
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Notes:

1. The IP address elements (IP protocol, source IP, destination IP, source port and destination port) for each 
firewall session must be unique within the firewall hash table for the interface upon which packets for the 
session are received. If the return direction of the session is authorized, then that address element must also 
be unique for the interface upon which the return direction of the session is received.    

2. Wildcard matching is implied if you do not specify a source or destination IP address for a rule. All packets 
matching the IP address or IP address range specified for the zone for the interface will be subject to firewall 
evaluation.

Defining Options for Rules

Rule options allow you to define session-related parameters for the rule. You can include 
multiple options for a rule. 

Table 4 describes the rule options and lists the associated CLI commands. 

For complete descriptions of rule option commands, see Rule Set Commands.

Source Port 1 Specifies a source port to match in the IP packets, when the 
match attribute of the rule is specified as �protocol ID�. 
The default is no source port. 

src-port

Destination Port 1 Specifies a destination port to match in the IP packets, when the 
match attribute of the rule is specified as �protocol ID�. 
The default is no destination port.

dst-port

ICMP Code Specifies the ICMP code when the protocol ID specified for the 
match attribute of the rule is set to ICMP (1). The default no 
ICMP code indicates a wildcard for matching purposes.

icmp-code

ICMP Type Specifies the ICMP type when the protocol ID specified for the 
match attribute of the rule is set to ICMP. The default no ICMP 
type indicates a wildcard for matching purposes.

icmp-type

IGMP Type Specifies the IGMP type, when the protocol ID specified for the 
match attribute of the rule is set to IGMP. The default no IGMP 
type indicates a wildcard for matching purposes.

igmp-type

Options Specifies options and NAT policies for a rule. See:
� Defining Options for Rules 
� Defining a Network Address Translation Option for a 

Rule

options

Table 3: Packet-Matching Criteria and Actions for a Rule  (Continued)

Rule Attribute Definition CLI Command
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Table 4: Rule Options

Option Definition CLI Command

maximum concurrent 
sessions

Within a particular zone, specifies the maximum 
number of simultaneous uses of this rule across all 
active sessions of the zone. If the limit is reached or you 
configure the value to 0, the rule is disabled for the 
zone. The firewall skips a disabled rule when it finds a 
matching rule for the zone. 
If a session uses the same zone and the same rule on the 
ingress and egress interfaces, the concurrent use of the 
rule is counted once for the ingress and once for the 
egress. 
To avoid this behavior, it is recommended that you 
configure different in and out rules for the traffic that 
will traverse the same zone in both directions. See the 
packet flow direction attribute in Table 3. 

max-concurrent-sessions

session timeout Specifies the minimum time interval between 
successive packets (in either direction) that is required 
for a session to remain active. If the time interval 
between packets does not exceed the interval, the 
session remains active. 

session-timeout

strict TCP Monitors the TCP session state and strictly enforces 
compliance with RFC 793. The 7705 SAR does not 
check the TCP checksum when strict-tcp checking is 
enabled.

strict-tcp

session reverse direction Specifies that packets in the reverse direction are 
allowed to pass

session-reverse-direction

event log Enables or disables logging for the rule set. For 
information about logging on a per-rule basis, see Rule 
Logging.

log

IP options Specifies the mask value of IP header options that are 
allowed for packets associated with the session

ip-options
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Defining a Network Address Translation Option for a Rule

The 7705 SAR firewall supports network address translation (NAT) as a configurable option 
of a rule. This section provides an overview of the 7705 SAR NAT implementation and 
options. Topics include:

� NAT Option Configuration
� NAT Option Attributes
� Source and Destination NAT
� Source NAT for an Ingress Zone
� Source NAT for an Egress Zone
� Restrictions on Source NAT for Ingress or Egress Zones
� Destination NAT for an Ingress Zone
� Destination NAT for an Egress Zone
� NAT Mapping for Host and Service Groups

NAT Option Configuration

The 7705 SAR firewall supports NAT as a configurable option of a rule. This unique 
capability of the 7705 SAR firewall makes configuration of most firewall policies that require 
NAT less cumbersome and more intuitive. 

NAT option Specifies the NAT options for the rule. For NAT, the 
goal is to hide all source and destination addresses 
coming from the control center on the local ports at the 
substation. To configure NAT use the following 
components:

� source IP address
� destination IP address
� source port 
� destination port 
� service group

See Defining a Network Address Translation Option 
for a Rule for details.

nat

Table 4: Rule Options (Continued)

Option Definition CLI Command
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When the 7705 SAR firewall processes a packet, the ingress rules and egress rules that are 
configured for the zones are applied to the packet. It is possible to configure the following 
NAT options for either the ingress zone or the egress zone or both:

� source NAT (SNAT) 
� destination NAT (DNAT)

Figure 4 illustrates the types of NAT options that you can configure for the ingress and egress 
source and destination interfaces. Typically, you would configure one type of NAT per rule, 
although it is possible to combine NAT procedures if necessary. 

Figure 4: Types of NAT Options

Figure 5 illustrates an application of a source NAT in the utility space. The intent in this 
example is to hide all source addresses coming from a control center on the local ports at the 
substation (for example concentrator, camera, IED). All packets from the control center that 
are seen on these ports have a source address of 10.255.0.1. Anyone snooping these ports 
cannot learn the IP addresses of the control center.

For more information about options for SNAT and DNAT, see Source and Destination NAT.
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Figure 5: Example NAT Utility Application

NAT Option Attributes
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Source and Destination NAT

A key difference between SNAT and DNAT is SNAT applies NAT for a group of source 
hosts to a single address and uses allocated ports (PNAT) to establish unique mappings for 
sessions. Figure 6 illustrates this capability.

Table 5: Configurable NAT Attributes

Option Definition CLI Command

Source IP address Specifies either an IP address or a host group. If a host group 
is specified, you can set the map type to �direct� or �pool� 
for address translation. The rule applies SNAT on ingress or 
egress, depending on the value specified for the packet flow 
direction attribute of the rule.

� The value �in� applies SNAT on ingress.
� The value �out� applies SNAT on egress.

src-ip

Destination IP address Specifies either an IP address or a host group. If a host group 
is specified, you can set the map type to �direct� or �pool� 
for address translation. The rule applies DNAT on ingress or 
egress, depending on the value specified for the packet flow 
direction of the rule. 

� The value �in� applies DNAT on ingress.
� The value �out� applies DNAT on egress.

dst-ip

Source Port Specifies a TCP or UDP port ID for translation of the source 
port field. When specified, the source port for the NAT 
option is always this value. You cannot configure a source 
port if a service group is configured for the NAT option.

src-port

Destination Port Specifies a TCP or UDP port ID for translation of the 
destination port field. When specified, the destination port 
for the NAT option is always this value. You cannot 
configure a destination port if a service group is configured 
for the NAT option.

dst-port

Service Group Specifies a service group to use for translation of the source 
or destination port field. You can specify the map-type to be 
�direct� or �pool� for address translation, however, both 
options will behave in �pool� mode. You cannot specify a 
service group for translation if a source port or destination 
port is configured for the NAT option.

service-group
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When you apply SNAT as shown in Figure 6, the intent is to match multiple simultaneously 
active sessions with a single rule. To avoid collisions of port IDs, the 7705 SAR firewall 
detects possible collisions. If a collision is possible for a UDP or TCP session and you have 
not specified a particular source port mapping, the 7705 SAR will create a unique mapping 
for the session by choosing a source port value from within the range 1024 to 65535. This 
type of SNAT applies as follows:

� for the ingress zone if the packet flow direction attribute of the rule is set to �in� 
� for the egress zone if the packet flow direction attribute of the rule is set to �out�

For more information about packet flow direction and other match attributes of a rule, see 
Table 3.

DNAT does not support the same dynamic port allocation function as SNAT. You must 
specify destination information (destination IP and destination port) explicitly for DNAT to 
guarantee that the packet arrives at the correct destination (host and service).

You can specify a configured host group for the source and destination IP attributes of the 
NAT option. When you specify a host group for either the source or destination IP address of 
the NAT option, you must also specify a map type. The map type allows you to translate 
source and destination IP addresses in either a direct manner or through a round-robin 
mechanism (pool), depending on the requirements of the NAT function. For more 
information, see NAT Mapping for Host and Service Groups.

Figure 6: Typical Application of SNAT
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Source NAT for an Ingress Zone

You can configure SNAT for a zone that is applied to an ingress interface. The following 
configuration requirements apply.

� The packet flow direction attribute of the rule must be �in�.
� The NAT option must be specified with a source IP address or host group.

When a packet arrives on the ingress interface and the configured SNAT matches the session, 
the 7705 SAR firewall performs SNAT on the packet. The 7705 SAR firewall also applies 
egress zone rules (if configured), and forwards the packet out the egress interface. For session 
response packets, the 7705 SAR rewinds the source NAT by changing the destination address 
as needed to route the packet correctly, and forwards it back out the original ingress interface.

Figure 7 illustrates SNAT configured for a zone that is applied to an ingress interface.

Figure 7: SNAT on Ingress Zone

Source NAT for an Egress Zone

You can configure SNAT for an egress interface that is configured with a zone. The following 
configuration requirements apply.

� The packet flow direction attribute of the rule must be �out�.
� The NAT option must be specified with a source IP address or host group.

When a packet is destined for an egress interface and the configured SNAT matches the 
session, SNAT is applied to the packet, which is then forwarded out the egress interface. 
When the 7705 SAR receives session responses, it rewinds the NAT and routes the packet 
correctly towards the original ingress interface.

Figure 8 illustrates SNAT configured for an egress zone.
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Figure 8: SNAT on Egress Zone
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When configuring SNAT on an ingress or egress zone, if the SNAT IP address (either a 
source IP address or a host group) is equal to a local interface IP, loopback IP, or system IP 
address, there are restrictions on configuring a non-wildcard source port (PNAT) in the same 
SNAT option of a rule. The 7705 SAR uses a predefined set of ports for sending and receiving 
control and management traffic; these ports are listed in Table 6. To avoid service 
interruptions on these ports due to collisions between control and management traffic and 
user traffic undergoing NAT, the ports listed must not be configured in the source port field 
(either as an explicit source port ID in the NAT option or in the source port ID field of a 
service group) of the SNAT rule.

It is recommended that all source port values be equal to the wildcard value when applying 
SNAT on ingress or egress and using a local IP address as the SNAT source IP address; the 
7705 SAR firewall will ensure that no collisions will occur.
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Table 6: 7705 SAR TCP/UDP Ports Used for Control and Management Traffic 

Port Type Description Port Value(s)

TCP FTP Data 20

TCP FTP 21

TCP SSH 22

TCP Telnet 23

TCP BGP 179

TCP LDP 646

TCP DIAM 3868

TCP ANCP 6068
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Destination NAT for an Ingress Zone

You can configure DNAT for a zone that is applied to an ingress interface. The following 
configuration requirements apply.

� The packet flow direction attribute of the rule must be �in�.
� The NAT option must be specified with a destination IP address or host group.

TCP MCS 45067

TCP WEBRD 47806

UDP DHCP Server 67

UDP DHCP Client 68

UDP DHCP6 Server 547

UDP DHCP6 Client 546

UDP NTP 123

UDP SNMP 161

UDP SNMPTRAP 162

UDP BGP 179

UDP SYSLOG 514

UDP RIP 520

UDP LDP 646

UDP MC APS LAG 1025

UDP PIM MDT 3232

UDP COA 3799

UDP Traceroute 33434

CSM Reserved (TCP or UDP) 49152 to 51199

Table 6: 7705 SAR TCP/UDP Ports Used for Control and Management Traffic  

Port Type Description Port Value(s)
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When a packet arrives on the ingress interface and a DNAT option is configured that matches 
the session, DNAT is applied to the packet. The 7705 SAR firewall then searches the routing 
table for the translated destination address to locate the egress interface. If egress zone rules 
have been configured for the interface, they are applied to the packet before it is forwarded 
out the egress interface. 

For the session response packets, the 7705 SAR firewall rewinds the destination NAT by 
changing the source address as required, and then forwards the packet back out the original 
ingress interface. Figure 9 illustrates DNAT on an ingress zone.

Figure 9: DNAT on Ingress Zone

Destination NAT for an Egress Zone

You can configure DNAT for an egress interface that is configured with a zone. The 
following configuration requirements apply.

� The packet flow direction attribute of the rule must be �out�.
� The NAT option must be specified with a destination IP address or host group.

Figure 10 illustrates DNAT on egress zone.

Figure 10: DNAT on Egress Zone
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When a packet arrives on the ingress interface, the 7705 SAR firewall performs a route 
lookup to find the egress interface and zone. If a rule has been configured for the egress zone 
with a DNAT that matches the session, the 7705 SAR performs DNAT on the packet. Since 
the destination IP address has changed, the 7705 SAR firewall performs another route lookup 
for the new address in order to locate the egress interface. The packet is forwarded as follows.

� If the egress interface is a member of the original egress zone where DNAT was 
applied, then the packet is forwarded out the egress interface. 

� If the egress interface is not part of the same zone, then the 7705 SAR firewall 
inspects the new zone rules and applies them to the packet. 

For the session response packets, the 7705 SAR firewall rewinds the destination NAT by 
changing the source address as required, and then forwards the packet back out the original 
ingress interface.

Figure 11 illustrates DNAT repeated twice on an egress zone.

Figure 11: DNAT Repeated Twice on an Egress Zone

NAT Mapping for Host and Service Groups

A host group defines a set of IP address entries. You can use it to specify the source and 
destination IP attributes for the NAT option. A service group defines protocols and source 
and destination ports. You can use it to specify the source and destination port attributes for 
the NAT option. The 7705 SAR firewall also provides options for mapping the host and 
service groups defined in the matching attributes of a rule to the applied NAT values. The 
following NAT mapping options are supported.

� Direct mapping provides a predictable method to map a NAT specification to the 
matching criteria of a rule. 

Note: The destination IP addresses before and after DNAT should both be routable.
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� Pool mapping provides a mechanism to pool through values when new sessions are 
established for a rule that requires NAT.

The following NAT attributes require configuration of a map type:

� source IP, when specified as a host group 
� destination IP, when specified as a host group
� service group

For more information about specifying service groups for the match attribute and NAT option 
of a rule, see Table 3 and Table 5.

For information about configuring host groups, see Configuring Service Groups for Rules 
and Host Group Commands. For information about configuring service groups, see 
Configuring Service Groups for Rules and Service Group Commands.

Direct Mapping for Host Groups

The direct map type enables you to translate the source or destination IP address that is 
defined for a rule using a host group, in a direct fashion. To do so you specify the direct map 
type for the host group specified for the NAT option. This always produces the same 
translated address for a given rule host group to NAT host group mapping. 

You can configure the map type for a NAT option using the CLI. To do so, you specify a host 
group for the source or destination IP attribute of the NAT option and also set the map-type 
parameter to direct. The 7705 SAR address translation algorithm determines the address 
to use, based on the host group you define for the NAT option and the host group you define 
for the source or destination IP match criteria of the rule. The firewall uses the offset of the 
source IP address of the packet within the host group specified for the match criteria to select 
an address from within the host group specified for the NAT option. The offset is based on 
the order of all hosts listed, including those specified as a single hosts and those specified as 
a host range. The following are the resulting mapping actions.

� If the size of the host group specified for the match criteria of the rule is equal to or 
smaller than the size of the host group specified for the NAT option of the rule, then 
the mapping is always one to one and unique between the match criteria host group 
to the NAT option host group.

� If the size of the host group specified for the match criteria of the rule is larger than 
the size of the host group specified for the NAT option of the rule, then the mapping 
wraps around as needed to select a NAT address.

� If no host group is defined or the size of the host group specified for the match criteria 
of the rule defines a single IP address, then the first entry of the host group specified 
for the NAT option is used.
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The following example illustrates a direct mapping for the host group specified for the NAT 
option. In this example, the host group specified for the match criteria of the rule defines the 
following source IP entries. 

Rule Host Group Entries:

� Entry 1: 138.120.10.64 - 138.20.10.255
� Entry 2: 138.120.11.64 - 138.120.11.128
� Entry 3: 138.121.1.255

The host group specified for the NAT option defines the following source IP entries.

NAT Host Group Entries:

� Entry 1: 192.168.0.1 - 192.168.0.255
� Entry 2: 10.10.10.1 - 10.10.10.255 

In this example, a packet with source address 138.120.11.75 arrives in the zone. This maps 
to index 204 based on the host group defined for the match criteria of the rule (Entry 1 has 
192 entries plus the 12th entry from Entry 2 equals 204). The resulting NAT address that is 
used for this translation is 192.168.0.204.

If SNAT is specified and a port ID collision is discovered when performing the NAT 
function, the firewall allocates a new port ID and resolves the conflict as described in Source 
and Destination NAT.

Pool Map Type for Host Groups

Some applications may require translation of a source or destination IP address into an 
address selected from a pool of IP addresses configured in a host group. For example, within 
an enterprise network it may be desirable to redirect all SMTP requests to a collection of 
SMTP proxy servers to ensure the security of the enterprise. To configure the NAT pool 
option using the CLI or SNMP, you specify a host group for either the source IP or destination 
IP attribute of the NAT option and set the map type to pool. 

The addresses are selected from the pool of addresses specified in the NAT option host group 
in round-robin fashion as sessions are established. The total pool size includes all hosts 
specified as single IP addresses or address ranges. Each host in the host group is visited as 
new sessions are established that match the rule. 

Note: To allow for the one-to-one unique mapping it is recommended that the host group 
you configure for the source or destination IP in the match criteria of the rule be equal to or 
smaller in size than the host group you specify for the NAT option.
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If the source NAT is specified and a port ID collision is discovered when performing the NAT 
function, the firewall allocates a new port ID and resolves the conflict as described in Source 
and Destination NAT.

Pool Map Type for Service Groups

A service group defines one or more entries that specify protocols and source and destination 
port information. You can apply NAT for services by configuring a service group for the 
NAT option with the map type set to pool. The protocol fields in service group definitions 
are ignored in all NAT translations.

When you specify the pool map type for the NAT service group, ports are selected from the 
pool of entries specified in the service group in round-robin fashion as sessions are 
established. If a service group entry specifies a port range (instead of a single port), the 
7705 SAR cycles through the port range to select the next port value, before moving on to the 
next entry.

Both the source and destination ports in the mapping entries are used in the mapping 
operation and each port uses a separate index for round-robin matching.

IP Fragmentation

An IP packet may be fragmented to support smaller MTU sizes in the network. Fragmented 
IP packets that are ingressing a zone-configured interface are sent to the firewall as usual. The 
firewall recognizes the fragmented packets and performs special handling for such packets.

You can configure the firewall to handle fragmented packets as follows: 

� discard fragmented packets received
� process fragmented packets as follows: 

→ if the expected TCP/UDP header is not received in the first packet of a 
fragmented packet, then the firewall drops the packet

→ manage the fragmented packets that are received out of order to ensure that 
duplicates are not received and to prevent IP fragmentation attacks. The firewall 
drops the packets if it detects an incorrect IP fragmentation sequence.

Note: By default, the firewall does not discard fragmented packets. If you want the firewall 
to drop fragmented packets you can specify the option to drop fragmented packets; see the 
command discard-fragments. 
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1588 Packet Handling

The 7705 SAR sends 1588 packets to the firewall if the interface receiving the 1588 packets 
is configured as a zone. To properly support 1588 timing, packets are timestamped as follows:

� before entering the firewall
� upon leaving the node

For information about IEEE 1588 PTP timestamping on 7705 SAR platforms refer to the 
7705 SAR OS Basic System Configuration Guide. 

Logging

The 7705 SAR firewall supports the following logging options:

� Firewall Logging
� Rule Logging

Firewall Logging

The 7705 SAR allows you to configure logging at the global firewall level. The firewall logs 
events during session establishment and maintenance to provide per-session information 
about how the firewall is making decisions for packets that drive states or events, such as the 
beginning of sessions. You can configure multiple logs using log IDs to differentiate between 
configured logs. When you configure a firewall log, you can direct events to the existing 
syslog server or to memory. Syslog IDs must be configured before they can be applied to an 
event log ID. If the log destination is memory, the maximum number of entries in the log must 
be specified. 

The system also provides a default firewall log with log ID 201. The default log is a memory 
log which captures events that are not captured by any other configured log. 

The 7705 SAR firewall supports up to 100 logs and 50 000 memory log entries. 

For more information about configuring firewall logging, see Log Commands.
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Rule Logging

The 7705 SAR firewall allows you to configure a logging context for a rule. When you enable 
logging for a rule, the firewall logs the details and the outcome each time it attempts to 
establish a session that matches the rule. 

Rule logs include the following information:

� information for the packet:
→ source IP
→ destination IP
→ source port
→ destination port
→ protocol

� packet-processing outcome:
→ pass
→ drop
→ reject

� errors in the processing of subsequent packets of the session, such as TCP state 
violations are reported as they occur and include:
→ rule entry IDs
→ firewall-configured interfaces that packets were ingressing or egressing 

including VPRN, IES, router, CSM, and management interfaces
→ source and destination zone names
→ first zone direction (IN/OUT)
→ session statistics for session end log
→ session serial numbers to associate logged events with the same sessions

Alarm Management

The 7705 SAR raises alarms when the firewall internal maximum limits and resources are 
exhausted, and packets are dropped by the firewall as a result. Alarms are logged to system 
default log ID 99.

Note: Configure rules by issuing a begin and commit command. Sessions established 
before you enable and then commit rule logging are deleted and must be re-established 
when the rule becomes active.
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Table 7 describes firewall alarm conditions.

Statistics

The firewall supports statistics collection for packets passed and dropped by the firewall. 
Statistics are collected for packets entering the firewall and for packets exiting the firewall.

Packet and byte statistics are collected for the items identified in Table 8.

The following list identifies the type of packet and byte statistics that are collected for each 
of the firewall statistics described in Table 8:

Table 7: Alarm Descriptions

Alarm Description

Concurrent Sessions Limit 
Reached

The alarm is raised when the total number of sessions for 
the system exceeds the maximum number of sessions 
permitted.

Concurrent Sessions Cleared The alarm clears when concurrent sessions in the system 
fall 10% below the maximum number of concurrent 
sessions.

Table 8: Packet and Byte Statistics

Option Definition

Zone definition entries Collects statistics for zone entries (zone ID and IP 
address or range) that are configured under an interface. 
Includes a detailed breakdown per zone to provide a view 
of what is occurring at the interface and entry levels.

Interface Collects statistics for interfaces that are configured with 
a zone. This is a summary view of the interface with one 
or more zones configured against it.

Zone Zone statistics combine each individual zone definition 
entry statistic to create a single zone view.

Firewall Firewall statistics combine individual interface statistics 
into a single view. These statistics include a congestion 
statistic that indicates whether packets are being dropped 
because the firewall is causing congestion.
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� inPktsPassed, outPktsPassed
� inPktsDropped, outPktsDropped
� inPktsInvalid, outPktsInvalid
� inPktsFragsPassed, outPktsFragsPassed
� inPktsFragsDropped, outPktsFragsDropped
� inBytesPassed, outBytesPassed
� inBytesDropped, outBytesDropped
� inBytesInvalid, outBytesInvalid
� inBytesFragsPassed, outBytesFragsPassed 
� inBytesFragsDropped, outBytesFragsDropped
� inPktCongestionDropped, inBytesCongestionDropped 

The following information applies to the firewall statistics.

� Statistics must be cleared using the appropriate clear command or via SNMP. You 
do not clear statistics when you shut down the firewall on the interface. 

� Invalid packet and bytes statistics are counted only for zone-configured interfaces. 
The invalid packet statistics are incremented when an IP packet is invalid and when 
the following information in the packet is not valid.
→ For UDP, TCP, and SCTP, the following information is validated: source and 

destination IP addresses, IP protocol number, and source and destination port 
values.

→ For TCP options, the entire TCP header is validated. 
→ For ICMP packets that are not type 3, type and code values are validated. 
→ For ICMP type 3, the entire payload must contain enough information to identify 

the session for which the error message is provided.
→ For IGMP packets, version and type code are validated. 
→ For echo requests and response packets, identifier values are validated.

� For the total firewall statistics, an additional inPktCongestionDropped and 
inBytesCongestionDropped count is provided for packets that are dropped due to 
congestion in the firewall.

� Firewall statistics are not cleared when you shut down the firewall for an interface.
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Enabling and Disabling Firewall Polices

You can enable or disable the firewall for specific interfaces that are configured with zones. 
When you disable the firewall using the shutdown command, firewall policies configured 
for the interface are not applied. The interface does not change, reset, or remove any firewall 
configuration settings or statistics. The interface behaves as if it were shut down, but the 
firewall-configured state of the interface is maintained independently. 

For information about shutting down the firewall for interfaces with zone definition entries 
configured, see Enabling and Disabling Firewall Policies on Interfaces.

Creating and Updating Firewall Components using CLI

To create or make changes to firewall entities using the CLI, you must issue begin and 
commit commands to perform edits. The following CLI commands are used for editing.

� The begin command starts an editing session to set up or edit host groups, service 
groups, rule sets, and zone definitions.

� The commit command copies configuration information to the active firewall.
� The abort command deletes configuration information that you have not yet 

committed.

Note: Firewall statistics are not cleared when you shut down the firewall.

Note: The log command does not require a begin or commit command to make changes 
permanent. Changes to the log occur immediately and are permanent.
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Configuration Notes

This section provides a summary of guidelines and restrictions to consider when configuring 
7705 SAR firewall policies.

Asymmetric Routing with Stateful Firewalls or NAT

In networks with multiple paths between sources and destinations, the routers may be 
configured in such a way that the packets sent in one direction during a communications 
session do not take the same path as packets transmitted in the return direction. This 
configuration is called asymmetric routing and can pose problems when stateful firewalls or 
NAT are used in the communications paths. For example, communications sessions are 
generally established from the trusted side of the network to the untrusted side, creating a 
session state object in the firewall that permits the packets transmitted in the return direction 
to be admitted. If the return direction does not traverse the same firewall, then the return 
direction packets will not encounter the session state object that admits them into the 
protected network and the return packets will be dropped. To avoid this problem, when 
configuring 7705 SAR firewall policies, use care to ensure that firewall filtering is enabled 
only for interfaces that are not involved in asymmetrically routed transit traffic. 

Updating the Firewall with CLI

When creating or making changes to firewall entities using the CLI, the following guidelines 
apply.

� A begin command is required to start an editing session for the firewall to set up or 
modify host groups, service groups, rule sets and zone definitions. 

� A commit command is required to copy changed configuration information to the 
active firewall. If you commit an update, all active sessions in the firewall are 
deleted.

� An abort command deletes configuration updates that you have not yet committed. 
� A log command does not require a begin or commit command. Changes to the log 

occur immediately and are permanent.

Note: It is always safe to use firewall filtering for traffic that terminates on the 7705 SAR, 
such as management traffic (for example, SNMP or Telnet traffic) and non-transit routing 
protocol traffic. However, avoid using firewall filtering on fully meshed BGP traffic that uses 
alternate paths for redundancy.
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� The begin and commit commands are not required when adding zone and IP 
address information to an interface. Changes are applied immediately.

Zones

The following configuration guidelines apply for zones.

� Ordering of rules in the rule sets and rule sets in the zone are important. The 
7705 SAR firewall checks the rules in order, exits the matching process when the 
first match is found, and then executes the actions in accordance with the specified 
rule. When configuring rule set entries in a zone, you should number them from the 
most explicit to the least explicit. Renumbering of configured entries is possible; see 
Renumbering Entries for Zones and Rule Sets.

� For interfaces with active zones already configured, you must use the shutdown 
command to disable the firewall for the interface before making changes or adding 
new zones. Any changes take place in the active firewall immediately after you 
re-enable it using the no shutdown command and packets will be processed by the 
firewall.

� To delete a zone, you must do the following.
→ Shut down the firewall for the interfaces to which the zone has been applied.
→ Remove the zone from the interfaces to which it has been applied; see Removing 

Firewall Policies from an Interface.
→ Delete all the entries from the zone.
→ Delete the zone.

Rule Sets

The following configuration guidelines apply when configuring rule sets.

� You must configure rule sets prior to using them in a zone.
� Each entry in the rule set defines a rule. For specific information about rule matching 

criteria, actions or options, see Defining Rule Sets and Rule Set Commands.
� Ordering of rules in the rule set is important. When a packet enters a zone, the 

firewall checks the rule entries in order, exits the matching process when the first 
match is found, and executes the actions in accordance with the specified rule 
criteria. If there is no matching rule in the zone, the packet is dropped.Rules in the 
rule set should be numbered from the most explicit to the least explicit. Renumbering 
of configured entries is also possible; see Renumbering Entries for Zones and Rule 
Sets.
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� If you specify a source or destination IP for the match criteria of the rule, it is 
recommended that they be within the zone member IP address range to be specified 
for zone member definition on the applicable interface. Alternatively, specifying no 
source or destination IP address acts as a wildcard match such that all packets within 
the zone member IP address range will be processed by the firewall.

� If a session uses the same zone and the same rule on the ingress and egress interfaces, 
the concurrent use of the rule is counted once for the ingress and once for the egress. 
To avoid this behavior, it is recommended that you configure different in and out 
rules for the traffic that will traverse the same zone in both directions. See the packet 
flow direction attribute in Table 3. 

� To maintain consistency between rule sets and zones that reference the rule sets, you 
cannot delete a rule set if it is being used by a zone. To delete a rule set, do the 
following.
→ Delete the rule set from any zones that references it.
→ Delete all rule entries from the rule set.
→ Delete the rule set

Host Groups

The following configuration rules apply for host groups.

� You must configure host groups prior to referencing them in the match criteria or 
NAT option of a rule.

� To maintain consistency between rules and host groups, you cannot delete a host 
group if a rule is using it.

� To delete a host group, you must do the following.
→ Delete the host group from any rule references.
→ Delete all the entries from the host group.
→ Delete the host group.

Service Groups

The following configuration rules apply for service group.

� You must configure service groups prior to referencing them in the match attribute 
or NAT option of a rule.
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� The defaults specify wildcard matching, but specific values can be configured in the 
service group.

� To maintain consistency between rules and service groups, you cannot delete a 
service group if a rule is using it. 

� To delete a service group.
→ Delete the service group from any rule references.
→ Delete all the entries from the service group.
→ Delete the service group.

Logging

The following guidelines apply to logging configuration.

� The firewall log command does not require a begin or commit command. 
Changes to the log occur immediately and are permanent.

� The default log is log ID 201. The default log is a memory log which captures events 
that are not captured by any other configured log. 

IP Packet Fragmentation

By default, the firewall does not discard fragments. If you want the firewall to drop 
fragmented packets you can specify the option to drop fragmented packets; see the command 
discard-fragments.
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Configuring Firewall Policies with CLI

This section provides information and examples for configuring firewall policies using the 
CLI.

Topics in this section include:

� Basic Configuration Example 
� Common Configuration Tasks
� Configuring Firewall Components

→ Enabling and Committing Configuration Updates 
→ Configuring Host Groups for Rules 
→ Configuring Service Groups for Rules 
→ Configuring Rule Sets

- Configuring Rule Sets and Rule Entries
- Configuring Match Criteria and Actions for a Rule
- Configuring Options for a Rule
- Configuring a NAT Option for a Rule

→ Configuring Zones
→ Configuring Logging
→ Enabling and Disabling Fragmented Packets Processing

� Firewall Management Tasks 
→ Modifying Host Groups and Service Groups
→ Deleting Host Groups and Service Groups
→ Modifying Rule Entries in a Rule Set 
→ Deleting Rules and Rule Sets 
→ Modifying Rule Set Entries in a Zone 
→ Deleting Zones 
→ Renumbering Entries for Zones and Rule Sets 
→ Managing Logging 
→ Managing Statistics 

- Managing Firewall Statistics
- Managing Zone Statistics
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Basic Configuration Example

Use the following components to configure a basic zone. 

� one or more rule sets that define a rule or rules that specify the match criteria, actions 
and options to be applied to matching packets

� host groups for the rules (optional)
� service groups for the rules (optional)
� options for the rules, such as logging, session timeout, and NAT (optional)
� logging (optional)
� zone

The following example displays the components of a basic zone configuration. In this 
example, logging is enabled and a log has been specified for each of the rule entries in the 
rule set.

*A:ALU-1>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
log 202 create

no shutdown
exit
host-group 1 create

entry 1 create
ip 10.10.10.10
exit

entry 2 create
ip range 20.0.0.0 255.255.255.255
exit

exit
service-group 1 create

entry 1 create
protocol tcp
src-port eq 1000
dst-port lt 1024

exit
entry 2 create

protocol icmp
icmp-code destination-unreachable
icmp-type echo-reply

exit
rule-set 1 create

entry 1 create
action pass
match service-group 1
exit
options

log 203
exit

exit
exit
entry 2 create

match
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src-ip host-group 1
exit
options

log 203
exit

exit
exit
zone 1 create

entry 1 create
rule-set 1
exit

exit
----------------------------------------------
*A:ALU-1>config>firewall#
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Common Configuration Tasks

The following steps are required to create zone definitions.

1. Define host groups with IP address or IP address range entries to use in the source 
and destination IP fields for rule matching criteria or NAT options (optional). See 
Configuring Host Groups for Rules.

2. Define service groups with protocol and source and destination port entries to use in 
the protocol-matching fields for rule matching criteria or NAT options (optional). 
See Configuring Service Groups for Rules.

3. Define rule sets to associate with zones, specifying one or more rule entries for each 
rule set. The rules define unique packet-matching criteria, processing actions, and 
options to be applied to packets entering the zone. See Configuring Rule Sets.

4. Define zones with one or more rule set entries. See Configuring Zones.
5. Enable logging (optional).See Configuring Logging.
6. Disable the processing of fragmented packets (optional). See Enabling and Disabling 

Fragmented Packets Processing.
7. Apply zones and host member IP address information to interfaces; see Applying 

Firewall Policies to Interfaces with CLI.
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Configuring Firewall Components

This section provides the following firewall configuration examples:

� Enabling and Committing Configuration Updates
� Configuring Host Groups for Rules
� Configuring Service Groups for Rules 
� Configuring Rule Sets
� Configuring Zones 
� Configuring Logging 
� Enabling and Disabling Fragmented Packets Processing 

Enabling and Committing Configuration Updates

Use the following CLI syntax to begin creating or editing firewall entities and to save or 
discard the changes. The editing session remains active until you commit or discard the 
changes.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# begin

Use the following CLI syntax to commit updates in the current editing session. 

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# commit

Use the following CLI syntax to abort updates in the current editing session. 

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# abort

The following example displays the output from a commit command:

*A:ALU-1>config>firewall# commit
----------------------------------------------
Firewall policies have been applied

The following example displays the output from an abort command.

*A:ALU-1>config>firewall# abort
----------------------------------------------
Firewall policies have been aborted
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Configuring Host Groups for Rules

This section describes the steps to configure a host group with one or more entries for IP 
address or IP address range definitions. You can use the host group to indicate matching on 
the source or destination IP address for the match criteria or NAT option of a rule.

Use the following CLI syntax to create a host group and configure entries.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# host-group hstgrp-id [create]
name name-string
description description-string
entry entry-id [create]

ip {ipaddr-id | range ipaddr1 ipaddr2}

Example: config>firewall# host-group 4 create
config>firewall>host-group$ name "HG-4"
config>firewall>host-group# description "host group 4"
config>firewall>host-group# entry 1 create
config>firewall>host-group>entry$ ip 10.10.10.10
config>firewall>host-group>entry# exit
config>firewall>host-group# entry 2 create
config>firewall>host-group>entry$ ip range 20.20.20.20 
255.255.255.255

config>firewall>host-group>entry# exit
config>firewall>host-group# exit

The following example displays the host group configuration with two entries.

A:ALU:Dut-A>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...

host-group 4 create
name "HG4"
description "host group 4"
entry 1 create

ip 10.10.10.10
exit
entry 2 create

ip range 20.20.20.20 255.255.255.255
exit

exit
----------------------------------------------

Configuring Service Groups for Rules

This section describes the steps to create a service group to define protocols and related 
parameters for the service-matching field or NAT option of a rule. 
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Use the following CLI syntax to create a service group and configure entries.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# service-group srvcgrp-id [create]
name name-string
description description-string
entry entry-id [create]

protocol protocol-id
src-port {{lt | gt | eq} src-port-number} | 

{range start end}
dst-port {{lt | gt | eq} dst-port-number} | 

{range start end}
icmp-code icmp-code
icmp-type icmp-type
igmp igmp-type

Example: config>firewall# service-group 3 create
config>firewall>service-group$ name "SG-3"
config>firewall>service-group# description "service 
group 3"

config>firewall>service-group# entry 1 create
config>firewall>service-group>entry$ protocol tcp
config>firewall>service-group>entry# src-port eq 1000
config>firewall>service-group>entry# dst-port lt 1024
config>firewall>service-group>entry# exit
config>firewall>service-group>entry 2 create
config>firewall>service-group>entry$ protocol icmp
config>firewall>service-group>entry# icmp-code 0
config>firewall>service-group>entry# icmp-type 0
config>firewall>service-group>entry# exit
config>firewall>service-group# exit

The following example displays the service group configuration with two entries.

A:ALU:Dut-A>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...

service-group 3 create
name "SG-3"
description "service group 3"
entry 1 create

protocol tcp
src-port eq 1000
dst-port lt 1024

exit
entry 2 create

protocol icmp
icmp-code network-unreachable
icmp-type echo-request

exit
exit

----------------------------------------------
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Configuring Rule Sets

A rule set is an ordered list of rules, each of which defines unique packet-matching criteria, 
processing actions, and options for establishing and managing sessions. You associate rule 
sets with zones to create zone based policies that can be applied for Layer 3, network, and 
management interfaces. This section provides the following configuration examples.

� Configuring Rule Sets and Rule Entries
� Configuring Match Criteria and Actions for a Rule
� Configuring Options for a Rule

Configuring Rule Sets and Rule Entries

A rule set is an ordered list of rules that defines a security policy when associated with a zone. 
The rules in the rule set are applied in order of precedence, to packets that ingress or egress 
zone-configured interfaces. A rule set includes the following components:

� rule set ID
� rule set description
� entry ID for each rule in the rule set
� attributes that define the packet-matching and processing criteria and actions and 

options such as event logging and NAT for each rule 

The order of the rule entries in the rule set is important in determining which rules are applied. 
Rule entries should be numbered from the most explicit to the least explicit. When the rule 
set is associated with a zone, the 7705 SAR firewall scans the rules in the rule set in the order 
specified, to find the first matching rule for packets entering the zone-configured interface. 
The 7705 SAR also supports the ability to renumber rule entries after they have been created. 
For information, see Renumbering Entries for Zones and Rule Sets.

To create a rule set and add rule entries use the following CLI syntax. To configure the rule 
match criteria and options, see Configuring Match Criteria and Actions for a Rule and 
Configuring Options for a Rule. 

config>firewall# rule-set ruleset-id [create]

name “name-string”
description “description-string”
entry entry-id [create]

description “description-string”

Example: config>firewall# rule-set 1 create
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config>firewall>rule-set$ name "Ruleset-1"
config>firewall>rule-set# description "rule set 1"
config>firewall>rule-set# entry 1 create
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# exit
config>firewall>rule-set# entry 2 create
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# exit

The following example displays a rule set with two rule entries configured.

A:ALU:Dut-A>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...

rule-set 1 create
name "Rule-1"
description "rule set 1"
entry 1 create
exit
entry 2 create

exit
exit

Configuring Match Criteria and Actions for a Rule

Each rule in a rule set defines specific matching criteria and actions against which the traffic 
is matched and actions defined by the rule are applied. Match criteria and actions you can 
configure for a rule include the following.

� action
� packet flow direction
� protocol ID or service group match 
� source IP
� destination IP
� source port
� destination port
� ICMP code and type
� IGMP type

For more information about rule matching criteria and actions, see Defining Packet-Matching 
Criteria and Actions for Rules and Rule Set Commands. 

Use the following CLI syntax to configure the matching criteria and actions for a rule. In this 
example, it is assumed that the rule entry IDs have already been created for the rule set. For 
configuration examples, see Configuring Rule Sets and Rule Entries.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>ruleset>entry-id
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action {pass | drop | reject}
match [service-group srvcgrp-id]|[protocol 

protocol-id]
src-ip {ip-addr | {host-group hstgrp-id}
dst-ip {ip-addr | {host-group hstgrp-id} 
src-port port-number
dst-port port-number
icmp-code icmp-code
icmp-type icmp-type
igmp igmp-type

Example: config>firewall>rule-set>entry# 
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# action pass
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# match
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# service-group 1
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# exit
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# exit
config>firewall>rule-set>entry 2
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# action pass
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# match
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# src-ip host-group 
3

config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# exit
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# exit
config>firewall>rule-set# exit

The following example displays a rule set with packet-matching and processing rules 
configured for two entries.

A:ALU:Dut-A>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...

rule-set 1 create
name "Rule 1"
description "Rule 1"
entry 1 create

action pass
match service-group 1
exit

exit
entry 2 create

action pass
match src-ip host-group 1
exit

exit
exit

----------------------------------------------
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Configuring Options for a Rule

You can configure the following rule options.

� maximum concurrent sessions
� session time out
� strict TCP
� session reverse direction
� logging
� IP options
� NAT

For more information about rule options, see Defining Options for Rules and Rule Set 
Commands.

Use the following CLI syntax to configure options for a rule. 

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>ruleset>entry-id
[no] options 

[no] max-concurrent-sessions number
[no] session-timeout secs
[no] strict-tcp
[no] session-reverse-direction
[no] log log-id
[no] ip-options ip-options-mask
[no] nat

Example: config>firewall>rule-set>entry 1# 
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# options
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options# max-concurrent-
sessions 5000

config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options# log 202
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options# exit
config>firewall>rule-set>entry exit
config>firewall>rule-set# exit

The following example displays a rule entry with rule options specified for a rule set.

A:ALU:Dut-A>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...

rule-set 1 create
name �Rule 1"
description �Rule 1"
entry 1 create

action pass
match service-group 1
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options
max-concurrent 5000
log 202
nat

exit
exit

exit
----------------------------------------------

Configuring a NAT Option for a Rule

The 7705 SAR firewall supports NAT as a configurable option of a rule. For NAT, the goal 
is to hide all source and destination addresses coming from the control center on the local 
ports at the substation. To configure NAT use the following components:

� source IP address
� destination IP address
� source port 
� destination port 
� service group

For more information about rule options, see Defining a Network Address Translation Option 
for a Rule and Rule Set Commands.

Use the following CLI syntax to configure the NAT option for a rule.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>ruleset>entry entry-id
[no] options

[no] nat
[no] src-ip {ipaddr | host-group 

hstgrp-id} map-type 
{direct|pool}

[no] dst-ip {ipaddr | host-group 
hstgrp-id}} map-type 
{direct|pool}

[no] src-port port-number
[no] dst-port port-number
[no] service-group srvcgrp-id} map-

type direct | pool

Example: config>firewall>rule-set# entry 1
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# options
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options# nat
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options>nat# src-ip 
50.50.50.2
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config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options>nat# dst-ip 
135.254.179.151

config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options>nat# dst-port 23
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options>nat# exit
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options exit
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# exit
config>firewall>rule-set# exit

The following configuration example shows two rule sets with match criteria and NAT option 
specified. The example shows the service groups that are specified for the NAT option and 
the host groups that are specified for the match option. The zones with which the rule sets are 
associated are also shown.

A:ALU:Dut-A>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...
firewall

begin
host-group 1 create

entry 1 create
ip range 10.10.10.0 10.10.10.255

exit
exit
host-group 2 create

entry 1 create
ip range 40.40.40.0 40.40.40.255

exit
exit
service-group 1 create

entry 1 create
protocol tcp
src-port range 2000 2100

exit
exit
service-group 2 create

entry 1 create
protocol tcp
src-port range 3000 3100

exit
exit
rule-set 10 create

entry 1 create
action pass
pkt-flow-direction out
match protocol icmp

src-ip host-group 1
exit
options

log 202
nat

src-ip 30.30.30.30
exit

exit
exit
entry 2 create

action pass
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pkt-flow-direction out
match protocol tcp

src-ip host-group 1
exit
options

log 202
nat

src-ip 30.30.30.30
service-group 1

exit
exit

exit
entry 3 create

action pass
pkt-flow-direction out
match protocol icmp

src-ip host-group 2
exit
options

log 203
nat

src-ip 30.30.30.30
exit

exit
exit
entry 4 create

action pass
pkt-flow-direction out
match protocol tcp

src-ip host-group 2
exit
options

log 203
nat

src-ip 30.30.30.30
service-group 2

exit
exit

exit
exit
rule-set 20 create

entry 1 create
action pass
match protocol tcp

dst-port 5000
src-ip 100.100.100.100
dst-ip 30.30.30.30

exit
options

log 202
nat

src-ip 50.50.50.2
dst-ip 135.254.179.151
dst-port 23

exit
exit

exit
entry 2 create

action pass
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match
exit
options

nat
exit

exit
exit

exit
zone 10 create

entry 1 create
rule-set 10

exit
exit
zone 20 create

entry 1 create
rule-set 20

exit
exit
commit

exit
----------------------------------------------

Configuring Zones

To configure a zone specify one or more rule set entries for the zone. The order of the rule 
sets is important in determining which rules are applied. The firewall scans the rule sets in 
order, to find the first matching rule and then applies it to the packets entering the zone. 

It is possible to rearrange the numbering sequence of the rule set entries after you configure 
the zone. For more information, see Renumbering Entries for Zones and Rule Sets. 

Use the following CLI syntax to configure a zone. You must configure the rule set prior to 
configuring the zone.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# zone zone-id [create]
name “name-string”
description “description-string”
entry entry-id [create]

[no] rule-set ruleset-id

Example: config>firewall# zone 1 create
config>firewall>zone$ name “Zone 1"
config>firewall>zone# description "Zone 1"
config>firewall>zone# entry 1 create
config>firewall>zone>entry# rule-set 1
config>firewall>zone>entry# exit
config>firewall>zone# exit

The following example displays a rule set with two entries.
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A:ALU:Dut-A>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...

zone 1 create
name �Zone 1"
description �Zone 1"
entry 1 create

rule-set 1
exit
entry 2 create

rule-set 2
exit

exit
----------------------------------------------

Configuring Logging

Use the following CLI syntax to configure log IDs that can be used to create logs for the 
firewall. The log ID 201 is reserved as the default log.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# log log-id
[no] description description-string
[no] destination memory num-entries | syslog 

syslog-id
[no] shutdown
[no] wrap-around
summary

[no] shutdown
summary-crit dst-addr
summary-crit src-addr
no summary-crit

Example: config>firewall# log 202 create
config>firewall>log$ description “Test firewall log"
config>firewall>log# destination "memory 1000"
config>firewall>log# no shutdown
config>firewall>log# exit

The following example displays a log configuration.

A:ALU-48>config>firewall>log# info
---------------------------------------------

description �Test firewall log�
destination memory 1000

Note: It is also possible to configure logging as an option for individual rules in a rule set. 
For information, see Configuring Options for a Rule.
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wrap-around
no shutdown

---------------------------------------------
A:ALU-48>config>firewall>log#

Enabling and Disabling Fragmented Packets Processing

You can configure the firewall to discard fragmented packets. Use the following CLI syntax 
to enable or disable fragmented packets discard. The default is disabled.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# [no] discard-fragments

The following example illustrates the CLI output when the discard fragments is enabled.

A:ALU-48>config>firewall# info
---------------------------------------------

discard-fragments

---------------------------------------------
A:ALU-48>config>firewall#
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Firewall Management Tasks

This section discusses the following firewall policy management tasks:

� Modifying Host Groups and Service Groups
� Deleting Host Groups and Service Groups
� Modifying Rule Entries in a Rule Set 
� Deleting Rules and Rule Sets 
� Modifying Rule Set Entries in a Zone 
� Deleting Zones 
� Renumbering Entries for Zones and Rule Sets
� Managing Logging 
� Managing Statistics 
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Modifying Host Groups and Service Groups

You can modify the host or service group name, description or individual entries. 

� use the info command in firewall configuration context to identify the group ID
� use the no form of the entry command to remove the entry

Use the following CLI to remove an entry:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>host-group
[no] entry entry-id

Example: config>firewall>host-group# no entry 1

Use the following CLI to modify the IP address information for a host group entry:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>host-group# entry entry-id
ip {ipaddr | range ipaddr1 ipaddr2}

Example: config>firewall>host-group# entry 2
config>firewall>host-group>entry# ip range 30.30.30.30 
255.255.255.255

config>firewall>host-group>entry# exit
config>firewall>host-group# exit

The following output examples shows the IP address information configured for entry 2 in 
host group 6, followed by the modified configuration output for the entry and host group.

A:ALU-7>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...

host-group 6 create
entry 2 create

ip range 10.10.10.10 255.255.255.255
exit

exit
...
----------------------------------------------
A:ALU-7>config>firewall#

A:ALU-7>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
...

host-group 6 create
entry 2 create

ip range 30.30.30.30 255.255.255.255
exit

exit
----------------------------------------------
A:ALU-7>config>firewall#
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Deleting Host Groups and Service Groups

To delete a host or service group, you must do the following:

1. Delete the host or service group reference from any rules in the rule set; see 
Modifying Rule Entries in a Rule Set.

2. Delete all the entries from the host or service group; see Modifying Host Groups and 
Service Groups

3.  Delete the host or service group.

To remove a service group that is referenced for the match criteria of a rule, enter the 
following CLI commands:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>rule-set# entry entry-id 
no match

Example: config>firewall>rule-set# entry 10 
onfig>firewall>rule-set>entry# no match

To remove a service group from a NAT option configuration, enter the following CLI 
commands:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>rule-set# entry entry-id 
options

nat 
no service-group

Example: config>firewall>rule-set# entry 10 
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# match
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# nat
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match>nat# no service-
group

To remove a host group reference for the source and destination IP match criteria of a rule, 
enter the following CLI commands:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>rule-set# entry entry-id 
match

no src-ip
no dst-ip

Example: config>firewall>rule-set# entry 10 
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# match
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# no src-ip
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# no dst-ip
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To remove a host group reference from a NAT option, enter the following CLI commands:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>rule-set# entry entry-id 
options

nat 
no src-ip 
no dst-ip

Example: config>firewall>rule-set# entry 10 
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# match
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# nat
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match>nat# no src-ip 
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match>nat# no dst-ip 

To remove all the entries from a host group, enter the following CLI command for each entry 
in the host group:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# host-group hstgrp-id 
no entry entry-id 

Example: config>firewall# host-group 2
config>firewall>host-group$ no entry 1
config>firewall>host-group# exit

To remove the entries from a service group, enter the following CLI command for each entry 
in the service group:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# service-group srvcgrp-id
no entry entry-id 

Example: config>firewall# service-group 3
config>firewall>service-group$ no entry 1
config>firewall>service-group# exit

After you remove all the host or service groups from rules in rule-sets and all the entries from 
the host or service group, use the following CLI syntax to delete the group:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# no host-group hstgrp-id

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# no service-group svcgrp-id

Example: config>firewall# no host-group 2 
config>firewall# no service-group 3
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Modifying Rule Entries in a Rule Set

You can modify a rule set name, description or rule entries. The following guidelines apply:

� use the info command in the firewall configuration context to identify the group ID
� use the no form of the command to remove a rule entry

Use the following CLI to remove a rule entry from a rule set:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>rule-set
[no] entry entry-id

Example: config>firewall>rule-set# no entry 1

Use the following CLI to modify a rule entry in a rule set:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>ruleset>entry-id
action {pass | drop | reject}
match [service-group srvcgrp-id]|[protocol 

srvcgrp-id]
src-ip {ip-addr | {host-group hstgrp-id}
dst-ip {ip-addr | {host-group hstgrp-id} 
src-port port-number
dst-port port-number
icmp-code icmp-code
icmp-type icmp-type
igmp igmp-type

[no] options 
[no] max-concurrent-sessions number
[no] session-timeout secs 
[no] strict-tcp
[no] session-reverse-direction
[no] log log-id
[no] ip-options ip-options-mask
[no] nat

[no] src-ip {ipaddr host-group 
hstgrp-id}

[no] dst-ip {ipaddr host-group 
hstgrp-id}

[no] src-port port-number
[no] dst-port port-number
[no] service-group srvcgrp-id map-

type direct | pool 

Example: config>firewall>rule-set# entry 2
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# match
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# no src-ip
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config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# exit
config>firewall>rule-set>entry# match protocol 6
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match$ src-port 10
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match# dst-port 40

The following output displays a modified rule in a rule set.

A:ALU-7>config>firewall>rule-set# info
----------------------------------------------
..

entry 2 create
match protocol tcp

src-port 10
dst-port 40

exit
options

nat
exit

exit
entry 15 create

----------------------------------------------

Deleting Rules and Rule Sets

To delete a rule set, you must do the following:

1. Delete rule set references from any firewall zones; see Modifying Rule Set Entries in 
a Zone.

2. Delete all rules in the rule set.
3. Delete the rule set.

To remove a rule set entry from a zone, enter the following CLI commands:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>zone# no entry entry-id 

The following example shows the CLI to remove an entry from a zone.

Example: config>firewall>zone# no entry 1

To remove all rule entries from a rule set, enter the following CLI command for each entry 
in the rule set:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# rule-set ruleset-id 
no entry entry-id 

Example: config>firewall# rule-set 2
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config>firewall>rule-set$ no entry 1
config>firewall>host-group# exit

After you remove the rule set from the zones and all rule entries from the rule set, enter the 
following CLI commands to delete the rule set:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>no rule-set ruleset-id 

Example: config>firewall# no rule-set 23

Modifying Rule Set Entries in a Zone

You can modify the zone name, description or rule set entries. 

� use the info command in firewall configuration context to identify the group ID
� use the no form of the command to remove a rule set entry

Use the following CLI to remove a rule set entry from a zone.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>zone zone-id
[no] entry entry-id

Example: config>firewall>zone# no entry 1

Use the following CLI to modify a rule set that is associated with an entry in a zone definition.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>zone>entry# entry-id
[no] rule-set ruleset-id

config>firewall>zone# entry 1
config>firewall>zone>entry# rule-set 2
config>firewall>zone>entry# exit
config>firewall>zone# exit

The first output example shows entry 1 in the zone definition was associated with rule set 1. 
In the second output example, entry 1 has been modified to be associated with rule set 2.

A:ALU-7>config>firewall>zone# info
----------------------------------------------
..

zone 1 create
entry 1 create

rule-set 1
exit

exit
..
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----------------------------------------------
A:ALU-7>config>firewall>rule-set#

A:ALU-7>config>firewall>zone# info
----------------------------------------------
..

zone 1 create
entry 1 create

rule-set 2
exit

exit
..
----------------------------------------------
A:ALU-7>config>firewall>rule-set#

Deleting Zones

To delete a zone, you must do the following:

1. Delete the zone entries from all interface that have the zone configured on them, 
using the applicable service, router or management interface command. To remove a 
zone from interfaces to which it is applied, see Removing Firewall Policies from an 
Interface.

2. Delete all the rule set entries from the zone; see Modifying Rule Set Entries in a Zone.
3. Delete the zone.

To delete all the rule set entries from a zone, enter the following CLI command for each entry 
in the zone.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# zone zone-id 
no entry entry-id 

Example: config>firewall# zone 2
config>firewall>zone$ no entry 1
config>firewall>zone# exit

After you remove the zone from all the interfaces and all the rule set entries from the zone, 
enter the following CLI commands to delete the zone.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>no zone zone-id 

The following CLI is an example of how to delete a zone.

Example: config>firewall# no zone 10
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Renumbering Entries for Zones and Rule Sets

The 7705 SAR firewall checks the rules in the rule sets that you specify for a zone in the order 
specified, exits the matching process when the first match is found and then executes the 
actions in accordance with the specified action. 

If multiple rules are configured for a rule set or multiple rule sets for a zone, you can renumber 
the sequence of the entries. Rule and rule set entries should be numbered from the most 
explicit to the least explicit. 

When renumbering an entry in a rule set or a zone, you must specify a new entry ID. You 
cannot assign an entry ID that is already defined in the rule set or zone. 

Use the following CLI syntax to renumber a rule entry in a rule set.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall
rule-set ruleset-id

renum old-entry-id new-entry-id

Example: config>firewall>rule-set# renum 1 3

In the following example, the rule set output shows two rule entries numbered 1 and 2, 
followed by the same rule set with entry 1 renumbered to entry 3. 

A:ALU-7>config>firewall>ruleset# info
----------------------------------------------

rule-set 1 create
entry 1 create

action pass
match service-group 1
exit

exit
entry 2 create

action pass
match src-ip host-group 1
exit

exit
exit

----------------------------------------------
A:ALU-7>config>firewall>ruleset#

A:ALU-7>config>firewall>ruleset# info
----------------------------------------------

rule-set 1 create
entry 2 create

action pass
match src-ip host-group 1
exit

exit
entry 3 create

action pass
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match service-group 1
exit

exit
exit

----------------------------------------------
A:ALU-7>config>firewall>zone#

Use the following CLI syntax to renumber the rule sets in a zone.

CLI Syntax: config>firewall
zone zone-id

renum old-entry-id new-entry-id

Example: config>firewall>zone# renum 1 3

In the following example, the zone output shows two rule set entries numbered 1 and 2, 
followed by the same zone with entry 1 renumbered to entry 3.

A:ALU-7>config>firewall>zone# info
----------------------------------------------
...

entry 1 create
rule-set 1
exit

exit
entry 2 create

rule-set 2
exit

exit
...
----------------------------------------------
A:ALU-7>config>firewall>zone#

A:ALU-7>config>firewall>zone# info
----------------------------------------------
...

entry 2 create
rule-set 2
exit

entry 3 create
rule-set 1
exit

exit
...
----------------------------------------------
A:ALU-7>config>firewall>zone#
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Managing Logging

You can update the status of the firewall logging, including the enabled or disabled state of 
the logging. To clear log entries you must use a clear command. Entries are not cleared if you 
disable the state of the logging. 

The no form of a command removes the configuration.

To modify a log, enter the following CLI commands:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall# log log-id
[no] description description-string
[no] destination memory num-entries | syslog syslog-

id
[no] shutdown
summary

summary-crit dst-addr
summary-crit src-addr

wrap-around

Example: config>firewall# log 202
config>firewall>log# destination "syslog 100"
config>firewall>log# no shutdown
config>firewall>log# exit

To disable logging use the shutdown command:

CLI Syntax: config>firewall>log-id log-id
[no] shutdown

Example: config>firewall# log-id 202 
config>firewall>log# no shutdown 

To view log entries use the following CLI:

CLI Syntax: show>firewall# log log-id

Example: show>firewall# log 202

To clear log entries, use the following CLI command:

CLI Syntax: clear>firewall#log log-id

Example: clear>firewall# log 202
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Managing Statistics

You can view, monitor and clear statistics for the firewall and the firewall zones. For more 
information about specific CLI commands for managing statistics see, Firewall Command 
Reference.

Managing Firewall Statistics

To view statistics for the firewall use the following CLI:

CLI Syntax: show>firewall#
statistics

Example: show>firewall#
statistics

To monitor statistics at intervals for the firewall use the following CLI:

CLI Syntax: monitor>firewall#
statistics

Example: monitor>firewall# statistics 

To clear statistics for the firewall, use the following CLI:

CLI Syntax: clear>firewall#
statistics

Example: clear>firewall# statistics

Managing Zone Statistics

To view statistics for a zone use the following CLI. 

CLI Syntax: show>firewall>zone zone-id 

Example: show>firewall# zone 1 statistics

To monitor statistics at intervals for the zone use the following CLI:

CLI Syntax: monitor>firewall# zone zone-id 
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Example: monitor>firewall# zone 1 

To clear statistics for a zone, use the following CLI:

CLI Syntax: clear>firewall# zone zone-id 

Example: clear>firewall# zone 1 
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Firewall Command Reference

Command Hierarchies

� Configuration Commands
� Show Commands
� Clear Commands
� Monitor Commands
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Configuration Commands

config
� firewall

� discard-fragments
� no discard-fragments
� log log-id [create]
� no log log-id

� description description-string
� no description
� destination memory num-entries
� destination syslog syslog-id
� no destination
� [no] shutdown
� summary

� [no] shutdown
� summary-crit dst-addr
� summary-crit src-addr
� no summary-crit

� abort
� begin
� commit
� host-group hstgrp-id [create] 
� no host-group hstgrp-id

� name description-string
� no name
� description description-string
� no description
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry entry-id

� ip [ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2]
� no ip 

� service-group srvcgrp-id [create] 
� no service-group srvcgrp-id

� name description-string
� no name
� description description-string
� no description
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry entry-id 

� description description-string
� no description
� protocol protocol-id
� no protocol
� src-port {{lt | gt | eq} port-number | range start end}
� no src-port
� dst-port {{lt | gt | eq} port-number | range start end}
� no dst-port
� icmp-code icmp-code
� no icmp-code
� icmp-type icmp-type
� no icmp-type
� igmp-type igmp-type
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� no igmp-type 
� rule-set ruleset-id [create] 
� no rule-set ruleset-id

� name description-string
� no name
� description description-string
� no description
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry entry-id 

� description description-string
� no description
� action {pass | drop | reject}
� pkt-flow-direction {in | out | both}
� no pkt-flow-direction
� match {[service-group srvcgrp-id] | [protocol protocol-id]}
� no match

� src-ip {ip-addr | [host-group hstgrp-id]}
� no src-ip
� dst-ip {ip-addr | [host-group hstgrp-id]}
� no dst-ip
� src-port src-port-number
� no src-port
� dst-port dst-port-number
� no dst-port
� icmp-code icmp-code
� no icmp-code
� icmp-type icmp-type
� no icmp-type
� igmp-type igmp-type
� no igmp-type 

� options
� no options 

� max-concurrent-sessions number
� no max-concurrent-sessions
� session-timeout secs
� no session-timeout
� strict-tcp 
� no strict-tcp
� session-reverse-direction
� no session-reverse-direction
� log log-id
� no log
� ip-options ip-options-mask
� no ip-options
� nat 
� no nat

� src-ip {[ip-addr] | [host-group hstgrp-id] map-type {direct | 
pool}

� [no] src-ip
� dst-ip {[ip-addr] | [host-group hstgrp-id] map-type {direct | 

pool}
� [no] dst-ip
� src-port src-port-number
� [no] src-port
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� dst-port dst-port-number
� [no] dst-port
� service-group srvcgrp-id map-type {direct | pool}
� [no] service-group

� renum entry-id-1 entry-id-2
� zone zone-id [create] 
� no zone zone-id

� name description-string
� no name
� description description-string
� no description
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry entry-id 

� rule-set ruleset-id
� no rule-set ruleset-id

� renum entry-id-1 entry-id-2

Show Commands

show
� firewall

� information 
� log log-id 
� host-group hstgrp-id 
� service-group [svcgrp-id [entry entry-id]]
� rule-set [ruleset-id [entry entry-id]]
� statistics 
� zone zone-id [interfaces | statistics]

Clear Commands

clear
� firewall

� log log-id 
� statistics 
� zone zone-id statistics

Monitor Commands

monitor
� firewall

� statistics 
� zone zone-id statistics
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Command Descriptions

� Configuration Commands
� Show Commands
� Clear Commands
� Monitor Commands
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Configuration Commands

� Generic Commands
� Log Commands
� Host Group Commands
� Service Group Commands
� ICMP and IGMP Commands
� Rule Set Commands
� NAT commands
� Zone Commands
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Generic Commands

abort

Syntax abort

Context config>firewall

Description This command discards changes made including to host-groups, service-groups, rule sets, and zone 
definitions.

Default n/a

begin

Syntax begin

Context config>firewall

Description This command enters the mode to create or edit host-groups, service-groups, rule sets, and zone 
definitions. 

Default n/a

commit

Syntax commit

Context config>firewall

Description This command saves configuration changes made to host-groups, service-groups, rule sets, and zone 
definitions.

Default n/a

discard-fragments

Syntax [no] discard-fragments

Context config>firewall

Description This command enables or disables discarding of fragmented IP packets received. When enabled 
command causes the firewall to drop all fragmented packets entering any zone. 
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The no form of this command processes fragmented packets as follows:

� drops packets if the expected TCP/UDP header is not received in the first packet of a 
fragmented packet

� manages fragmented packets to ensure duplicates are not received and prevents other similar 
IP fragmentation attacks and drops the packets if it detects an incorrect IP fragmentation 
sequenced.

Default no discard-fragments

name

Syntax name name-string 
no name name-string

Context config>firewall>host-group
config>firewall>service-group
config>firewall>rule-set
config>firewall>zone

Description This command is used to configure the name of a host group, service group, rule set, or zone. 

The no form of the command removes the specified name.

Default n/a

Parameters name-string �  An ASCII string that defines the name of the item. If the string contains special 
characters (#, $, spaces, etc.), the entire string must be enclosed within double quotes.

Values 7-bit ASCII up to 32 characters long 

description

Syntax description description-string
no description

Context config>firewall>host-group
config>firewall>service-group
config>firewall>rule-set
config>firewall>zone

Description This command is used to add a description to the item being referenced. 

Default n/a

Parameters description-string � 7-bit ASCII string up to 80 characters long. If the string contains special 
characters (#, $, spaces, etc.), the entire string must be enclosed within double quotes.

Values 7-bit ASCII up to 80 characters long
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entry

Syntax entry entry-id [create]
no entry entry-id

Context config>firewall>host-group
config>firewall>service-group
config>firewall>rule-set
config>firewall>zone

Description This command creates, edits or deletes a reference to a row in a table. Multiple entries can be created 
using unique entry-id numbers within the table. Entries must be sequenced correctly from most to least 
explicit. Zone and rule set entries can be renumbered using the renum command.

The no form of the command removes the specified entry.

Default n/a

Parameters entry-id � an entry-id uniquely identifies the row entry being referenced. It is recommended that 
multiple entries be given entry-ids in staggered increments. This allows users to insert a new 
entry in an existing policy without renumbering existing entries.

Values  1 to 65535

create � keyword required when first creating the configuration context. When the context is 
created, you can navigate into the context without the create keyword.

renum

Syntax renum entry-id-1 entry-id-2

Context config>firewall>ruleset
config>firewall>zone

Description This command renumbers existing entries in rule sets or zones to properly sequence the entries. This 
may be required for example, to insert a new rule to a rule set or a new rule set to a zone. Rules in a 
rule set are executed in the order they appear. Rule sets in a zone are checked in the order of the rule 
sets. 

Parameters entry-id-1 � the entry number of an existing entry

Values 1 to 65535

entry-id-2 � the new entry number to be assigned to the old entry

Values 1 to 65535
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Log Commands

log

Syntax log log-id [create]
no log log-id
no log 

Context config>firewall
config>firewall>ruleset>entry>options

Description This command enables logging for the firewall or rule context.

The no form of the command in the firewall context deletes the firewall log ID specified. You must 
delete all entries that are configured to write to the log and remove all logging associations prior to 
deleting the log. 

The no form of the command in the rule set context disables logging for the rule set.

When you enable logging for a rule set, the logs the details and the outcome each time it attempts to 
establish a session that matches the rules. Rule logs include the following:

� Information for the packet including:
→ Source IP
→ Destination IP
→ Source Port
→ Destination Port
→ Protocol

� Packet-processing outcome:
→ Pass
→ Drop
→ Reject

� Errors that occur in the processing of subsequent packets of the session, such as TCP state 
violations, are reported as they occur:
→ Rule entry IDs
→ Ingress and egress interfaces
→ Source zone and destination zone names
→ First zone direction (IN/OUT)
→ Session serial numbers to associate logged events to the same sessions

Default log 201
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Special Cases log201 � log 201 is the default log and is automatically created by the system. Log 201 is always 
a memory log and cannot be changed to a syslog log. The log size defaults to 1000 entries. 
You can edit the number of entries and wrap-around behavior.

Parameters log-id � the destination log ID expressed as a decimal integer

Values 201 to 299

create � keyword required when first creating the configuration context. When the context is 
created, you can navigate into the context without the create keyword.

destination

Syntax destination memory num-entries
destination syslog syslog-id
no destination

Context config>firewall>log

Description This command configures the destination for log entries for the specified log ID.

Logs can be sent to memory or to an existing syslog server. If the log destination is memory, the 
maximum number of entries in the log must be specified.

The no form of the command associates the log to memory 1000.

Default no destination

Parameters memory num-entries � specifies that the destination of the log ID is a memory log. The num-
entries value is the maximum number of entries in the log expressed as a decimal integer.

Values 1 to 50000

syslog syslog-id � specifies that the destination of the log ID is a syslog server. The syslog-id 
parameter is the identifier of the syslog server.

Values 1 to 10

shutdown

Syntax [no] shutdown

Context config>firewall>log
config>firewall>log>summary

Description The shutdown command administratively enables or disables the logging function and the log 
summarization function. 

Unlike other commands and parameters where the default state is not indicated in the configuration 
file, shutdown and no shutdown are always indicated in system-generated configuration files. 
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The no form of the command puts the logging functions into an administratively enabled state. 

When the firewall is disabled, the logging configuration is also disabled (shutdown). When the firewall 
is re-enabled, the logging state will be maintained as disabled.

Default shutdown, except for log 201 the default is no shutdown

summary

Syntax summary

Context config>firewall>log

Description This command enables the context to configure log summarization. These settings apply only if syslog 
is the log destination.

Default n/a

summary-crit

Syntax summary-crit dst-addr
summary-crit src-addr
no summary-crit

Context config>firewall>log>summary

Description This command defines the key of the index of the mini-table. If key information is changed while 
summary is disabled (shut down), the summary mini-table is flushed and reconfigured with different 
key information. Log packets received during the reconfiguration time will be handled as if summary 
was not active.

The no form of the command reverts to the default parameter.

Default dst-addr

Parameters dst-addr � specifies that received log packets are summarized based on the destination IP 
address

src-addr � specifies that received log packets are summarized based on the source IP address

wrap-around

Syntax [no] wrap-around

Context config>firewall>log 

Description This command configures a memory log to store log entries until full or to store the most recent log 
entries (circular buffer).
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Specifying wrap-around configures the memory log to store the most recent log entries (circular 
buffer). When the log is full, the oldest log entries are overwritten with new entries.

The no form of the command configures the memory log to accept log entries until full. When the 
memory log is full, logging for the log ID ceases.

Default wrap-around
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Host Group Commands

host-group

Syntax host-group hstgrp-id [create]
no host-group hstgrp-id 

Context config>firewall

Description This command creates, deletes or enters the context of a host group. A host group defines particular 
host devices and address spaces and can be referenced in the source or destination IP field of the match 
criteria or NAT option of a rule. Before deleting a host group, you must delete all the references to the 
host group that are used in rules and all the entries in the host group.

The no form of the command deletes the host group. 

Default n/a

Parameters hstgrp-id � the ID number of the referenced host group

Values 1 to 65535 

create � Keyword required when first creating the configuration context. When the context is 
created, you can navigate into the context without the create keyword.

ip

Syntax ip {ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
no ip

Context config>firewall>host-group>entry

Description This command is used to configure the IP address or IP address range for a host group entry.

The no form of the command deletes the IP address or IP address range.

Default n/a
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Parameters ip-addr � specifies a particular hosts IP address in the host group.

Values 0.0.0.1 to 255.255.255.255

range ipaddr1-ipaddr2 � specifies an inclusive range of IP addresses that define hosts in the 
host-group. The value specified for ip-addr2 should be greater than ip-addr1.

Values 0.0.0.1 to 255.255.255.255
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Service Group Commands

service-group

Syntax service-group srvcgrp-id [create]
no service-group srvcgrp-id 

Context config>firewall

Description This command creates, deletes, or enters the context of a service group. A service group defines 
services for the service matching field or NAT option of a rule. Before deleting a service group, you 
must delete all the rules that references the service group and all the entries in the service group.

The no form of the command deletes the service group. 

Default n/a

Parameters srvcgrp-id � the ID number of the service group being referenced

Values 1 to 65535

create � Keyword required when first creating the configuration context. When the context is 
created, you can navigate into the context without the create keyword.

protocol

Syntax protocol protocol-id
no protocol

Context config>firewall>service-group>entry

Description This command is used to specify the protocol value of a service in a service group entry. 

The no form of the command deletes the protocol value.

Default n/a

Parameters protocol-id � the protocol ID configures the decimal value representing the IP protocol to be used 
as a service match criterion. The 7705 SAR supports all 255 standard protocols and respective 
ID codes. Common protocol numbers include ICMP (1), IGMP (2), TCP (6), and UDP (17).

Values 0 to 255 (values can be expressed in decimal, hexadecimal, or 
binary - DHB)
keywords: none, crtp, crudp, egp, eigrp, encap, ether-ip, gre, icmp, 
idrp, igmp, igp, ip, ipv6, ipv6-icmp, ipv6-no-nxt, ipv6-opts, ipv6 
route, isis, iso-ip, l2tp, ospf-igp, pim, pnni, ptp, rdp, rsvp, stp, tcp, 
udp, vrrp
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src-port

Syntax src-port {{lt | gt | eq} src-port-number | range start end}
src-port range start end 
no src-port

Context config>firewall>service-group>entry

Description This command configures the source protocol such as TCP or UDP port number or port range for the 
service group. 

You cannot configure a source port for the NAT option if a service group is configured for the NAT 
option. For more information, see the commands nat and service-group.

The no form of the command removes the source port match criterion. 

Default no src-port

Parameters lt | gt | eq � use relative to src-port-number for specifying the port number match criteria:
lt specifies all port numbers less than src-port-number
gt specifies all port numbers greater than src-port-number
eq specifies that src-port-number must be an exact match

src-port-number � the source port number to be used as a match criteria expressed as a decimal 
integer

Values 0 to 65535

range start end � specifies an inclusive range of port numbers to be used as a match criteria. The 
destination port numbers start and end are expressed as decimal integers.

Values 0 to 65535

dst-port

Syntax dst-port {{lt | gt | eq} dst-port-number | range start end} 
no dst-port

Context config>firewall>service-group>entry

Description This command configures a destination protocol (for example, TCP or UDP) port number or port range 
for a the service group.

You cannot configure a destination port for the NAT option if a service group is configured for the 
NAT option. For more information, see the commands nat and service-group.

The no form of the command removes the destination port match criterion. 

Default n/a

Parameters lt | gt | eq � use relative to dst-port-number for specifying the port number match criteria:
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lt specifies that all port numbers less than dst-port-number match 0 to (dst-portnum -1)
gt specifies that all port numbers greater than dst-port-number 
eq specifies that dst-port-number must be an exact match

dst-port-number � the destination port number to be used as a match criteria expressed as a 
decimal integer

Values 0 to 65535

range start end � specifies an inclusive range of port numbers to be used as a match criteria. The 
destination port numbers start and end are expressed as decimal integers.

Values 0 to 65535
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ICMP and IGMP Commands

icmp-code

Syntax icmp-code icmp-code
no icmp-code

Context config>firewall>service-group>entry
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match

Description This command configures the icmp code for matching in the ICMP header for a packet, for a service 
group or in a matching rule of a rule set. This option is only meaningful if the protocol match criteria 
specifies ICMP (1).

The no form of the command removes the criterion from the match entry.

Default no icmp-code

Parameters icmp-code � the ICMP code values that must be present to match.

Values 0 to 255 (values can be expressed in decimal, hexadecimal, or 
binary � DHB)
keywords - none | network-unreachable | host-unreachable | 
protocol-unreachable | port-unreachable | fragmentation-needed | 
source-route-failed | dest-network-unknown | dest-host-unknown 
| src-host-isolated | network-unreachable-for-tos | host-
unreachable-for-tos

icmp-type

Syntax icmp-type icmp-type
no icmp-type

Context config>firewall>service-group>entry
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match

Description This command configures the icmp type for matching on the ICMP type field in the ICMP header of 
a packet, for a service group or in a matching rule of a rule set.

This option is only meaningful if the protocol match criteria specifies ICMP (1).

The no form of the command removes criterion from the match entry and acts as a wild card for 
matching purposes.

Default no icmp-type

Parameters icmp-type � the ICMP type values that must be present to match
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Values 0 to 255 (values can be expressed in decimal, hexadecimal, or 
binary � DHB)
keywords - none | echo-reply | dest-unreachable | source-quench | 
redirect | echo-request | router-advt | router-selection | time-
exceeded | parameter-problem | timestamp-request | timestamp-
reply | addr-mask-request | addr-mask-reply

igmp-type

Syntax igmp-type igmp-type
no igmp-type

Context config>firewall>service-group>entry
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match

Description This commands configures the IGMP type in a service group or in a matching rule of a rule set.

The no form of the command removes criterion from the match entry and acts as a wild card for 
matching purposes.

Default no igmp-type

Parameters igmp-type � specifies the IGMP type values that must be present to match

Values 0 to 255 (values can be expressed in decimal, hexadecimal, or 
binary � DHB). Supported codes include:
0x00 - reserved
0x01 to 0x08 - reserved (obsolete) [RFC988]
0x09 to 0x10 - unassigned
0x11 - IGMP membership query
0x12 - IGMPv1 membership report
0x13 - DVMRP
0x14 - PIM version 1
0x15 - Cisco Trace Messages
0x16 - IGMPv2 membership report
0x17 - IGMPv2 leave group
0x1e - multicast traceroute response
0x1f - multicast traceroute
0x22 - IGMPv3 membership report
0x30 - multicast router advertisement
0x31 - multicast router solicitation
0x32 - multicast router termination
0xf0 to 0xff - reserved for experimentation
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Rule Set Commands

rule-set

Syntax rule-set ruleset-id [create]
no rule-set ruleset-id 

Context config>firewall
config>firewall>zone

Description In the firewall context, this command creates, deletes or enters the context of a rule set. 

In the zone context, this command specifies the rule set ID to associate with the zone. 

The no form of the command in the firewall context deletes the rule set. The no form of the command 
in the zone context deletes the rule set from the zone entry. 

Prior to deleting a rule set in the firewall context, you must delete all the rule entries in the rule set. 

Default n/a

Parameters ruleset-id � the ID number of the rule set being referenced

Values 1 to 65535

create � Keyword required when first creating the configuration context. When the context is 
created, you can navigate into the context without the create keyword.

action

Syntax action {pass | drop | reject}

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry

Description This command specifies what action to take (pass, drop, reject) if the packets match the entry criteria. 
The action keyword must be entered and a keyword specified in order for the entry to be active.

Multiple action statements entered will overwrite previous action statements when defined.

Default drop

Parameters pass  � Specifies that packets matching the rule will pass the zone in the direction indicated by 
the rule. Session objects are created and subsequent packets are permitted to pass through the 
ingressing or egressing zone.

drop  � Specifies that packets matching the rule will be dropped. Session objects are created 
such that subsequent packets will also be dropped. Drop is only recommended for trusted 
zones because session objects are allocated and a port or address scan attack may consume all 
available sessions.
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reject  � specifies that packets matching the rule will be dropped without creating session 
objects. Reject is recommended for zones that are not trusted. 

pkt-flow-direction

Syntax pkt-flow-direction {in | out | both}
no pkt-flow-direction

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry

Description This command sets the direction of a packet when determining if the packet matches a rule. 

The no form of the command sets the default option �both.�

Default both

Parameters in  � specifies packets that are ingressing the 7705 SAR

out  � specifies packets that are egressing the 7705 SAR

both  � specifies packets that are either ingressing or egressing the 7705 SAR. This value is 
prohibited if a NAT option is defined for the rule; see the command nat.

match

Syntax match {[service-group srvcgrp-id] | [protocol protocol-id]}
no match

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry

Description This command configures the protocol or service-group match criteria for a rule entry in a rule set. If 
not specified then the protocol is considered wildcard for the rule. 

This command also enters the context of the match criteria of the rule so that other match criteria 
associated with the rule that can be specified for the rule entry. If more than one match criterion (within 
one match statement) is configured, all criteria must be satisfied (AND function) before the action 
associated with the match is executed.

The no form of the command removes the match criteria for the entry-id.

Parameters service-group srvcgrp-id � the ID number of the service group being referenced

Values 1 to 65535 

protocol protocol-id � the protocol keyword configures an IP protocol to be used as a match 
criterion. The 7705 SAR supports all 255 standard protocols and respective ID codes. The 
protocol type, such as TCP or UDP, is identified by its respective protocol number. Common 
protocol numbers include ICMP (1), IGMP (2), TCP (6), and UDP (17).

Values 0 to 255 (values can be expressed in decimal, hexadecimal, or 
binary - DHB)
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keywords: none, crtp, crudp, egp, eigrp, encap, ether-ip, gre, icmp, 
idrp, igmp, igp, ip, ipv6, ipv6-icmp, ipv6-no-nxt, ipv6-opts, 
ipv6-route, isis, iso-ip, l2tp, ospf-igp, pim, pnni, ptp, rdp, rsvp, 
stp, tcp, udp, vrrp

src-ip

Syntax src-ip {ip-addr | host-group hstgrp-id}
no src-ip

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match 

Description This command configures the source IP address used in the matching criteria of a rule. If not specified, 
all packets within the zone member IP address specified for the interface and zone definition will be 
sent to the firewall for processing. If specified, it is recommended that the value be within the address 
range specified for the interface. For more information, see the interface zone command.

The no form of the command removes the source IP address match criterion.

Default n/a

Parameters ip-addr  � the IP prefix for the IP match criterion in dotted-decimal notation

Values 0.0.0.1 to 255.255.255.255

hostgroup hstgrp-id � the ID number of the referenced host group

Values 1 to 65535 

dst-ip

Syntax dst-ip {ip-addr | host-group hstgrp-id} 
no dst-ip

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match

Description This command configures the destination IP address used in the matching criteria of a rule in a rule set, 
or the NAT destination IP address for the NAT option in a rule. If not specified, all packets within the 
zone member IP address specified for the interface and zone definition will be sent to the firewall for 
processing. If specified, it is recommended that the value be within the address range specified for the 
interface. For more information, see the interface zone command.

The no form of the command removes the destination IP address match criterion.

Default n/a

Parameters ip-addr � the IP prefix for the IP match criterion in dotted-decimal notation

Values 0.0.0.1 to 255.255.255.255
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hostgroup hstgrp-id � the ID number of the referenced host group

Values 1 to 65535 

src-port

Syntax src-port src-port-number 
no src-port

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options>nat

Description This command configures the source protocol such as TCP or UDP port number for the match option 
and the NAT option of a rule. 

You cannot configure a source port for a NAT option if a service group is also configured for the NAT 
option. For more information, see the commands nat and service-group.

The no form of the command removes the source port match criterion. 

Default no src-port

Parameters src-port-number � the source port number to be used as a match criteria expressed as a decimal 
integer

Values 0 to 65535

dst-port

Syntax dst-port dst-port-number 
no dst-port

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry>match
config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options>nat

Description This command configures a destination protocol (for example, TCP or UDP) port number or port range 
for the match option or the NAT option of a rule.

You cannot configure a destination port for a NAT option if a service group is also configured for the 
NAT option. For more information, see the commands nat and service-group.

The no form of the command removes the destination port match criterion. 

Default n/a

Parameters lt | gt | eq � use relative to dst-port-number for specifying the port number match criteria:
lt specifies that all port numbers less than dst-port-number match 0 to (dst-portnum -1)
gt specifies that all port numbers greater than dst-port-number 
eq specifies that dst-port-number must be an exact match
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dst-port-number � the destination port number to be used as a match criteria expressed as a 
decimal integer

Values 0 to 65535

range start end � specifies an inclusive range of port numbers to be used as a match criteria. The 
destination port numbers start and end are expressed as decimal integers.

Values 0 to 65535

options

Syntax [no] options

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry

Description This command is used to enter the options context of a rule where additional rule options can be 
specified such as, max-concurrent sessions, ip-options and NAT. When cleared, all options for the rule 
are cleared and set to system default values.

The no form of this command returns the system to the default.

Default no option

max-concurrent-sessions

Syntax [no] max-concurrent-sessions number 

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options

Description This command specifies the maximum number of simultaneous uses of this rule within a zone, across 
all active sessions of the zone. When the limit is reached or if the value is configured to 0, then the rule 
is disabled for the zone. When the rule is disabled, it is skipped in the matching operation when finding 
a matching rule for the zone.

If a session uses the same zone and the same rule on the ingress and egress interfaces, the concurrent 
use for the rule is counted once for the ingress and once for the egress for a rule use count of 2. You 
can avoid this behavior by configuring an ingress rule and an egress rule for the traffic that will traverse 
the zone in both directions.

The no form of this command returns the system to the default.

Default no max-concurrent-sessions

Parameters number � an integer

Values 0 to session system limit 10,000
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session-timeout 

Syntax [no] session-timeout secs 

Context config>firewall>rule-set>options

Description This command specifies the minimum interval between successive packets (in either direction) that is 
required for sessions to remain active. If the time interval between packets received in either direction 
for the session does not exceed this interval, the session will continue to remain active.

The no form of this command returns the system to the default.

Default 600

Parameters secs � an integer of the number of seconds

Values 0 to 65535

strict-tcp

Syntax [no] strict-tcp

Context config>firewall>rule-set>options

Description This command monitors the TCP session state and strictly enforces compliance with RFC 793.

The no form of this command disables the TCP session state monitoring.

Default strict-tcp

session-reverse-direction

Syntax [no] session-reverse-direction

Context config>firewall>rule-set>options

Description This command specifies that packets in the reverse direction are allowed to pass. 

The no form of this command disables the session reverse direction functionality. 

Default session-reverse-direction enabled, except in the case of uni-directional ICMP and IGMP messages

ip-options

Syntax ip-options ip-option-mask
[no] ip-options

Context config>firewall>rule-set>options
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Description This command specifies the mask value of IP header options that are allowed for packets associated 
with the session, created as a result of matching the rule containing these options. 

The no form of this command disables ip-options.

Default 0xFFFFFFFF

Parameters ip-option-mask � 32-bit Hex value

Values 0xFFFFFFFF (all options allowed)

IP Option 7705 SAR Mask Description
0 0x00000001 End of Options List (IPOPT_NOP)
1 0x00000002 NOP (IPOPT_NOP) 
2 0x00000004 Security (IPOPT_SEC)
3 0x00000008 Loose Source Route (IPOPT_LSR)
4 0x00000010 Time Stamp (IPOPT_TS) 
5 0x00000020 Extended Security (IPOPT_E_SEC)
6 0x00000040 Commercial Security (IPOPT_CIPSO)
7 0x00000080 Record Route (IPOPT_RR)
8 0x00000100 Stream Identifier (IPOPT_SID)
9 0x00000200 Strict Source Route (IPOPT_SSR) 
10 0x00000400 Experimental Measurement (IPOPT_ZSU)
11 0x00000800 MTU Probe (IPOPT_MTUP) 
12 0x00001000 MTU Reply (IPOPT_MTUR) 
13 0x00002000 Experimental Flow Control (IPOPT_FINN)
14 0x00004000 Experimental Access Control (IPOPT_VISA) 
15 0x00008000 ENCODE (IPOPT_ENCODE)
16 0x00010000 IMI Traffic Descriptor (IPOPT_IMITD) 
17 0x00020000 Extended Internet Protocol (IPOPT_EIP) 
18 0x00040000 Traceroute (IPOPT_TR) 
19 0x00080000 Address Extension (IPOPT_ADDEXT)
20 0x00100000 Router Alert (IPOPT_RTRALT)
21 0x00200000 Selective Directed Broadcast Mode (IPOPT_SDB) 
22 0x00400000 Unassigned (IPOPT_UNA) 
23 0x00800000 Dynamic Packet State (IPOPT_DPS)
24 0x01000000 Upstream Multicast Packet (IPOPT_UMP)
25 0x02000000 Quick Start (IPOPT_QS)l
26-30 N/A N/A
31 0x80000000IPOPT_UNKNOWN
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NAT commands

nat 

Syntax [no] nat 

Context config>firewall>rule-set>options

Description This command enables or disables the NAT option context for the rule set.

The no form of this command disables the NAT option for the rule set.

Default no nat

src-ip

Syntax src-ip {ip-addr | host-group hstgrp-id} map-type {direct | pool}
no src-ip 

Context config>firewall>rule-set>options>nat

Description This command specifies the source IP address or host group and the mapping type used in the NAT 
option for the rule. For information about mapping types, see NAT Mapping for Host and Service 
Groups.

The no form of the command removes the source IP address mapping.

Default n/a

Parameters ip-addr  � the IP prefix for the NAT option in dotted-decimal notation

Values 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255

hostgroup hstgrp-id � the ID number of the referenced host group

Values 1 to 65535

map-type � specifies IP address mapping type for the source IP address or service group

Values direct | pool

dst-ip

Syntax dst-ip {ip-addr | host-group hstgrp-id} map-type {direct | pool}
no dst-ip 

Context config>firewall>rule-set>options>nat
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Description This command configures the destination IP address or host group and the mapping type used in the 
NAT option for the rule. For information about mapping types, see NAT Mapping for Host and Service 
Groups. 

The no form of the command removes the destination IP address mapping type match criterion.

Default n/a

Parameters ip-addr  � the IP prefix for the NAT option in dotted-decimal notation

Values 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255

hostgroup hstgrp-id � the ID number of the referenced host group

Values 1 to 65535

map-type � specifies IP address mapping type for the destination IP address or service group

Values direct | pool

service-group

Syntax service-group srvcgrp-id map-type {direct | pool}
no service-group 

Context config>firewall>rule-set>entry>options>nat

Description This command specifies a service group and map type to use for the NAT option of a rule. The source 
or destination port values will be mapped to the values obtained from the specified service group. 

You cannot specify a service group for translation if a source port or destination port is configured for 
the NAT option. For more information, see the commands src-port and dst-port.

For information about configuring service groups, see Service Group Commands.

Default n/a

Parameters srvcgrp srvcgrp-id � the ID number of the service group being referenced

Values 1 to 65535

map-type � the type of mapping for the specified service group NAT 

Values direct | pool
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Zone Commands

zone

Syntax zone zone-id [create]
no zone zone-id 

Context config>firewall

Description This command creates, deletes or enters the context of a zone.

The no form of the command deletes the zone. Prior to deleting the zone you must delete all entries in 
the zone.

Default n/a

Parameters zone-id � the ID number of the zone being referenced

Values 1 to 65535

create � Keyword required when first creating the configuration context. When the context is 
created, you can navigate into the context without the create keyword.
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Show Commands

information

Syntax information

Context show>firewall

Description This command displays information about the firewall, including the license status.

Parameters information � displays information for the firewall

Output The following output is an example of firewall information:

� firewall information, (Sample Output, Table 9)

Sample Output

The following example displays the status output when the license is enabled.
A:ALU-12># show firewall information
---------------------------------------------------------------------
IP Firewall System Information System Limit Current Usage
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Firewall Licensing : Enabled 0
Allocated sessions : 10000 0
Zones : 50 0
Zone Entries : 1000 0
Host Groups : 200 0
Host Group Entries : 5000 0
Service Groups : 100 0
Service Group Entries : 1000 0
Rule-sets : 200 0
Rule-set Entries : 5000 0
---------------------------------------------------------------------
A:ALU-12># :

Table 9: Show Information Command Output Fields

Label Description

Firewall Licensing Displays the enabled or disabled status of the 7705 SAR firewall 
functionality

Allocated Sessions Displays the total allocated sessions

Zones Displays the total configured zones

Zone Entries Displays the total configured entries for all zones

Host Groups Displays the total configured host groups
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log

Syntax log log-id
log log-id 

Context show>firewall

Description This command displays log information.

Parameters log-id � the firewall log ID destination expressed as a decimal integer

Values 201 to 299

Output The following outputs are examples of log information:

� Log information (Sample Output, Table 10)
� Log ID information (Sample Output, Table 11)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1# show firewall log
===============================================================================
Firewall Logs
===============================================================================
Log-Id Dest. Id/Entries Enabled Description
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
201 Memory 1000 Yes Default firewall log

Wrap: Enabled
202 Memory 1000 Yes

Wrap: Enabled

2 Entries Found
===============================================================================
*A-ALU-1#

Host Group Entries Displays the total configured entries for all host groups

Service Groups Displays the total configured service groups

Service Group Entries Displays the total configured entries for all service groups

Rule-Sets Displays the total configured rule sets

Rule-Set Entries Displays the total configured entries for all rule sets

Table 9: Show Information Command Output Fields (Continued)

Label Description
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Sample Output

*A-ALU-1# show firewall log 201
===============================================================================
Firewall Log
===============================================================================
Admin state : Enabled
Description : Default firewall log
Destination : Memory
Wrap : Enabled
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Maximum entries configured : 1000
Number of entries logged : 2

3884 2000/01/07 15:45:05 FW Event: NO DEST ZONE, Session Id: NA
Action: DROP
Ingress I/F: Cpm
Egress I/F: Router-if-toC
Ingress Zone: NA
Egress Zone: NA
Src IP: 13.13.13.1, Dst IP: 224.0.0.5
Protocol: OSPF-IGP,

3883 2000/01/07 15:45:04 FW Event: NO RULE MATCH, Session Id: NA
Action: DROP
Ingress I/F: Router-if-toC
Egress I/F: Cpm
Ingress Zone: 100, Name: zone#100, RuleSet: 0, Rule: NA
Egress Zone: NA
Src IP: 13.13.13.2, Dst IP: 224.0.0.5
Protocol: OSPF-IGP,

===============================================================================

Table 10: Show Log Output

Label Description

Log-Id The log ID

Dest./Destination The destination of the log: memory or syslog

Id/Entries The number of entries configured for this log

Enabled Indicates whether the log is administratively enabled

Description A description of the log ID

Entries Found Total number of configured log entries found

Table 11: Show Log ID Output 

Label Description

Log-Id The log ID
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Dest./Destination The destination of the log: memory or syslog

Id/Entries The number of entries configured for this log

Enabled Indicates whether the log is administratively enabled

Admin State The administrative state of the log: enabled or disabled

Description The description string configured for the log

Wrap Indicates whether the wrap-around function (circular buffer) is 
enabled

Maximum entries 
configured

The maximum number of entries allowed in this log

Number of entries logged The number of entries in this log

(date) The timestamp of the entry

Firewall Event Type of event

Session ID The session ID

Action. The packet forwarding action taken

Ingress Interface The ingress interface receiving the traffic for processing

Egress Interface The egress interface to which the traffic was destined 

Ingress Zone The source zone of the packet 

Egress Zone The destination zone of the packet

Src IP The source IP address of the packet

Dst IP The destination IP address of the packet

Protocol The protocol used for the packet

Src Port The protocol used for the packet

Dst Port The protocol used for the packet

Table 11: Show Log ID Output  (Continued)

Label Description
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host-group

Syntax host-group hstgrp-id

Context show>firewall

Description This command displays information for a host group.

Parameters hstgrp-id � the host group ID expressed as a decimal integer

Values 1 to 65535

Output The following outputs are examples of host group information:

� information for all host groups (Sample Output, Table 12)
� information for a specific host group ID (Sample Output, Table 13)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall host-group
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Host Group
===============================================================================
Host-GroupId Name Num Entries
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Not specified 2
2 Not specified 0
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Host Groups : 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall host-group 1
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Host Group
===============================================================================
Host Group Id : 1
name : not specified
Description : not specified
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Entry Id IP

Table 12: Show Host-Group Output Fields

Label Description

Host Group Id  Host group ID

Name Host group name

Num Entries Number of entries configured in the host group

Number of Host Groups Total number of configured host groups
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 10.10.10.10
2 20.0.0.0 - 255.255.255.255
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Entries : 2
===============================================================================

service-group

Syntax service-group [svcgrp-id [entry entry-id ]]

Context show>firewall

Description This command displays information for the service group entry specified.

Parameters svcgrp-id � the service group ID expressed as a decimal integer

Values 1 to 65535

entry entry-id � the entry ID of the service group expressed as a decimal integer

Values as configured for the service group

Output The following outputs are examples of service group information:

� information for all service groups (Sample Output, Table 14)
� information for a specific service group ID (Sample Output, Table 15)
� information for a specific entry ID in the service group (Sample Output, Table 16)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall service-group
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Service Groups
===============================================================================
Svc Group ID Name Num Entries
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 13: Show Host-Group ID Output Fields

Label Description

Host Group Id Host group ID

Name Host group name

Description Host group description

Entry ID Entry ID of host group entries

IP IP address of configured host group entries

Number of Entries Total number of entries configured for the host group
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1 Not specified 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of service groups: 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall service-group 1
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Service Group
===============================================================================
Service Group Id : 1
name : not specified
Description : not specified

Entry : 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Protocol : tcp
Src Port Range : eq 1000
Dst Port Range : lt 1024

Entry : 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Protocol : icmp
ICMP Type :echo-request ICMP Code : network-unreachable
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Service Group Entries : 2
===============================================================================

Table 14: Show Service-Group Output Fields

Label Description

Service Group Id Service group ID

Name Service group name

Num Entries Number of entries configured in the service group

Number of service groups Total number of configured service groups

Table 15: Show Service-Group ID Output Fields

Label Description

Service Group Id Service group ID

Name Service group name

Description Service group description

Entry Entry ID of service group entries

Protocol Protocol configured for the entry
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Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall service-group 1 entry 1
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Service Group Entry
===============================================================================

Entry : 1
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Protocol : udp
Src Port Range : 2000-2100
Dst Port Range :*
* indicates wild card
===============================================================================
*A-ALU-1#

Src Port Range Source port range

Dst Port Range Destination port range

Entry ID of the service group entry

ICMP Type The ICMP protocol type

ICMP Code ICMP protocol code

Number of Service Group 
Entries

Total number of entries configured for the service group

Table 16: Show Service-Group Entry ID Output Fields

Label Description

Entry Entry ID of service group entries

Protocol Protocol configured for the entry

Src Port Source port, if applicable for the specified protocol

Dst Port Destination port, if applicable for the specified protocol

ICMP Code ICMP code, if protocol ICMP is specified

ICMP Type ICMP type, if protocol ICMP is specified

IGMP Type IGMP type, if protocol IGMP is specified

Table 15: Show Service-Group ID Output Fields (Continued)

Label Description
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rule-set

Syntax rule-set [ruleset-id [entry entry-id]]

Context show>firewall

Description This command displays rule set information.

Parameters ruleset-id � the rule set ID expressed as a decimal integer

Values 1 to 65535

entry entry-id � the entry ID of the rule set expressed as a decimal integer

Values as configured for the rule set

Output The following outputs are examples of rule set information:

� rule set information (Sample Output, Table 17)
� rule set entry information (Sample Output, Table 18)
� rule set entry ID information (Sample Output, Table 18)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall rule-set
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Rule-sets
===============================================================================
Ruleset ID Name Num Entries
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Not specified 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Rulesets : 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall rule-set 1
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Rule Set
===============================================================================

Table 17: Show Rule Set Output Fields

Label Description

Rule Set Id Rule set ID

Name Rule set name

Num Entries Number of entries configured in the rule set

Number of Rule Sets Total number of configured rule sets
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Ruleset Id : 1
name : not specified
Description : not specified

Entry : 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Description : no description
Log ID : n/a
Src IP : *
Dst IP : *
Svc Grp ID : 1
Protocol : *
IP Options : Oxffffffff Max Cons. Sessions : 10000
Session Timeout : 600 Packet Flow direction : Both
Session Reverse Dir. True Match Action : pass
NAT : not specified
* indicates wild card

Entry : 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Description : no description
Log ID : n/a
Src IP : Host Grp 1
Dst IP : *
Svc Grp ID : 0
Protocol : *
IP Options : Oxffffffff Max Cons. Sessions : 10000
Session Timeout : 600 Packet Flow direction : Both
Session Reverse Dir. True Match Action : Drop
NAT : not specified
* indicates wild card

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Entries : 2
===============================================================================

Table 18: Show Rule Set ID Output Fields

Label Description

Rule Set Id Rule set ID

Name Rule set name

Description Rule set description

Entry  ID of the rule set entry

Log ID ID of the log if enabled for the rule set; n/a indicates

Src Port Range Source port range

Dst Port Range Destination port range

Svc Group ID ID of the service group configured for matching, if applicable 

Protocol Protocol configured for rule set matching, if applicable
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Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall rule-set 1 entry 1
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Ruleset Match Criteria
===============================================================================

Entry : 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Description : no description
Log ID : n/a
Src IP : *
Dst IP : *
Svc Grp ID : 1
Protocol : *
IP Options : Oxffffffff Max Cons. Sessions : 10000
Session Timeout : 600 Packet Flow direction : Both
Session Reverse Dir. True Match Action : pass

NAT : not specified
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Src IP : 30.30.30.30
Dst IP : 10.10.10.10
Src Port : *
Dst Port : *
Svc Grp ID : n/a
* indicates wild card
===============================================================================
*A-ALU-1>config>firewall#

IP Options IP options mask; see ip-options for IP option information

Max cons. Sessions Maximum number of simultaneous uses of this rule within a zone, 
across all active sessions of the zone

Session Timeout Minimum interval between packets (in either direction) that is required 
for sessions to remain active

Packet Flow Direction Direction of a packet when determining if the packet matches a rule 

Session Reverse 
Direction

Reverse direction half session into the hash table allowing packets in 
the reverse direction to pass

Match Action Action to take (pass, drop, reject) if packets match the entry criteria. 

NAT Network address translation

Entry ID of the rule set entry

Table 18: Show Rule Set ID Output Fields (Continued)

Label Description
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statistics

Syntax statistics 

Context show>firewall
show>firewall>zone

Description This command displays statistics for the firewall or zone.

Output The following outputs are examples of statistics information:

� Firewall statistics (Sample Output, Table 19)
� Zone statistics (Sample Output, Table 19)

Sample Output

*A:ALU-1# show firewall statistics
================================================================
Firewall Global Statistics IN OUT
================================================================
PktsPassed : 0 0
PktsDropped : 0 0
PktsInvalid : 0 0
PktsFragPassed : 0 0
PktsFragDropped : 0 0
BytesPassed : 0 0
BytesDropped : 0 0
SBytesInvalid : 0 0
BytesFragPassed : 0 0
BytesFragDropped : 0 0
InPktsCongestDroped : 0 0
InBytesCongestDrop : 0 0

===========================================================================
*A:ALU-1#

Table 19: Show Statistics Output Fields

Label Description

Firewall Global Statistics

InPktsPassed, OutPktsPassed The number of packets passed

InPktsDropped, 
OutPktsDropped

The number of packets dropped

InPktsInvalid, 
OutPktsInvalid 1

The number of invalid packets

InPktsFragPassed, 
OutPktsFragPassed

The number of fragmented packets passed
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Notes:
1. Invalid packet and bytes statistics are counted for each zone-configured interface. Zone statistics are not 

counted. The count includes the number of packets/bytes dropped due to the packet being invalid. The invalid 
packet statistics are also incremented when a packet does not contain enough information to identify or 
establish a session. The system validates the following information: 
→ For UDP, TCP and SCTP, information is validated including source and destination IP addresses, IP 

protocol number, and source and destination port values.
→ For TCP options, the entire TCP header is validated. 
→ For ICMP packets that are not type 3, type and code values are validated. 
→ For ICMP type 3, the entire payload must contain enough information to identify the session for which 

the error message is provided.
→ For IGMP packets, version and type code are validated. 
→ For echo requests and response packets, identifier values are validated.

2. For the total firewall statistics, an additional inPktCongestionDropped and inBytesCongestionDropped count 
is provided for packets that are dropped by the firewall traffic management function.

InPktsFragDropped, 
OutPktsFragDropped

The number of fragmented packets dropped

InBytesPassed, 
OutBytesPassed

The number of bytes passed

InBytesDropped, 
OutBytesDropped

The number of bytes dropped

InBytesInvalid, 
OutBytesInvalid 1

The number of invalid bytes

InBytesFragPassed, 
OutBytesFragPassed

The number of fragmented bytes passed

InBytesFragDropped, 
OutBytesFragDropped

The number of fragmented bytes dropped

InPktsCongestDropped, 
OutPktsCongestDropped 2

The number of congested packets dropped

InBytesCongestDropped 
OutBytesCongestDropped 2

The number congested bytes dropped

Table 19: Show Statistics Output Fields (Continued)

Label Description
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zone

Syntax zone [zone-id [interfaces | statistics]]

Context show>firewall

Description This command displays information for the zone ID specified, the interfaces that are configured with 
this zone or the statistics for the zone.

Parameters zone-id � the zone ID expressed as a decimal integer

Values 1 to 65535

interfaces � the interfaces that are configured with this zone ID 

statistics � the statistics for this zone ID

Output The following outputs are examples of zone information:

� zone ID information (Sample Output, Table 20)
� zone ID statistics (Sample Output, Table 19)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>firewall# show firewall zone 1
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Zone
===============================================================================
Zone Id : 1
Zone Name : undefined
Zone Description : undefined
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Entry Id Rule-Set Name Num Rules
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 Not specified 2

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Zone Entries : 1
===============================================================================

Table 20: Show Zone ID Output Fields

Label Description

Zone Id Zone ID

Name Zone name

Description Zone description

Entry ID Entry ID of zone entries

Number of Entries Total number of entries configured for the zone
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Sample Output

*A:ALU-1# show firewall zone 1 statistics
================================================================
Firewall Zone 1 Statistics IN OUT
================================================================
PktsPassed : 0 0
PktsDropped : 0 0
PktsFragPassed : 0 0
PktsFragDropped : 0 0
BytesPassed : 0 0
BytesDropped : 0 0
BytesFragPassed : 0 0
BytesFragDropped : 0 0
========================================================================
* indicates that the corresponding row element may have been truncated.
========================================================================
*A:ALU-1#
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Clear Commands

log

Syntax log log-id

Context clear>firewall

Description This command clears the entries associated with the specified log. The clear command applies only to 
logs whose destination is to memory.

Parameters log-id � the log ID destination expressed as a decimal integer

Values  201 to 299

statistics

Syntax statistics

Context clear>firewall

Description This command clears the statistics associated with the firewall.

zone 

Syntax zone zone-id statistics

Context clear>firewall

Description This command clears the statistics associated with the specified zone.

Parameters zone-id � the zone ID expressed as a decimal integer
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Monitor Commands

statistics

Syntax statistics

Context monitor>firewall

Description This command enables monitoring of the statistics counters associated with the firewall.

zone 

Syntax zone zone-id

Context monitor>firewall

Description This command enables monitoring of the statistic counters associated with the specified zone.

Parameters zone-id � the zone ID expressed as a decimal integer
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Applying Firewall Policies to
Interfaces

In This Chapter

This chapter provides information about 7705 SAR firewall interface configuration.

Topics in this chapter include:

� Considerations for Applying Firewall Policies to Interfaces
→ General Configuration Considerations
→ Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces
→ Applying Firewall Policies to Network Interfaces
→ Applying Firewall Policies to Management Interfaces
→ Enabling and Disabling Firewall Policies on Interfaces
→ Managing Firewall Statistics for Interfaces

� Configuration Notes
� Applying Firewall Policies to Interfaces with CLI
� Firewall Interface Command Reference
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Considerations for Applying Firewall Policies to 
Interfaces

This section provides the following topics for applying 7705 SAR firewalls to interfaces. 
Topics include:

� General Configuration Considerations
� Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces
� Applying Firewall Policies to Network Interfaces
� Applying Firewall Policies to Management Interfaces

General Configuration Considerations

The 7705 SAR supports application of firewall policies for the following types of interfaces:

� Layer 3 service interfaces (SAP and spoke SDP)
� network interfaces
� management access port and CSM (CPM) in-band traffic interfaces

To configure a firewall policy on an interface you must specify the following information.

� Zone�a zone that has been configured with one or more rule sets that specify the 
security rules to be applied to packets that are ingressing or egressing the interface. 
See Configuring Firewall Policies if you require information about configuring 
zones.

� Zone member definition�an IP address or IP address range that specifies the hosts 
(members) that are allowed to pass through the zone on the interface

An interface can have multiple entries with the same zone or different zones, depending on 
the requirements for the IP address or IP address range specified for the zone member 
definition. Address ranges within an interface cannot overlap across zones.

Figure 12 shows zones and zone member IP address information applied to interfaces.
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Figure 12: Zones and IP Addresses Applied to Interfaces 

Packets that arrive at the zone-configured interface must pass the IP address membership 
checks for the zone and interface. The firewall then scans the rule sets defined in the zone, 
and applies the actions specified by the first match rule to the packet. Rules that apply to 
ingressing packets are searched first, in the order configured. If a matching rule is found it is 
applied to the packets. If the ingressing packets are permitted to pass through the zone without 
being discarded, then the egress zone is found (if configured for the firewall) and a rule is 
matched to ensure the packets pass the egress zone. 

The following are scenarios to be aware of when packets are ingressing and egressing 
7705 SAR firewall zones configured on the interfaces used by the packet. The rule specifies 
matching depending if the direction is in, out or both. 

� Zones configured on both the ingress and egress interface used by the packet�The 
7705 SAR sends the packet to the firewall and applies the ingress zone rule set to the 
packet. If the packet passes the ingress zone�s rules, then the egress zone�s rule sets 
are applied to the packet. If the packet passes the egress zone rules, it is forwarded 
out the egress interface. The packet is dropped for all other scenarios.

� Zone configured only on the ingress interface used by the packet�The 7705 SAR 
sends those packet to the firewall and applies the ingress zone�s rules. If the packet 
passes the ingress zone rules, it is forwarded out the egress interface. The packet is 
dropped for all other scenarios.

� Zone configured only on the egress interface used by the packet�Upon receipt of the 
packet on the ingress interface, the 7705 SAR determines the egress zone and verifies 
that a zone is configured. It then sends the packet to the firewall and applies the egress 
zone's rule sets to the packet. If the packet passes the rules, it is forwarded out the 
egress interface. The packet is dropped for all other scenarios.

� Zone not configured on either the ingress or egress interface used by the packet�The 
7705 SAR process the packet without any firewall processing.
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Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces

The 7705 SAR provides the ability to configure zone and IP address entries on interfaces used 
by VPRN and IES services, to create virtual firewalls on a per-service basis. To successfully 
configure firewall zones for VPRN or IES interfaces, you must ensure proper zone and traffic 
separation per interface. VPRN or IES traffic can be sent and received over the following 
types of interfaces:

� Layer 3 SAP and spoke-SDP interfaces created under the context of the VPRN or 
IES, where only traffic for that VPRN or IES rides over the interfaces

� network interfaces in the base routing context, where traffic for multiple VPRNs can 
ride over the same interface

For Layer 3 SAP and spoke-SDP interfaces, traffic is sent to the firewall if you have applied 
a zone with valid IP address entries to the SAP or spoke-SDP interface and the firewall is 
enabled (not shut down) for the interface. Since the Layer 3 SAP or spoke-SDP interface is 
unique to the VPRN or IES, only the rules that are configured for that interface�s zone are 
applied to its traffic and sessions. 

To apply firewall policies for VPRN traffic on network interfaces, further configuration is 
required to ensure proper traffic separation per VPRN. If VPRN traffic is received over a 
network (router) interface that does not have any firewall policies configured for the VPRN 
traffic, you can apply firewall rules to the associated VPRN SAP instead. This ensures that 
the traffic is sent to the firewall for processing using the SAP�s firewall rules in the context 
of the SAP�s VPRN. 

To configure firewall rules to manage the VPRN traffic at the network interface, you can 
configure the packet flow direction attribute of the rule, to specify that packets flowing from 
the network interface and out the VPRN SAP must pass the rule configured for the �out� 
direction. Configuring such rules on the associated VPRN SAPs provides equivalent firewall 
protection to MP-BGP label distributed VPRN traffic received on network interfaces.

For information about applying firewall policies to network interfaces for VPRN and 
non-VPRN (IP routing) contexts, see Applying Firewall Policies to Network Interfaces.

For more information and examples of how to configure firewall policies for Layer 3 SAP 
and spoke-SDP interfaces, see Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces with CLI.
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Applying Firewall Policies to Network Interfaces

The 7705 SAR supports applying firewall policies to non-VPRN routed IP traffic on network 
interfaces in the base routing context. When you configure zone and IP address entries for the 
router interface, all non-VPRN-based IP traffic received over the interface is sent to the 
firewall for processing if the firewall is enabled (not shut down) for the router interface.

VPRN traffic can also be sent and received over network interfaces in the base routing 
context, where traffic for multiple VPRNs can ride over the same interface. This occurs, for 
example, when using MP-BGP label-distribution to distribute VPRN labels to remote PEs, 
which in turn use the same router interface to send and receive traffic. 

VPRN traffic that is received over a network interface is passed through that interface without 
any firewall rules applied to the traffic on ingress. To firewall VPRN traffic received over a 
network interface, you can apply firewall policies to the VPRN SAPs as needed. 

For more information about configuring Layer 3 SAP and spoke-SDP interfaces, see 
Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces.

For information and examples for configuring network interfaces, see Applying Firewall 
Policies to Network Interfaces with CLI.

Applying Firewall Policies to Management Interfaces

The 7705 SAR provides two interfaces to manage control traffic such as OSPF, BGP, 
RSVP-TE, or LDP protocols and SNMP configuration traffic. The management interfaces act 
as virtual interfaces when considering adding firewall policies to management traffic. 

A 7705 SAR firewall can be configured on the following two management interfaces:

� management access interface�physical management Ethernet port on the main 
7705 SAR chassis

� CSM (CPM) interface�in-band management virtual interface

These two types of interfaces have different characteristics to consider when applying 
firewall policies to the interface. 

Control traffic that is destined for the CSM (CPM) on the CSM (CPM) firewall management 
interface, would have both ingress and egress zone rules applied. When the control traffic 
ingresses the 7705 SAR on a source SAP, spoke-SDP or router interface, zone rules 
configured on those interfaces are applied on ingress to the firewall. If management zone 
rules are configured on the CSM (CPM) firewall, those rules are applied to the packet on 
egress from the firewall before being processed by the CSM (CPM).
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For control traffic arriving on the management access firewall interface via the management 
port, there is always only one set of zone rules applied. Only the management zone rules are 
applied if configured on ingress to the firewall. If the control packets pass, then they are sent 
to the CPM without any further egress rules applied.

Figure 13 illustrates the flow of traffic to the management access and CSM (CPM) interface.

Figure 13: Management Access and CSM (CPM) Firewall Policies

Enabling and Disabling Firewall Policies on Interfaces

You can enable and disable the firewall for an interface using the CLI shutdown command. 
Note the following points when enabling and disabling the firewall on an interface.

� When you apply a firewall to a new interface, the firewall is shut down by default. 
After you configure the zone and IP address information, you must execute a no 
shutdown command to enable the firewall on the interface. 

� Prior to modifying any zones that are configured for an interface, you must execute 
the shutdown command to disable the firewall for the interface.

� Configuration changes that you make to a firewall on the interface become effective 
when you enable the firewall using the no shutdown command. 

� When you enable the firewall on any interface, any active sessions in the firewall are 
deleted. For more details, see Session Management Considerations for Firewall Shut 
Down States.

� When you disable the firewall on an interface, the current firewall configuration 
information is maintained, and no firewall statistics are cleared.
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Packet Handling Considerations for Firewall Shut Down States

The following describes 7705 SAR packet handling behavior when you enable or disable the 
firewall that is configured for an interface:

� If you disable the firewall on both the source and destination interfaces, packets are 
not sent to the firewall.

� If you disable the firewall for either the source or destination interface, packets pass 
through without checking the firewall rules for the disabled interface. The rules are 
checked for the interface that is still enabled.

� All zone or IP address configuration changes for an interface take place immediately 
after the you execute the no shutdown command for the firewall on the interface. 
Packets are then processed using the revised rule set for the zone that is configured 
on the interface.

Session Management Considerations for Firewall Shut Down 
States

The following considerations apply to session management when you enable or disable the 
firewall on an interface.

� When you disable the firewall for an interface using the firewall shutdown 
command, all firewall sessions that are allocated for the interface are deallocated. 
This ensures that any rules that were applied to sessions for the disabled interface are 
no longer applied. The firewall searches for sessions that originated on the disabled 
interface and sessions that originated on other interfaces and are destined toward the 
disabled interface.

� When you enable or disable the firewall for an interface, all the sessions on the 
system are deallocated. 

� All active sessions in the firewall are deleted when you execute a no shutdown 
command on any firewall-configured interface that has changed its zone and IP 
address or range configuration. This is considered to be a new firewall policy and all 
sessions must therefore be re-established.

Managing Firewall Statistics for Interfaces

The 7705 SAR collects statistics for interfaces that have been added to zones. Statistics are 
collected for the following entities:

� Layer 3 router, access management, and CSM (CPM) interfaces
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� Layer 3 SAPs and spoke SDPs

A summary view is provided of the interface if one or more zones are configured against it. 
The packet and byte statistics that are collected for interfaces are the same as those that are 
collected for zones and entries. For details, see Statistics.

You can use the firewall show, clear and monitor commands to manage statistics for 
interfaces. For more information about statistics commands, see Command Descriptions.
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Configuration Notes

This section provides a summary of configuration guidelines and restrictions to consider 
when applying 7705 SAR firewall zones to Layer 3, router or management interfaces.

� Services must be configured in an administratively operational state prior to applying 
firewall policies on interfaces; see the 7705 SAR OS Services Guide.

� The base router must be configured prior to applying firewall policies to interfaces; 
see the 7705 SAR OS Router Configuration Guide.

� To apply a zone to an interface, you must configure the interface with a zone and 
associated zone member definition that specifies the IP addresses or address range 
for the host (members) that are allowed to pass through this zone on the interface. 

� An interface can have multiple entries with the same zone or different zones, 
depending on the requirements for the IP address or IP address range specified for 
the zone member definition. Address ranges within an interface cannot overlap 
across zones. Each IP address associated to an interface must be unique on the 
interface, regardless of the zone to which the IP addresses have been applied

� It is recommended that the source and destination IP address specified for a rule, if 
applicable, be within the IP address range you specify for the zone on the interface. 
Wildcard matching is implied if no source or destination IP address is specified for a 
rule; all packets matching the IP address or range specified for the zone will be 
subject to firewall processing.

� To manage VPRN traffic that is received over a network (router) interface that does 
not have any zones configured for the VPRN, apply a zone to the VPRN SAP instead; 
see Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces.

� For a firewall-configured interface, you must disable the firewall using the 
shutdown command before making updates or applying a new zone to the 
interface. 

� After applying a zone and IP address or IP address range to a new interface or 
modifying an existing firewall-configured interface, you must use the no 
shutdown command to enable the firewall for the interface. Changes take effect 
immediately in the active firewall, and packets are processed using the applied zone 
rules. 
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Applying Firewall Policies to Interfaces with CLI

This section provides information and examples for applying firewall policies to Layer 3, 
network, and management interfaces using the CLI.

Topics in this section include:

� Basic Configuration 
� Common Configuration Tasks 
� Configuring Firewall Components for Interfaces 

→ Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces with CLI
→ Applying Firewall Policies to Network Interfaces with CLI
→ Applying Firewall Policies to the CSM (CPM) Interface with CLI
→ Applying Firewall Policies to the Management Access Interface with CLI

� Management Tasks 
→ Enabling and Disabling Firewall Policies on an Interface
→ Modifying Firewall Entries for an Interface
→ Removing Firewall Policies from an Interface
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Basic Configuration

This example describes a basic IES SAP-to-SAP configuration scenario where packets 
entering through port 1/1/5 go out on port 1/1/6 and vice versa. In this example, the following 
match criteria are defined for the rule in the rule set that is specified for the zone.

� matching packets pass through
� no source or destination IP address is specified, indicating that any IP address that is 

within the IP address range specified for the interface will be processed by the 
firewall

This configuration allows all IP packets in the IP address range 1.1.1.1 to 255.1.1.1 to pass 
through, while IP packets above this range (255.1.1.2 and higher) will be dropped.

*A:ALU-1# configure service
*A:ALU-1>config>service# info
----------------------------------------------
customer 1 create

description �default customer�
exit
ies 1 customer 1 create

interface "to6" create
address 11.11.11.2/24
static-arp 11.11.11.100 38:52:1a:ee:8d:00
sap 1/1/6 create

firewall
entry 1 create

zone 1 range 1.1.1.1 255.1.1.1
exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

exit
interface "to5" create

address 17.17.17.2/24
static-arp 17.17.17.100 38:52:1a:ee:8c:ff
sap 1/1/5 create

firewall
entry 1 create

zone 1 range 0.0.0.0 255.1.1.1
exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

exit
----------------------------------------------
*A:ALU-1>config>firewall#

The following example shows the configuration of the zone that was applied in the IES SAP 
sample configuration.

*A:ALU-1>config>firewall# info
----------------------------------------------
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log 202 create
no shutdown
destination memory 46000

exit
rule-set 1 create

entry 1 create
action pass
match
exit
options

session-timeout 20
nat
log 202
exit

exit
exit

exit
zone 1 create

entry 1 create
rule-set 1

exit
exit
exit
----------------------------------------------
*A:ALU-1>config>firewall#
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Common Configuration Tasks

These steps are required to apply firewall policies to the specified interfaces. Zones must be 
configured prior to applying them to interfaces.

� To configure a firewall policy for a Layer 3 interface:
1. Identify the zones and the SAPs or spoke SDPs of the ingress and egress 

interfaces to which you want to apply the zones.
2. Specify zone ID and zone member IP address entries for each zone you want to 

configure for the designated SAPs or spoke SDPs of the interfaces.
3. Enable the firewall for the SAP or spoke SDP using the no shutdown 

command.
� To configure a firewall policy for the router interface: 

1. Identify the zones and the ingress and egress interfaces of the router to which you 
want to apply the zones.

2. Specify zone ID and zone member IP address entries for the designated 
interfaces.

3. Enable the firewall on each interface using the no shutdown command.
� To configure a firewall policy for the CSM (CPM) interface: 

1. Identify the zones and the CSM (CPM) ingress and egress interfaces to which 
you want to apply the zones.

2. Specify zone ID and zone member IP address entries for the designated CSM 
(CPM) interfaces.

3. Enable the firewall on the interface using the no shutdown command.
� To configure a firewall policy for the management access interface: 

1. Identify the zone to apply to the management interface.
2. Specify the zone ID and zone member IP address entry for the management 

interface.
3. Enable the firewall for the interface using the no shutdown command.
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Configuring Firewall Components for Interfaces

This section provides the following configuration examples:

� Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces with CLI
� Applying Firewall Policies to Network Interfaces with CLI
� Applying Firewall Policies to the CSM (CPM) Interface with CLI 
� Applying Firewall Policies to the Management Access Interface with CLI

Applying Firewall Policies to Layer 3 Interfaces with CLI

Use the following CLI syntax to apply a firewall policy to a Layer 3 SAP interface. The 
configuration for a spoke-SDP interface is similar. Interfaces may have multiple entries in the 
same zone or in different zones, depending on whether the IP address or IP address range 
requires the same or a different firewall policy. For more information about configuration 
guidelines and restrictions, see Configuration Notes.

CLI Syntax: config>service# 
vprn service-id

interface ip-int-name
sap sap-id

firewall
entry entry-id

zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | 
range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}

exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

exit
exit

Example: config>service# vprn 1
config>service>vprn# interface test1
config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall# entry 1 create
config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall>entry# zone 1 range 
0.0.0.0 255.1.1.1

config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall>entry# exit
config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall# no shutdown
config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall# exit
config>service>vprn>sap>if# exit
config>service>vprn>sap# exit
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The following example displays a configuration for a VPRN SAP interface.

*A:ALU-1# configure service
*A:ALU-1>config>service# info
----------------------------------------------
customer 1 create

description �default customer�
exit
vprn 1 customer 1 create

interface "test1" create
address 11.11.11.2/24
static-arp 11.11.11.100 38:52:1a:ee:8d:00
sap 1/1/1 create

firewall
entry 1 create

zone 1 range 0.0.0.0 255.1.1.1
exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

exit
interface "test2" create

address 17.17.17.2/24
static-arp 17.17.17.100 38:52:1a:ee:8c:ff
sap 1/1/5 create

firewall
entry 1 create

zone 1 ip 10.1.1.10
exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

exit
----------------------------------------------
*A:ALU-1>config>firewall#
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Applying Firewall Policies to Network Interfaces with CLI

Use the following CLI syntax to apply a firewall policy to the network interface in the base 
router context. 

CLI Syntax: config>router# 
interface ip-int-name

firewall
entry entry-id

zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-
addr1 ip-addr2}

exit
no shutdown

exit

Example: config>router# interface toNW1
config>router>if# firewall
config>router>if>firewall>entry 1 create
config>router>if>firewall>entry# zone 1 range 1.0.0.0 
255.1.1.1

config>router>if>firewall>entry# exit
config>router>if>firewall# no shutdown
config>router>if>firewall# exit
config>router>if# exit

The following example displays a configuration for a router interface.

*A:ALU-1>config>router# info
----------------------------------------------
#----------------------------------------------
echo "IP Configuration"
#----------------------------------------------
...interface "toNW1"
......address 135.10.10.10/24

port 1/1/1
firewall

entry 1 create
zone 1 range 1.0.0.0 255.1.1.1

exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

----------------------------------------------
*A:ALU-1>config>router#
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Applying Firewall Policies to the CSM (CPM) Interface with 
CLI

Use the following CLI syntax to apply a firewall policy to the CSM (CPM) interface. 

CLI Syntax: config>system>security 
cpm-firewall

entry entry-id
zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-addr1 

ip-addr2}
exit

no shutdown
exit

Example: config>system>security# cpm-firewall
config>system>security>cpm-firewall# entry 1 create
config>system>security>cpm-firewall>entry# zone 1 range 
0.0.0.1 255.255.255.255

config>system>security>cpm-firewall>entry# exit
config>system>security>cpm-firewall# no shutdown
config>system>security>cpm-firewall# exit

The following example displays a configuration for a CSM (CPM) interface.

*A:ALU-1>config>system>security>cpm-firewall# info
----------------------------------------------

entry 1 create
zone 1 range 0.0.0.1 255.255.255.255

exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

----------------------------------------------
*A:ALU-1>config>system>security>cpm-firewall#
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Applying Firewall Policies to the Management Access 
Interface with CLI

Use the following CLI syntax to apply a firewall policy to the management access interface. 

CLI Syntax: config>system>security 
management-access-firewall

entry entry-id
[no] zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-

addr1 ip-addr2}
exit

no shutdown
exit

Example: config>system>security# management-access-firewall
config>system>security>management-access-firewall# 
entry 1 create

config>system>security>management-access-
firewall>entry# zone 1 range 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255

config>system>security>management-access-
firewall>entry# exit

config>system>security>management-access-firewall# no 
shutdown

config>system>security>management-access-firewall# exit

The following example displays a configuration for a management access interface.

*A:ALU-1>config>system>security>mgt-access-firewall# info
----------------------------------------------

entry 1 create
zone 1 range 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255

exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

----------------------------------------------
*A:ALU-1>config>system>security>mgmt-access-firewall#
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Management Tasks

This section discusses the following management tasks:

� Enabling and Disabling Firewall Policies on an Interface
� Modifying Firewall Entries for an Interface
� Removing Firewall Policies from an Interface

Enabling and Disabling Firewall Policies on an Interface

You can enable and disable the firewall for an interface. For information about the effects of 
issuing a no shutdown or shutdown command for the firewall that is applied to an 
interface, see Enabling and Disabling Firewall Policies on Interfaces.

CLI Syntax: config>service#
vprn service-id

interface ip-int-name
sap sap-id

firewall
shutdown

exit
exit

exit

Example: config>service# vprn 1
config>service>vprn# interface test1
config>service>vprn>if# sap 1/1/1
config>service>vprn>if>sap# firewall
config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall# shutdown
config>service>vprn>if>sap# exit
config>service>vprn>if# exit
config>service>vprn# exit

*A:ALU-1# configure service
*A:ALU-1>config>service# info
----------------------------------------------
customer 1 create

description �default customer�
exit
vprn 1 customer 1 create

interface "test1" create
address 11.11.11.2/24
static-arp 11.11.11.100 38:52:1a:ee:8d:00
sap 1/1/1 create

firewall
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entry 1 create
zone 1 range 0.0.0.0 255.1.1.1

exit
shutdown

exit
exit

exit
----------------------------------------------
*A:ALU-1>config>firewall#

Use the following CLI syntax to re-enable the firewall that was shut down.

CLI Syntax: config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall# no shutdown

Modifying Firewall Entries for an Interface

You can modify the firewall configuration on a per-interface basis. The following apply. 

� Use the shutdown command to disable the firewall for the interface before 
removing or modifying a zone entry configuration.

� Use the no shutdown command to enable the firewall after making modifications. 
Changes take effect immediately in the active firewall and packets are processed 
using the zone rules.

� Use the no form of the command to remove an entry from the interface firewall.

Use the following CLI syntax to remove a firewall entry that is configured for an interface:

CLI Syntax: config>service#
vprn service-id

interface ip-int-name
sap sap-id

firewall
no entry entry-id

exit
exit

exit
exit

Example: config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall# no entry 1

Use the following CLI syntax to remove a zone that is configured for a firewall entry:

CLI Syntax: config>service>
vprn service-id

interface ip-int-name
sap sap-id
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firewall
entry entry-id

no zone zone-id 
exit

exit
exit

exit

Example: config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall# entry 1
config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall>entry# no zone 1

Use the following CLI syntax to change the zone ID or IP address for a firewall entry.

CLI Syntax: config>service
vprn service-id
interface ip-int-name

sap sap-id
firewall

entry entry-id
zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | 

range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
exit

exit
exit

exit

Example: config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall# entry 1
config>service>vprn>if>sap>firewall>entry# zone 1 range 
0.0.0.10 10.10.10.24

Removing Firewall Policies from an Interface

To remove firewall policies from an interface delete all the associated zone entries for the 
interface. The interface may have multiple entries in the same zone or in different zones, 
depending on the firewall policy requirements of the IP address or IP address range. 

Use the following CLI syntax to remove a the zone entry for a router interface.

CLI Syntax: config>router# 
interface ip-int-name

firewall
no entry entry-id

exit

Example: config>router>if>firewall# no entry 1
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Firewall Interface Command Reference

Command Hierarchies

� Configuration Commands
→ VPRN Interface Firewall Commands
→ IES Interface Firewall Commands
→ Router Interface Firewall Commands
→ System Management Interface Firewall Commands
→ CSM (CPM) Interface Firewall Commands

� Show Commands
� Clear Commands
� Monitor Commands
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Configuration Commands

VPRN Interface Firewall Commands

config
� service

� vprn service-id
� interface ip-int-name
� no interface

� sap sap-id
� no sap 

� firewall 
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry 

� zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
� no zone 

� [no] shutdown
� spoke-sdp sdp-id:vcid
� no spoke-sdp 

� firewall 
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry 

� zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
� no zone 

� [no] shutdown

IES Interface Firewall Commands

config
� service

� ies service-id 
� interface ip-int-name
� no interface

� sap sap-id
� no sap 

� firewall 
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry 

� zone zone-id {ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
� no zone 

� [no] shutdown
� spoke-sdp sdp-id:vcid
� no spoke-sdp 

� firewall 
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry 

� zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
� no zone 
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� [no] shutdown

Router Interface Firewall Commands

config
� router

� interface ip-int-name
� no interface ip-int-name

� firewall 
� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry

� zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
� no zone 

� [no] shutdown

System Management Interface Firewall Commands

config
� system

� security 
� management-access-firewall 

� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry 

� zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
� no zone 

� [no] shutdown

CSM (CPM) Interface Firewall Commands

config
� system

� security 
� cpm-firewall 

� entry entry-id [create]
� no entry 

� zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
� no zone 

� [no] shutdown
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Show Commands

show
� service

� id service-id
� sap sap-id [firewall [statistics [entry entry-id]]]
� spoke-sdp sdp-id:vc-id [firewall [statistics [entry entry-id]]]

show
� router 

� interface ip-int-name [firewall [firewall-stats [entry entry-id]]]

show
� system 

� security
� cpm-firewall [statistics [entry entry-id]]
� management-access-firewall [statistics [entry entry-id]]

Clear Commands

clear
� service 

� statistics 
� id service-id 
� sap sap-id firewall [entry {all | entry-id}]
� spoke-sdp sdp-id:vcid firewall [entry {all | entry-id}]

clear
� router 

�  interface {ip-int-name | ip-address} firewall [entry {all | entry-id}]

clear
� management-access-firewall entry {all | entry-id}
� cpm-firewall entry {all | entry-id}

Monitor Commands

monitor
� service id service-id

� sap sap-id firewall [entry entry-id][interval seconds][repeat repeat ][absolute| rate] 
� spoke-sdp sdp-id:vcid firewall [entry entry-id][interval seconds] [repeat repeat] [absolute | 

rate] 

monitor
� router 

� interface ip-int-name [entry entry-id][interval seconds] [repeat repeat] [absolute | rate]
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monitor
� cpm-firewall [entry entry-id [interval seconds] repeat repeat] [absolute rate rate]
� management-access-firewall [entry entry-id] [interval seconds] [repeat repeat] [absolute | rate]
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Command Descriptions

� Configuration Commands
� Show Commands
� Clear Commands
� Monitor Commands
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Configuration Commands

� Generic Commands
� VPRN and IES Interface Commands
� Router Interface Firewall Commands
� Management Interface Firewall Commands
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Generic Commands

shutdown

Syntax [no] shutdown

Context config>service>vprn>interface>sap>firewall
config>service>ies>interface>sap>firewall 
config>service>vprn>interface>spoke-sdp>firewall
config>service>ies>interface>spoke-sdp>firewall 
config>router>interface>firewall 
config>system>security>cpm-firewall
config>system>security>management-access-firewall 

Description This command administratively disables the firewall for the specified interface. If the firewall is 
disabled for both the source and destination interfaces, the packets are not sent to the firewall. If the 
firewall for either the source or destination interface is disabled, the packets pass through without 
checking the firewall rules configured on the disabled interface. The rules are checked for the interface 
that is still enabled. 

Disabling the firewall does not change, reset, or remove any firewall configuration settings or statistics 
for the interface.

The no form of this command places the firewall for the specified interface into an administratively 
enabled state.

Default shutdown

entry

Syntax entry entry-id [create]
no entry

Context config>service>vprn>interface>sap>firewall
config>service>ies>interface>sap>firewall 
config>service>vprn>interface>spoke-sdp>firewall
config>service>ies>interface>spoke-sdp>firewall 
config>router>interface>firewall 
config>system>security>cpm-firewall
config>system>security>management-access-firewall 

Description This command creates or enters the context to edit a zone and IP address entry for the interface, using 
a unique entry ID within the table. Entries must be sequenced from most to least explicit. When adding 
multiple entries, the recommendation is to assign entry IDs in staggered increments to avoid 
renumbering when adding new entries.
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The no form of the command removes the specified entry.

Default n/a

Parameters entry-id � specifies an ID that uniquely identifies the row entry being referenced 

Values 1 to 65535

create � keyword required when first creating the configuration context. After the context has 
been created, you can navigate into it without the create keyword.

zone

Syntax zone zone-id {ip ip-addr | range ip-addr1 ip-addr2}
no zone

Context config>service>vprn>interface>sap>firewall>entry
config>service>ies>interface>sap>firewall>entry 
config>service>vprn>interface>spoke-sdp>firewall>entry
config>service>ies>interface>spoke-sdp>firewall>entry
config>router>interface>firewall>entry
config>system>security>cpm-firewall>entry
config>system>security>management-access-firewall>entry

Description This command specifies a zone and an IP address or IP address range that indicates the hosts that are 
permitted to pass through the zone.

The no form of this command removes the zone configuration for the entry.

Default no zone

Parameters zone-id � the ID number of the zone being referenced

Values 1 to 65535 

ip-addr � indicates the hosts that are permitted to pass through this zone on this interface; if a 
source or destination IP address is specified for the rules configured for the zone, it is 
recommended that the value be within the IP address range specified for the interface.

Values 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255 

ip-addr1 ip-addr2 � indicates the hosts that are permitted to pass through this zone for this 
interface; if a source or destination IP address is also specified for the rules configured for the 
zone, it is recommended that the value be within the IP address range specified for the 
interface

Values 0.0.0.0 to 255.255.255.255
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VPRN and IES Interface Commands

vprn

Syntax vprn service-id 

Context config>service

Description This command enters the context for a Virtual Private Routed Network (VPRN) service instance.

Once entered, you can configure zone entries for a SAP or spoke-SDP interface associated with the 
service.

Default n/a

Parameters service-id � uniquely identifies the service in the service domain; must exist prior to entering the 
context to configure the zone for the interface

Values 1 to 2147483647

ies

Syntax ies service-id 

Context config>service

Description This command enters the context for the Internet Enhanced Service (IES). On the 7705 SAR, IES is 
used for direct IP connectivity between customer access points as well as in-band management of the 
7705 SAR over ATM links.

Once entered, you can configure zone entries for a designated SAP or spoke SDP associated with the 
service. 

Default n/a

Parameters service-id � uniquely identifies the service in the service domain; must exist prior to entering the 
context to configure the zone for the interface

Values 1 to 2147483647

interface

Syntax interface ip-int-name
no interface 

Context config>service>vprn
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config>service>ies

Description This command creates or enters the context of a Layer 3 interface for an IES or VPRN service. Once 
entered, you can configure zone entries for a designated SAP or spoke SDP associated with the 
interface.

Default n/a

Parameters ip-int-name � the name of the IP interface. The interface names must exist and be unique within 
the group of defined IP interfaces. An interface name cannot be in the form of an IP address. 
Interface names can be from 1 to 32 alphanumeric characters and must start with a letter. For 
example, the name �1.1.1.1� is not allowed, but �int-1.1.1.1� is allowed. If the string contains 
special characters (#, $, spaces, etc.), the entire string must be enclosed within double quotes.

sap

Syntax sap sap-id 
no sap

Context config>service>vprn>interface
config>service>ies>interface

Description This command enters the context of an existing Service Access Point (SAP) within a VPRN or IES 
service. Once entered, you can configure zone entries for the SAP.

The SAP is owned by the service in which it was created and is only associated with a single service.

The SAP must be defined on a port that has been configured as an access port using the config 
interface port-type port-id mode access command. Channelized TDM ports are always access ports. 
If the SAP sdp-id is not already configured, an error message is generated. 

If a port is disabled with the shutdown command, all SAPs on that port become operationally down. 
When a service is disabled, SAPs for the service are not displayed as operationally down although all 
traffic traversing the service will be discarded. The operational state of a SAP is relative to the 
operational state of the port on which the SAP is defined.

The no form of this command deletes the SAP with the specified port. You should delete all zone 
entries prior to deleting the SAP. When a SAP is deleted, all configuration parameters for the SAP will 
also be deleted.

Default n/a

Parameters sap-id � the physical port identifier portion of the SAP definition

Values port-id slot | mda | port[.channel]
null port-id | bundle-id | aps-id 
dot1q [port-id | bundle-id | aps-id]:qtag1 
atm [port-id | aps-id] [:vpi/vci | vpi | vpi1.vpi2] 
cem slot/mda/port.channel 
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ipcp slot/mda/port.channel 
ima-grp bundle-id[:vpi/vci | vpi | vpi1.vpi2] 
port-id slot/mda/port[.channel] 
bundle-id bundle-type-slot/mda.bundle-num 

bundle  keyword 
type ima | ppp 
bundle-num 1 to 32 

aps-id aps-group-id[.channel] 
aps keyword 
group-id 1 to 8 

lag-id lag-id
lag keyword
id 1 to 16

qtag1  0 to 4094 
vpi 0 to 4095 (NNI) 

0 to 255 (UNI) 
vci 1 | 2 | 5 to 65535 

spoke-sdp

Syntax spoke-sdp sdp-id:vc-id 
no spoke-sdp 

Context config>service>vprn>interface
config>service>ies>interface

Description This command enters the context of an existing Service Distribution Point (SDP) within a VPRN or 
IES service. Once entered, you can configure zone entries for the SDP.

The SDP must be defined in the config>service>sdp context and associated with a service. If the sdp 
sdp-id is not already configured, an error message is generated. 

The SDP has an operational state that determines the operational state of the SDP within the service. 
For example, if the SDP is administratively or operationally down, the SDP for the service is down.

The no form of this command removes the SDP binding from the service. The SDP configuration is 
not affected, only the binding of the SDP to the service. Once the binding is removed, no packets are 
forwarded to the far-end router. You should delete all zone entries prior to removing the SDP binding. 
You must disable the spoke SDP before you can delete it from the configuration.

Default n/a

Special Cases VPRN � several SDPs can be bound to a VPRN service. Each SDP must be destined for a 
different 7705 SAR router. If two SDP ID bindings terminate on the same 7705 SAR, an error 
occurs and the second SDP binding is rejected.
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IES � only one SDP can be bound to an IES service.

Parameters sdp-id  � the SDP identifier

Values 1 to 17407

vc-id � the virtual circuit identifier

Values 1 to 4294967295

firewall

Syntax firewall 

Context config>service>vprn>interface>sap
config>service>ies>interface>sap 
config>service>vprn>interface>spoke-sdp
config>service>ies>interface>spoke-sdp

Description This command enters the context to create zone entries for the SAP or spoke SDP.
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Router Interface Firewall Commands

router

Syntax router

Context config

Description This command enables the base router context. Once entered, you can configure zone entries for an 
interface in the base router context. 

The base routing domain includes all in-band IP traffic, that is, any IP packet arriving at the router over 
any IP interface (all services, all physical ports on the adapter cards). The routing table for the base 
instance is populated with these IP addresses.

Note that the default router name is implied when executing the router command; it is not required to 
explicitly state the router name. 

interface

Syntax interface ip-int-name
no interface 

Context config>router

Description This command enters the context of a logical IP router interface. When entered, zone entries can be 
configured for the router interface.

Show commands for router interfaces can use either the interface name or the IP address. Ambiguity 
can exist if an IP address is used both as an IP address and an interface name. Duplicate interface names 
can exist in different router instances, although this is not recommended because it is confusing.

The interface name �system� is associated with the network entity (such as a specific 7705 SAR), not 
a specific interface. The system interface is also referred to as the loopback address. 

Default no interface

Parameters ip-int-name � the name of the IP interface. Interface names must be unique within the group of 
defined IP interfaces for config router interface commands. Interface names must not be in 
the dotted-decimal notation of an IP address and must begin with a letter; for example, the 
name �1.1.1.1� is not allowed, but �int-1.1.1.1� is allowed. If the string contains special 
characters (#, $, spaces, etc.), the entire string must be enclosed within double quotes.

Values 1 to 32 characters (must start with a letter)
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If the ip-int-name exists, the context is changed to maintain that IP 
interface. If the ip-int-name exists as an IP interface defined 
within the config router commands, an error will occur and the 
context will not be changed to that IP interface. If the ip-int-name 
does not exist, the interface is created and the context is changed 
to that interface for further command processing. 

firewall

Syntax firewall 

Context config>router>interface

Description This command enters the context to configure firewall zone entries for the interface.

Default n/a
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Management Interface Firewall Commands

security

Syntax security

Context config>system

Description This command creates the context to configure security settings, including firewall security for the 
management access or CSM (CPM) interfaces.

Default n/a

cpm-firewall

Syntax cpm-firewall

Context config>system>security

Description This command enables the context to configure zone entries for the CSM (CPM) interface. For control 
traffic destined for the CSM (CPM), ingress and egress zone rules will be applied. When the control 
traffic ingresses the 7705 SAR on a source SAP, spoke SDP, or router interface, the management zone 
rules configured for that interface are applied upon ingress to the firewall. If rules are configured for 
the CSM (CPM) firewall, those rules are applied on egress from the firewall, before being processed 
by the CSM (CPM).

Default n/a

management-access-firewall

Syntax management-access-firewall 

Context config>system>security

Description This command enables the context to configure zone entries for the management access interface. One 
set of zone rules is applied to control traffic ingressing on the management access interface. Control 
packets that pass the ingress rules are sent to the CSM (CPM) without applying any egress rules. 

Default n/a
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Show Commands

id

Syntax id service-id

Context show>service

Description This command enters the context for the specified service ID.

Parameters service-id � the ID that uniquely identifies the service

interface 

Syntax interface ip-int-name [firewall [firewall-stats [entry entry-id]]] 

Context show>router

Description This command displays firewall statistics for the specified router interface.

Parameters ip-int-name � the interface name for which statistics will be displayed

firewall  � when entered without other parameter keywords, displays zone and associated IP 
address entries for the interface

firewall-stats  � when entered without an entry ID, returns firewall statistics for all zone and IP 
address entries for the interface

entry-id � the ID of the zone and IP address entry for which statistics will be displayed; 
specifying no entry ID returns statistics for all firewall entries on the interface

Output The following outputs are examples of router interface firewall information:

� Router interface firewall entries (Sample Output, Table 21)
� Router interface firewall statistics (Sample Output, Table 19)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1>config>router# show router interface test1 firewall
===============================================================================
IP Firewall Interface Entries
===============================================================================
Interface Name :test1 FW Status : Disabled
Description :<not specified>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Entry Id Zone-Id IP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 135.10.10.10
2 2 0.0.0.1 255.1.1.1
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Entries : 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample Output

*A:ALU-1# show router interface test1 firewall firewall-stats
==========================================================================
Firewall Interface Statistics IN OUT
========================================================================v=
PktsPassed : 9 5
PktsDropped : 0 4
PktsInvalid : 0 0
PktsFragPassed : 0 0
PktsFragDropped : 0 0
BytesPassed : 756 420
BytesDropped : 0 336
BytesInvalid : 0 0
BytesFragPassed : 0 0
BytesFragDropped : 0 0
===========================================================================
*A:ALU-1#

sap

Syntax sap sap-id [firewall [statistics [entry entry-id]]]

Context show>service>id

Description This command displays information for the firewall associated with the service SAPs.

If no entry is specified, a summary of all firewall statistics for the SAP is displayed.

Parameters sap-id � the SAP ID for which firewall information will be displayed

Table 21: Show Router Interface Entry Output Fields

Label Description

Interface Name Interface name

FW Status Firewall status is enabled or disabled for the interface

Description Description if specified

Entry Id Zone entry ID

Zone-Id Zone ID associated with the entry ID

IP IP address information for the entry ID

Number of Entries Total number of zone and IP address entries for the interface
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Values See sap 

firewall  � when entered without other parameter keywords, displays zone and associated IP 
address entries for the interface

statistics  � when entered without an entry ID, returns firewall statistics for all zone and IP 
address entries for the interface

entry-id � the ID of the entry for which statistics will be displayed; specifying no entry ID returns 
all the statistics for the SAP

Output The following outputs are examples of SAP interface firewall information.

� SAP interface firewall entries (Sample Output, Table 22)
� SAP interface firewall statistics (Sample Output, Table 19)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1 # show service id 1 sap 1/1/1 firewall
===============================================================================
IP Firewall SAP Entries
===============================================================================
Svc Id :1 Svc Type: : vprn
Sap Port Id :1/1/1 FW Status: : disabled
Description :<undefined>
Sap Instance Id :1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Entry Id Zone-Id IP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 135.10.10.10
2 2 0.0.0.1 255.1.1.1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Entries : 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 22: Show SAP Interface Entry Output Fields

Label Description

Svc Id Service ID

Svc Type Type of service is VPRN or IES

Sap Port Id ID of the SAP port

FW Status Firewall status is enabled or disabled for the interface

Description Description if specified

Sap Instance Id ID of the SAP instance

Entry Id Zone entry ID

Zone-Id Zone ID associated with the entry ID
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Sample Output

*A:ALU-1# show service id 1 sap 1/1/1 firewall statistics
==================================================================
Firewall SAP Statistics IN OUT
==================================================================
PktsPassed : 10 8
PktsDropped : 0 6
PktsInvalid : 0 0
PktsFragPassed : 0 0
PktsFragDropped : 0 0
BytesPassed : 827 486
BytesDropped : 0 372
BytesInvalid : 0 0
BytesFragPassed : 0 0
BytesFragDropped : 0 0
===========================================================================
*A:ALU-1#

spoke-sdp

Syntax sdp {[sdp-id[:vc-id] [firewall [statistics [entry entry-id]]]

Context show>service>id

Description This command displays information for the SDPs associated with the service. If no optional parameters 
are specified, a summary of all associated SDPs is displayed.

Parameters sdp-id � the SDP ID for which SDP information will be displayed

Values 1 to 17407

Default all SDPs

vc-id � the virtual circuit ID on the SDP ID

Values 1 to 4294967295

firewall  � when entered without other parameter keywords, displays zone and associated IP 
address entries for the interface

statistics  � when entered without an entry ID, returns firewall statistics for all zone and IP 
address entries for the interface

entry-id � the ID of the entry for which statistics will be displayed. Specifying no entry ID 
returns all the statistics for the interface.

IP IP address information for the entry ID

Number of Entries Total number of zone and IP address entries for the interface

Table 22: Show SAP Interface Entry Output Fields (Continued)

Label Description
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Output The following outputs are examples of spoke-SDP interface firewall information.

� Spoke-SDP interface firewall entries (Sample Output, Table 23)
� Spoke-SDP interface firewall statistics (Sample Output, Table 19)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1# show service id spoke-sdp 7:8 firewall
===============================================================================
IP Firewall SDP Entries
===============================================================================
Svc Id :1 Svc Type: : vprn
SDP Port Id :7:8 FW Status: : disabled
Description :<undefined>
Sdp Instance Id :1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Entry Id Zone-Id IP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 135.10.10.10
2 2 0.0.0.1 255.1.1.1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Entries : 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample Output

*A:ALU-1# show service id sdp 7:8 firewall statistics entry 1
================================================================
Firewall SDP Statistics IN OUT
================================================================

Table 23: Show Spoke-SDP Interface Entry Output Fields

Label Description

Svc Id Service ID

Svc Type Type of service is VPRN or IES

SDP Port Id ID of the SDP port

FW Status Firewall status is enabled or disabled for the interface

Description Description if specified

SDP Instance Id ID of the SDp instance

Entry Id Zone entry ID

Zone-Id Zone ID associated with the entry ID

IP IP address information for the entry ID

Number of Entries Total number of zone and IP address entries for the interface
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PktsPassed : 10 8
PktsDropped : 0 6
PktsInvalid : 0 0
PktsFragPassed : 0 0
PktsFragDropped : 0 0
BytesPassed : 827 486
BytesDropped : 0 372
BytesInvalid : 0 0
BytesFragPassed : 0 0
BytesFragDropped : 0 0
===========================================================================
*A:ALU-1#

cpm-firewall

Syntax cpm-firewall [statistics [entry entry-id]]

Context show>system>security

Description This command displays firewall statistics for the CSM (CPM) interface.

Parameters statistics  � when entered without an entry ID, returns firewall statistics for all zone and IP 
address entries for the interface

entry-id � the ID of the entry for which statistics will be displayed. Specifying no entry ID 
returns all the statistics for the interface.

Output The following outputs are examples of management-access interface firewall information:

� CSM (CPM) interface firewall entries (Sample Output, Table 24)
� CSM (CPM) interface firewall statistics (Sample Output, Table 19)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1# show system security cpm-firewall
===============================================================================
CPM IP Firewall
===============================================================================
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Entry Id Zone-Id IP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 0.0.0.1 255.1.1.1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Entries : 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 24: Show CSM (CPM) Interface Entry Output Fields

Label Description

Entry Id Zone entry ID
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Sample Output

*A:ALU-1# show system security cpm-firewall statistics
=============================================================================
CPM Firewall Statistics IN OUT
=============================================================================
PktsPassed : 10 8
PktsDropped : 0 6
PktsInvalid : 0 0
PktsFragPassed : 0 0
PktsFragDropped : 0 0
BytesPassed : 827 486
BytesDropped : 0 372
BytesInvalid : 0 0
BytesFragPassed : 0 0
BytesFragDropped : 0 0
===========================================================================
*A:ALU-1#

management-access-firewall

Syntax management-access-firewall [statistics [entry entry-id]]

Context show>system>security

Description This command displays firewall statistics for the management access interface.

Parameters statistics  � when entered without an entry ID, returns firewall statistics for all zone and IP 
address entries for the interface

entry-id � the ID of the entry for which statistics will be displayed. Specifying no entry ID 
returns all the statistics for the interface.

Output The following outputs are examples of management access interface firewall information:

� Management access interface firewall entries (Sample Output, Table 25)
� Management access firewall statistics (Sample Output, Table 19)

Sample Output

*A-ALU-1# show system security management-access-firewall
===============================================================================

Zone- Id Zone ID associated with the entry ID

IP IP address information for the entry ID

Number of Entries Total number of zone and IP address entries for the interface

Table 24: Show CSM (CPM) Interface Entry Output Fields (Continued)

Label Description
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Management Access IP Firewall
===============================================================================
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Entry Id Zone-Id IP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 1 0.0.0.1 255.1.1.1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Number of Entries : 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample Output

*A:ALU-1# show system security management-access-firewall statistics
============================================================================
Mgmt-access-firewall Statistics IN OUT
============================================================================
PktsPassed : 10 8
PktsDropped : 0 6
PktsInvalid : 0 0
PktsFragPassed : 0 0
PktsFragDropped : 0 0
BytesPassed : 827 486
BytesDropped : 0 372
BytesInvalid : 0 0
BytesFragPassed : 0 0
BytesFragDropped : 0 0
===========================================================================
*A:ALU-1#

Table 25: Show Management Access Interface Entry Output Fields

Label Description

Entry Id Zone entry ID

Zone-Id Zone ID associated with the entry ID

IP IP address information for the entry ID

Number of Entries Total number of zone and IP address entries for the interface
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Clear Commands

statistics

Syntax statistics

Context clear>service

Description This command enters the context to clear firewall statistics for the specified SAP or spoke-SDP.

id

Syntax id service-id

Context clear>service>statistics

Description This command clears the statistics for the specified service ID. 

Parameters service-id � the ID that uniquely identifies the service

Values 1 to 2147483647

sap

Syntax sap sap-id  firewall [entry {all | entry-id}]

Context clear>service>statistics

Description This command clears and resets the firewall statistics for the specified service SAP.

Parameters sap-id � the SAP ID to be reset

Values See sap

firewall  � clears specified firewall entries

entry � indicates the entry or entries for which statistics are cleared

Values all � clears all firewall entries
entry-id � specifies the entry for which statistics are cleared

spoke-sdp

Syntax spoke-sdp sdp-id:vc-id firewall [entry {all | entry-id}]

Context clear>service>statistics
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Description This command clears and resets the firewall statistics for the specified service spoke SDP.

Parameters sdp-id � the spoke SDP ID to be reset

Values 1 to 17407

vc-id � the virtual circuit ID on the SDP ID to be reset

Values 1 to 4294967295

firewall  � clears specified firewall entries

entry  � indicates the entry or entries for which statistics are cleared

Values all � clears all firewall entries
entry-id � specifies the entry for which statistics are cleared

interface

Syntax interface {ip-int-name | ip-address} firewall [entry {all | entry-id}]

Context clear>router}

Description This command clears and resets firewall statistics for the specified router interface.

Parameters ip-int-name � the router interface name for which statistics will be cleared

ip-address �  the router IP address for which statistics will be cleared

Values 0.0.0.1 to 255.255.255.255

firewall  � clears firewall entries

entry � indicates the entry or entries for which statistics are cleared

Values all � clears all firewall entries
entry-id � specifies the entry for which statistics are cleared

cpm-firewall

Syntax cpm-firewall entry {all | entry-id}

Context clear

Description This command clears and resets the firewall statistics for the CSM (CPM) interface.

Parameters entry  � indicates the entry or entries for which firewall statistics are cleared

Values all � clears all firewall entries
entry-id � specifies the entry for which statistics are cleared
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management-access-firewall

Syntax management-access-firewall entry {all | entry-id}

Context clear

Description This command clears and resets the firewall statistics for the management access interface.

Parameters entry  � indicates the entry or entries for which statistics are cleared

Values all � clears all firewall entries
entry-id � specifies the entry for which statistics are cleared
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Monitor Commands

id

Syntax id service-id

Context monitor>service

Description This command specifies the ID of the service to be monitored.

Parameters service-id � the ID that uniquely identifies the service

Values 1 to 2147483647

sap

Syntax sap sap-id firewall [entry entry-id] [interval seconds] [repeat repeat] [absolute | rate]

Context monitor>service>id

Description This command monitors the firewall for the SAP for the specified service.

Parameters sap-id � the SAP ID to be monitored

Values See sap

entry-id � only the counters associated with the specified entry will be monitored

Values 1 to 64

seconds � configures the interval for each display in seconds

Values 3 to 60

Default 5

repeat � configures how many times the command is repeated

Values 1 to 999

Default 10

absolute � the raw statistics are displayed without processing. No calculations are performed on 
the delta or rate statistics. 

rate � the rate per second for each statistic is displayed instead of the delta
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spoke-sdp

Syntax spoke-sdp sdp-id:vc-id firewall [entry entry-id] [interval seconds] [repeat repeat] [absolute 
| rate]

Context monitor>service>id

Description This command monitors the firewall for the spoke-SDP for the specified service.

Parameters sdp-id � the spoke-SDP ID to be monitored

Values 1 to 17407

vc-id � the VC ID to be monitored

Values 1 to 4294967295

entry-id � only the counters associated with the specified entry will be monitored

Values 1 to 64

seconds � configures the interval for each display in seconds

Values 3 to 60

Default 5

repeat � configures how many times the command is repeated

Values 1 to 999

Default 10

absolute � the raw statistics are displayed without processing. No calculations are performed on 
the delta or rate statistics. 

rate � the rate per second for each statistic is displayed instead of the delta.

interface

Syntax interface ip-int-name firewall [entry entry-id] [interval seconds] [repeat repeat] [absolute | 
rate]

Context monitor>router

Description This command monitors the firewall for the router interface.

Parameters ip-int-name � the name of the IP router interface to be monitored 

entry-id � only the counters associated with the specified entry will be monitored

Values 1 to 64

seconds � configures the interval for each display in seconds

Values 3 to 60

Default 5
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repeat � configures how many times the command is repeated

Values 1 to 999

Default 10

absolute � the raw statistics are displayed without processing. No calculations are performed on 
the delta or rate statistics. 

rate � the rate per second for each statistic is displayed instead of the delta.

cpm-firewall

Syntax cpm-firewall [entry entry-id] [interval seconds] [repeat repeat] [absolute | rate]

Context monitor

Description This command monitors the firewall for the CSM (CPM) interface.

Parameters entry-id � only the counters associated with the specified entry will be monitored

Values 1 to 64

seconds � configures the interval for each display in seconds

Values 3 to 60

Default 5

repeat � configures how many times the command is repeated

Values 1 to 999

Default 10

absolute � the raw statistics are displayed without processing. No calculations are performed on 
the delta or rate statistics. 

rate � the rate per second for each statistic is displayed instead of the delta.

management-access-firewall

Syntax management-access-firewall [entry entry-id] [interval seconds] [repeat repeat] [absolute 
| rate]

Context monitor

Description This command monitors the firewall for the management access interface.

Parameters entry-id � only the counters associated with the specified entry will be monitored

Values 1 to 64

seconds � configures the interval for each display in seconds

Values 3 to 60
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Default 5

repeat � configures how many times the command is repeated

Values 1 to 999

Default 10

absolute � the raw statistics are displayed without processing. No calculations are performed on 
the delta or rate statistics. 

rate � the rate per second for each statistic is displayed instead of the delta
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List of Acronyms

Table 26: Acronyms 

Acronym Expansion

2G second generation wireless telephone 
technology

3DES triple DES (data encryption standard)

3G third generation mobile telephone 
technology

5620 SAM 5620 Service Aware Manager

7705 SAR 7705 Service Aggregation Router

7710 SR 7710 Service Router

7750 SR 7750 Service Router

9500 MPR 9500 microwave packet radio

ABR available bit rate
area border router

AC alternating current
attachment circuit

ACK acknowledge

ACL access control list

ACR adaptive clock recovery

ADM add/drop multiplexer

ADP automatic discovery protocol

AFI authority and format identifier

AIS alarm indication signal

ANSI American National Standards Institute
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Apipe ATM VLL

APS automatic protection switching

ARP address resolution protocol

A/S active/standby

AS autonomous system

ASAP any service, any port

ASBR autonomous system boundary router

ASM autonomous system message

ASN autonomous system number

ATM asynchronous transfer mode

ATM PVC ATM permanent virtual circuit

B3ZS bipolar with three-zero substitution

Batt A battery A

B-bit beginning bit (first packet of a fragment)

Bc committed burst size

Be excess burst size

BECN backward explicit congestion notification 

Bellcore Bell Communications Research

BFD bidirectional forwarding detection

BGP border gateway protocol

BITS building integrated timing supply

BMCA best master clock algorithm

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)

Acronym Expansion
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BMU broadcast, multicast, and unknown traffic
Traffic that is not unicast. Any nature of 
multipoint traffic:

� broadcast (that is, all 1s as the 
destination IP to represent all 
destinations within the subnet)

� multicast (that is, traffic typically 
identified by the destination 
address, uses special destination 
address);
for IP, the destination must be 
224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255

� unknown (that is, the destination is 
typically a valid unicast address but 
the destination port/interface is not 
yet known; therefore, traffic needs 
to be forwarded to all destinations; 
unknown traffic is treated as 
broadcast)

BOF boot options file

BPDU bridge protocol data unit

BRAS Broadband Remote Access Server

BSC Base Station Controller

BSTA Broadband Service Termination 
Architecture

BTS base transceiver station

CAS channel associated signaling

CBN common bonding networks

CBS committed buffer space

CC control channel
continuity check

CCM continuity check message

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)

Acronym Expansion
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CE customer edge
circuit emulation

CEM circuit emulation

CES circuit emulation services

CESoPSN circuit emulation services over packet 
switched network

CFM connectivity fault management

cHDLC Cisco high-level data link control protocol 

CIDR classless inter-domain routing

CIR committed information rate

CLI command line interface

CLP cell loss priority

CoS class of service

CPE customer premises equipment

Cpipe circuit emulation (or TDM) VLL

CPM Control and Processing Module (CPM is 
used instead of CSM when referring to 
CSM filtering to align with CLI syntax used 
with other SR products). CSM management 
ports are referred to as CPM management 
ports in the CLI.

CPU central processing unit

C/R command/response

CRC cyclic redundancy check

CRC-32 32-bit cyclic redundancy check

CRON a time-based scheduling service (from 
chronos = time)

CSM Control and Switching Module

CSNP complete sequence number PDU

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)

Acronym Expansion
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CSPF constrained shortest path first

C-TAG customer VLAN tag

CV connection verification
customer VLAN (tag)

CW control word

DC direct current

DC-C DC return - common

DCE data communications equipment

DC-I DC return - isolated

DCO digitally controlled oscillator

DCR differential clock recovery

DDoS distributed DoS

DE discard eligibility

DES data encryption standard

DF do not fragment

DHB decimal, hexadecimal, or binary

DHCP dynamic host configuration protocol

DHCPv6 dynamic host configuration protocol for 
IPv6

DIS designated intermediate system

DLCI data link connection identifier

DLCMI data link connection management interface

DM delay measurement

DNAT destination network address translation

DNS domain name server

DoS denial of service

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)

Acronym Expansion
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dot1p IEEE 802.1p bits, in Ethernet or VLAN 
ingress packet headers, used to map traffic 
to up to eight forwarding classes

dot1q IEEE 802.1q encapsulation for Ethernet 
interfaces

DPI deep packet inspection

DPLL digital phase locked loop

DSCP differentiated services code point

DSL digital subscriber line

DSLAM digital subscriber line access multiplexer

DTE data termination equipment

DU downstream unsolicited

DUID DHCP unique identifier

DV delay variation

e911 enhanced 911 service

EAP Extensible Authentication Protocol

EAPOL EAP over LAN

E-bit ending bit (last packet of a fragment)

ECMP equal cost multi-path

EFM Ethernet in the first mile

EGP exterior gateway protocol

EIA/TIA-232 Electronic Industries Alliance/
Telecommunications Industry Association 
Standard 232 (also known as RS-232)

EIR excess information rate

ELER egress label edge router

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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E&M ear and mouth
earth and magneto
exchange and multiplexer

Epipe Ethernet VLL

EPL Ethernet private line

EPS equipment protection switching

ERO explicit route object

ESD electrostatic discharge

ESMC Ethernet synchronization message channel 

ETE end-to-end

ETH-CFM Ethernet connectivity fault management 
(IEEE 802.1ag)

EVDO evolution - data optimized

EVPL Ethernet virtual private link

EXP bits experimental bits (currently known as TC)

FC forwarding class

FCS frame check sequence

FD frequency diversity

FDB forwarding database

FDL facilities data link

FEAC far-end alarm and control

FEC forwarding equivalence class

FECN forward explicit congestion notification

FF fixed filter

FIB forwarding information base

FIFO first in, first out

FNG fault notification generator

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)

Acronym Expansion
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FOM figure of merit

Fpipe frame relay VLL

FR frame relay

FRG bit fragmentation bit

FRR fast reroute

FTN FEC-to-NHLFE

FTP file transfer protocol

FXO foreign exchange office interface

FXS foreign exchange subscriber interface

GFP generic framing procedure

GigE Gigabit Ethernet

GPON Gigabit Passive Optical Network

GRE generic routing encapsulation

GSM Global System for Mobile Communications 
(2G)

HA high availability

HCM high capacity multiplexing

HDB3 high density bipolar of order 3

HDLC high-level data link control protocol

HEC header error control

HMAC hash message authentication code

Hpipe HDLC VLL

HSB hot standby

HSDPA high-speed downlink packet access 

HSPA high-speed packet access

HVPLS hierarchical virtual private line service

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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IANA internet assigned numbers authority

IBN isolated bonding networks

ICMP Internet control message protocol

ICMPv6 Internet control message protocol for IPv6

ICP IMA control protocol cells

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers

IEEE 1588v2 Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers standard 1588-2008

IES Internet Enhanced Service

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IGP interior gateway protocol

ILER ingress label edge router

ILM incoming label map

IMA inverse multiplexing over ATM

INVARP inverse address resolution protocol 

IOM input/output module

IP Internet Protocol

IPCP Internet protocol control protocol

IPIP IP in IP

Ipipe IP interworking VLL

IPoATM IP over ATM

IPSec IP Security

IS-IS Intermediate System-to-Intermediate 
System

IS-IS-TE IS-IS-traffic engineering (extensions)

ISO International Organization for 
Standardization

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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IW interworking

LB loopback

lbf-in pound force inch

LBM loopback message

LBO line buildout

LBR loopback reply

LCP link control protocol

LDP label distribution protocol

LER label edge router

LFIB label forwarding information base

LIB label information base

LLDP link layer discovery protocol

LLDPDU link layer discovery protocol data unit

LLF link loss forwarding

LLID loopback location ID

LM loss measurement

LMI local management interface

LSA link-state advertisement

LSDB link-state database

LSP label switched path
link-state PDU (for IS-IS)

LSR label switch router
link-state request

LSU link-state update

LT linktrace

LTE line termination equipment

LTM linktrace message

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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LTN LSP ID to NHLFE

LTR linktrace reply

MA maintenance association

MAC media access control

MA-ID maintenance association identifier

MBB make-before-break

MBS maximum buffer space
maximum burst size
media buffer space

MBSP mobile backhaul service provider

MC-MLPPP multi-class multilink point-to-point 
protocol

MD maintenance domain

MD5 message digest version 5 (algorithm)

MDA media dependent adapter

MDDB multidrop data bridge

MDL maintenance data link

ME maintenance entity

MED multi-exit discriminator

MEF Metro Ethernet Forum

MEG maintenance entity group

MEG-ID maintenance entity group identifier

MEN Metro Ethernet network

MEP maintenance association end point

MFC multi-field classification

MHF MIP half function

MIB management information base

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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MIR minimum information rate

MLPPP multilink point-to-point protocol

MP merge point
multilink protocol

MP-BGP multiprotocol border gateway protocol

MPLS multiprotocol label switching

MPLSCP multiprotocol label switching control 
protocol

MPR see 9500 MPR

MPR-e microwave packet radio-standalone mode

MPT microwave packet transport

MPT-HC V2/9558HC microwave packet transport, high capacity 
version 2

MPT-MC microwave packet transport, medium 
capacity

MPT-XP microwave packet transport, high capacity 
(very high power version of MPT-HC V2/
9558HC)

MRRU maximum received reconstructed unit

MRU maximum receive unit

MSDU MAC Service Data Unit

MS-PW multi-segment pseudowire

MTIE maximum time interval error

MTSO mobile trunk switching office

MTU maximum transmission unit
multi-tenant unit

M-VPLS management virtual private line service

MW microwave

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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MWA microwave awareness

N.m newton meter

NAT network address translation

NBMA non-broadcast multiple access (network)

NE network element

NERC North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation

NERC-CIP NERC-Critical Infrastructure Protection

NET network entity title

NHLFE next hop label forwarding entry

NHOP next-hop

NLPID network level protocol identifier

NLRI network layer reachability information

NNHOP next next-hop

NNI network-to-network interface

Node B similar to BTS but used in 3G networks � 
term is used in UMTS (3G systems) while 
BTS is used in GSM (2G systems)

NPAT network and port address translation

NSAP network service access point

NSP native service processing

NSSA not-so-stubby area

NTP network time protocol

NTR network timing reference

OAM operations, administration, and 
maintenance

OAMPDU OAM protocol data units

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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OC3 optical carrier level 3

OLT optical line termination

ONT optical network terminal

OPX off premises extension

ORF outbound route filtering

OS operating system

OSI Open Systems Interconnection (reference 
model)

OSINLCP OSI Network Layer Control Protocol

OSPF open shortest path first

OSPF-TE OSPF-traffic engineering (extensions)

OSS operations support system

OSSP organization specific slow protocol

OTP one time password

OWAMP one-way active measurement protocol

PADI PPPoE active discovery initiation

PADR PPPoE active discovery request

PAE port authentication entities

PBX private branch exchange

PCP priority code point 

PCR proprietary clock recovery 

PDU protocol data units

PDV packet delay variation

PDVT packet delay variation tolerance

PE provider edge router

PEAPv0 protected extensible authentication protocol 
version 0

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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PFoE power feed over Ethernet

PHB per-hop behavior

PHY physical layer

PID protocol ID

PIR peak information rate

PLCP Physical Layer Convergence Protocol

PLR point of local repair

PNAT allocated port network address translation

PoE power over Ethernet

POP point of presence

POS packet over SONET

PPP point-to-point protocol

PPPoE point-to-point protocol over Ethernet

PPS pulses per second

PRC primary reference clock

PSN packet switched network

PSNP partial sequence number PDU

PTM packet transfer mode

PTP performance transparency protocol
precision time protocol

PVC permanent virtual circuit

PVCC permanent virtual channel connection

PW pseudowire

PWE pseudowire emulation

PWE3 pseudowire emulation edge-to-edge

Q.922 ITU-T Q-series Specification 922

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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QL quality level

QoS quality of service

RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial In User 
Service

RAN Radio Access Network

RBS robbed bit signaling

RD route distinguisher

RDI remote defect indication

RED random early discard

RESV reservation

RIB routing information base

RJ-45 registered jack 45

RNC Radio Network Controller

RPS radio protection switching

RR round robin

RRO record route object

RS-232 Recommended Standard 232 (also known 
as EIA/TIA-232)

RSHG residential split horizon group

RSTP rapid spanning tree protocol

RSVP-TE resource reservation protocol - traffic 
engineering

RT receive/transmit

RTM routing table manager

RTN battery return

RTP real-time protocol

R&TTE Radio and Telecommunications Terminal 
Equipment

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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RTU remote terminal unit

RU rack unit

SAA service assurance agent

SAP service access point

SAR-8 7705 Service Aggregation Router - 8-slot 
chassis

SAR-18 7705 Service Aggregation Router - 18-slot 
chassis

SAR-F 7705 Service Aggregation Router - fixed 
form-factor chassis

SAR-H 7705 Service Aggregation Router -  
temperature- and EMC-hardened to the 
following specifications: IEEE 1613 and 
IEC 61850-3  

SAR-M 7705 Service Aggregation Router - four 
variants:

� actively cooled chassis with 16 T1/
E1 ports, 7 Ethernet ports, and 1 
hot-insertable module slot

� actively cooled chassis with 0 T1/
E1 ports, 7 Ethernet ports, and 1 
hot-insertable module slot

� passively cooled chassis with 16 
T1/E1 ports, 7 Ethernet ports, and 0 
module slots

� passively cooled chassis with 0 T1/
E1 ports, 7 Ethernet ports, and 0 
module slots

SAToP structure-agnostic TDM over packet

SCADA surveillance, control and data acquisition

SCP secure copy

SD signal degrade

SDH synchronous digital hierarchy 

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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SDI serial data interface

SDP service destination point

SE shared explicit

SF signal fail

SFP small form-factor pluggable (transceiver)

SGT self-generated traffic

SHA-1 secure hash algorithm 

SHG split horizon group

SIR sustained information rate

SLA Service Level Agreement

SLARP serial line address resolution protocol

SLID subscriber location identifier of a GPON 
module

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

SNPA subnetwork point of attachment

SNR signal to noise ratio

SNTP simple network time protocol

SONET synchronous optical networking 

SNAT source network address translation

S-PE switching provider edge router

SPF shortest path first

SPT shortest path tree

SR service router (includes 7710 SR, 7750 SR)

SRLG shared risk link group

SSH secure shell

SSM synchronization status messaging

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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SSU system synchronization unit

S-TAG service VLAN tag

STM1 synchronous transport module, level 1

STP spanning tree protocol

SVC switched virtual circuit

SYN synchronize

TACACS+ Terminal Access Controller 
Access-Control System Plus

TC traffic class (formerly known as EXP bits)

TCP transmission control protocol

TDEV time deviation

TDM time division multiplexing

TE traffic engineering

TFTP trivial file transfer protocol

TLDP targeted LDP

TLS transport layer security

TLV type length value

TM traffic management

ToS type of service

T-PE terminating provider edge router

TPID tag protocol identifier

TPIF IEEE C37.94 teleprotection interface

TPMR two-port MAC relay

TPR teleprotection relay

TPS transmission protection switching

TTL time to live

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)
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TTLS tunneled transport layer security

TTM tunnel table manager

TWAMP two-way active measurement protocol

U-APS unidirectional automatic protection 
switching

UBR unspecified bit rate

UDP user datagram protocol

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
System (3G)

UNI user-to-network interface

V.11 ITU-T V-series Recommendation 11

V.24 ITU-T V-series Recommendation 24

V.35 ITU-T V-series Recommendation 35

VC virtual circuit

VCC virtual channel connection

VCCV virtual circuit connectivity verification

VCI virtual circuit identifier

VID VLAN ID

VLAN virtual LAN

VLL virtual leased line

VoIP voice over IP

Vp peak voltage

VP virtual path

VPC virtual path connection

VPI virtual path identifier

VPLS virtual private LAN service

VPN virtual private network

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)

Acronym Expansion
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VPRN virtual private routed network

VRF virtual routing and forwarding table

VSE vendor-specific extension

VSO vendor-specific option

VT virtual trunk

WCDMA wideband code division multiple access 
(transmission protocol used in UMTS 
networks)

WRED weighted random early discard

WRR weighted round robin

WTR wait to restore

X.21 ITU-T X-series Recommendation 21

Table 26: Acronyms  (Continued)

Acronym Expansion
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Standards and Protocol Support

Safety
AS/NZS 60950-1�Safety of information technology equipment 

including electrical business equipment
CSA 60950-1-07�Information Technology Equipment - Safety - 

Part 1: General Requirements (Bi-National standard, with 
UL 60950-1) 

EN 60950-1:2006�Information technology equipment. Safety. 
General requirements 

FDA CDRH 21-CFR 1040�PART 1040 Performance Standards 
for Light-Emitting Products 

IEC 60825-1�Safety of laser products - Part 1: Equipment 
Classification and Requirements 

IEC 60825-2�Safety of laser products - Part 2: Safety of optical 
fibre communication systems (OFCS) 

IEC 60950-1�Information technology equipment - Safety - Part 1: 
General requirements

UL 60950-1�UL Standard for Safety of Information Technology 
Equipment

IEC 60529�Degree of Protection Provided by Enclosures (IP 
Code)

EMC
AS/NZS CISPR 22:2009�Information technology equipment - 

Radio disturbance characteristics - Limits and methods of 
measurement

CISPR 22:2005 + A1:2006�Information technology equipment - 
Radio disturbance characteristics - Limits and methods of 
measurement 

EN55022 2006 + A1:2007�Information technology equipment - 
Radio disturbance characteristics - Limits and methods of 
measurement

EN 300 386 v1.6.1�Electromagnetic Compatibility and Radio 
Spectrum Matters (ERM); Telecommunication network 
equipment; ElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC) 
requirements

FCC Part 15� �RADIO FREQUENCY DEVICES�, Code of 
Federal Regulations, Title 47 -- Telecommunication, 
Chapter I � Federal Communications Commission, Part 15 
� Radio Frequency Devices, 47CFR15

ICES-003�Spectrum Management and Telecommunications � 
Interference-Causing Equipment Standard � Information 
Technology Equipment (ITE) � Limits and methods of 
measurement

ITU-T K.20�Resistibility of Telecommunication Equipment 
Installed in a Telecommunications Centre to Overvoltages 
and Overcurrents 

Power Utility Substation 
(Applies to Alcatel-Lucent 7705 SAR-8 and 7705 SAR-H; the 

7705 SAR-8 and 7705 SAR-8 v2 chassis use fans and 
require a DC surge protection kit (part number 
3HE07771AA) for compliance)

IEEE 1613:2009�Environmental and Testing Requirements for 
Communications Networking Devices Installed in Electric 
Power Substations

IEC 61850-3�Communication networks and systems in 
substations - Part 3: General requirements (hazardous 
substances exception; for example, sea salt mist, oil)

AS60870.2.1�Telecontrol equipment and systems - Part 2.1: 
operating conditions - Power supply and electromagnetic 
compatibility 

IEC TS 61000-6-5�EMC - Generic Standards - Immunity of power 
substations and substation environments

Note: For specific Safety, EMC, Power Utility, Railway, Environmental, and Telecom 
compliance information for individual 7705 SAR platforms, refer to the Compliance section 
of the relevant chassis installation guide.
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IEC 60255-21-1/2/3 (Class 1)�Vibration, shock, bump and seismic 
test on measuring relays and protection equipment

Railway 
(Applies to Alcatel-Lucent 7705 SAR-8, 7705 SAR-H, and 

7705 SAR-M)
EN 50121-4�Emission and Immunity of signalling and 

telecommunications apparatus 

Environmental
ATT-TP-76200�Network Equipment Power, Grounding, 

Environmental, and Physical Design Requirements
ETSI EN 300 019-2-1 (Class 1.2)�Environmental Engineering 

(EE); Environmental conditions and environmental tests 
for telecommunications equipment; Part 2-1: Specification 
of environmental tests; Storage

ETSI EN 300 019-2-2 (Class 2.3)�Environmental Engineering 
(EE); Environmental conditions and environmental tests 
for telecommunications equipment; Part 2-2: Specification 
of environmental tests; Transportation

ETSI EN 300 019-2-3 (Class 3.2)�Environmental Engineering 
(EE); Environmental conditions and environmental tests 
for telecommunications equipment; Part 2-3: Specification 
of environmental tests; Stationary use at weather protected 
locations

ETSI EN 300 132-2�Power Supply Interface at the input to 
telecommunication equipment; Part 2: operated by direct 
current

ETSI EN 300 132-3-2�Environmental Engineering (EE); Power 
supply interface at the input to telecommunications and 
datacom (ICT) equipment; Part 3: Operated by rectified 
current source

ETSI 300 753 (Class 3.2)�Equipment Engineering (EE); Acoustic 
noise emitted by telecommunications equipment

Telcordia GR-63-CORE�NEBS Requirements: Physical 
Protection 

Telcordia GR-1089-CORE�Electromagnetic Compatibility 
(EMC) and Electrical Safety � Generic Criteria for 
Network Telecommunications Equipment

Verizon VZ-TPR-9305�Verizon NEBSTM Compliance: NEBS 
Compliance Clarification Document Verizon Technical 
Purchasing Requirements

Telecom
ACTA TIA-968-B�Telecommunications Telephone Terminal 

Equipment Technical Requirements for Connection of 
Terminal Equipment to the Telephone Network

ANSI/TIA/EIA-232-F�Interface Between Data Terminal 
Equipment and Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment 
Employing Serial Binary Data Interchange

ANSI/TIA/EIA-422-B�Electrical Characteristics of Balanced 
Digital Interface Circuits, Electronic Industries 
Association Engineering Department. Washington D.C. 
1994

AS/ACIF S016 (Australia/New Zealand)�Requirements for 
Customer Equipment for connection to hierarchical digital 
interfaces

IC CS-03�Spectrum Management and Telecommunications
IEEE 802.1ag�Service Layer OAM
IEEE 802.1p/q�VLAN Tagging
IEEE 802.3�10BaseT
IEEE 802.3ah�Ethernet OAM
IEEE 802.3at�PoE, PoE+
IEEE 802.3u�100BaseTX
IEEE 802.3x �Flow Control
IEEE 802.3z�1000BaseSX/LX
IEEE 802.3�Revised base standard
IEEE 802.1AX�Link Aggregation Task Force (transferred from 

IEEE 802.3ad)
IEEE C37.94�N Times 64 Kilobit Per Second Optical Fiber 

Interfaces Between Teleprotection and Multiplexer 
Equipment

ITU-T G.703�Physical/electrical characteristics of hierarchical 
digital interfaces

ITU-T G.704�Synchronous frame structures used at 1544, 6312, 
2048, 8448 and 44 736 kbit/s hierarchical levels

ITU-T G.707�Network node interface for the Synchronous Digital 
Hierarchy (SDH)

ITU-T G.712�Transmission performance characteristics of pulse 
code modulation channels

ITU-T G.957�Optical interfaces for equipments and systems 
relating to the synchronous digital hierarchy

ITU-T G.984.1�Gigabit-capable passive optical networks 
(GPON): general characteristics

ITU-T V.11 (RS-422)�V.11/X.27 Electrical characteristics for 
balanced double-current interchange circuits operating at 
data signalling rates up to 10 Mbit/s

ITU-T V.24�List of definitions for interchange circuits between 
data terminal equipment (DTE) and data circuit-
terminating equipment (DCE)

ITU-T V.28 (V.35)�V.28 Electrical characteristics for unbalanced 
double-current interchange circuits 

ITU-T V.36�Modems for synchronous data transmission using 
60-108 kHz group band circuits 
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ITU-T X.21�Interface between Data Terminal Equipment and 
Data Circuit- Terminating Equipment for Synchronous 
Operation on Public Data Networks

ITU-T Y.1731�OAM functions and mechanisms for Ethernet-
based networks

Protocol Support

ATM
RFC 2514�Definitions of Textual Conventions and 

OBJECT_IDENTITIES for ATM Management, February 
1999

RFC 2515�Definition of Managed Objects for ATM Management, 
February 1999

RFC 2684�Multiprotocol Encapsulation over ATM Adaptation 
Layer 5

af-tm-0121.000�Traffic Management Specification Version 4.1, 
March 1999

ITU-T Recommendation I.610�B-ISDN Operation and 
Maintenance Principles and Functions version 11/95

ITU-T Recommendation I.432.1�B-ISDN user-network interface - 
Physical layer specification: General characteristics

GR-1248-CORE�Generic Requirements for Operations of ATM 
Network Elements (NEs). Issue 3 June 1996

GR-1113-CORE�Bellcore, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
and ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) Protocols Generic 
Requirements, Issue 1, July 1994

AF-PHY-0086.001�Inverse Multiplexing for ATM (IMA)

BFD
draft-ietf-bfd-mib-00.txt�Bidirectional Forwarding Detection 

Management Information Base
draft-ietf-bfd-base-o5.txt�Bidirectional Forwarding Detection
draft-ietf-bfd-v4v6-1hop-06.txt�BFD IPv4 and IPv6 (Single Hop)
draft-ietf-bfd-multihop-06.txt�BFD for Multi-hop Paths

BGP
RFC 1397�BGP Default Route Advertisement
RFC 1997�BGP Communities Attribute
RFC 2385�Protection of BGP Sessions via MDS
RFC 2439�BGP Route Flap Dampening
RFC 2547bis�BGP/MPLS VPNs 
RFC 2918�Route Refresh Capability for BGP-4
RFC 3107�Carrying Label Information in BGP-4
RFC 3392�Capabilities Advertisement with BGP-4
RFC 4271�BGP-4 (previously RFC 1771)
RFC 4360�BGP Extended Communities Attribute

RFC 4364�BGP/MPLS IP Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) 
(previously RFC 2574bis BGP/MPLS VPNs)

RFC 4456�BGP Route Reflection: Alternative to Full-mesh IBGP 
(previously RFC 1966 and RFC 2796)

RFC 4724�Graceful Restart Mechanism for BGP - GR Helper
RFC 4760�Multi-protocol Extensions for BGP (previously RFC 

2858)
RFC 4893�BGP Support for Four-octet AS Number Space

DHCP/DHCPv6
RFC 1534�Interoperation between DHCP and BOOTP
RFC 2131�Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (REV)
RFC 3046�DHCP Relay Agent Information Option (Option 82)
RFC 3315�Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol for IPv6

DIFFERENTIATED SERVICES
RFC 2474�Definition of the DS Field in the IPv4 and IPv6 Headers
RFC 2597�Assured Forwarding PHB Group
RFC 2598�An Expedited Forwarding PHB
RFC 3140�Per-Hop Behavior Identification Codes

DIGITAL DATA NETWORK MANAGEMENT
V.35
RS-232 (also known as EIA/TIA-232)
X.21

DSL Modules
ITU-T G.998.2�SHDSL 4-pair EFM bonding
ITU-T G.993.2 Annex A and Annex B�xDSL Standards 

Compliance (ADSL2/2+ and VDSL2)
ITU-T G.993.2 Annex K.3�Supported Transport Protocol Specific 

Transmission Convergence functions
ITU-T G.993.2 Amendment 1�Seamless Rate Adaptation 
ITU G.994.1 (2/07) Amendment 1 and 2�G.hs Handshake 
TR112 (U-R2 Deutsche Telekom AG) Version 7.0 and report of 

Self-Test-Result (ATU-T Register#3)
ITU-T G.992.3 (G.dmt.bis), Annex A, B, J, M 
ITU-T G.992.5, Annex A, B, J, M
ITU-T G.992.1 (ADSL)
ITU-T G.992.3 Annex K.2 (ADSL2) 
ITU-T G.992.5 Annex K (ADSL2+)
ITU-T G.998.4 G.inp�Physical layer retransmission
ITU-T G.991.2 Annex A, B, F and ITU-T G.991.2 Amendment 2 

Annex G�SHDSL standards compliance
ITU-T G.991.2 Appendix F and G�Support for up to 5696 Kb/s per 

pair 
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TR-060�SHDSL rate and reach 
RFC 2684�IEEE 802.2 LLC/SNAP bridged encapsulation while 

operating in ATM bonded mode
GR-1089 Issue 4�Telecom (DSL) Interfaces Protection for a type 5 

equipment port

Frame Relay
ANSI T1.617 Annex D�Signalling Specification For Frame Relay 

Bearer Service
ITU-T Q.922 Annex A�Digital Subscriber Signalling System No. 

1 (DSS1) data link layer - ISDN data link layer 
specification for frame mode bearer services.

FRF.1.2�PVC User-to-Network Interface (UNI) Implementation 
Agreement

FRF.12�Frame Relay Fragmentation Implementation Agreement
RFC 2427�Multiprotocol Interconnect over Frame Relay

GRE
RFC 2784�Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE)

IPv6
RFC 2460�Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Specification
RFC 2462�IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration
RFC 2464�Transmission of IPv6 Packets over Ethernet Networks
RFC 3587�IPv6 Global Unicast Address Format
RFC 3595�Textual Conventions for IPv6 Flow Label
RFC 4007�IPv6 Scoped Address Architecture
RFC 4193�Unique Local IPv6 Unicast Addresses
RFC 4291�IPv6 Addressing Architecture
RFC 4443�Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMPv6) for the 

Internet Protocol Version 6 Specification
RFC 4649�DHCPv6 Relay Agent Remote-ID Option
RFC 4861�Neighbor Discovery for IP version 6 (IPv6)

LDP
RFC 5036�LDP Specification

IS-IS
RFC 1142�OSI IS-IS Intra-domain Routing Protocol (ISO 10589)
RFC 1195�Use of OSI IS-IS for routing in TCP/IP & dual 

environments
RFC 2763�Dynamic Hostname Exchange for IS-IS
RFC 2966�Domain-wide Prefix Distribution with Two-Level 

IS-IS
RFC 2973�IS-IS Mesh Groups
RFC 3373�Three-Way Handshake for Intermediate System to 

Intermediate System (IS-IS) Point-to-Point Adjacencies

RFC 3567�Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) 
Cryptographic Authentication

RFC 3719�Recommendations for Interoperable Networks using 
IS-IS

RFC 3784�Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) 
Extensions for Traffic Engineering (TE)

RFC 3787�Recommendations for Interoperable IP Networks
RFC 4205 for Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) TLV draft-ietf-isis-

igp-p2p-over-lan-05.txt
RFC 5309�Point-to-Point Operation over LAN in Link State 

Routing Protocols

MPLS
RFC 3031�MPLS Architecture
RFC 3032�MPLS Label Stack Encoding
RFC 3815�Definitions of Managed Objects for the Multiprotocol 

Label Switching (MPLS), Label Distribution Protocol 
(LDP)

RFC 4379�Detecting Multi-Protocol Label Switched (MPLS) 
Data Plane Failures

NETWORK MANAGEMENT
ITU-T X.721�Information technology- OSI-Structure of 

Management Information
ITU-T X.734�Information technology- OSI-Systems 

Management: Event Report Management Function
M.3100/3120�Equipment and Connection Models
TMF 509/613�Network Connectivity Model
RFC 1157�SNMPv1
RFC 1305�Network Time Protocol (Version 3) Specification, 

Implementation and Analysis
RFC 1850�OSPF-MIB
RFC 1907�SNMPv2-MIB
RFC 2011�IP-MIB
RFC 2012�TCP-MIB
RFC 2013�UDP-MIB
RFC 2030�Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP) Version 4 for 

IPv4, IPv6 and OSI
RFC 2096�IP-FORWARD-MIB
RFC 2138�RADIUS
RFC 2206�RSVP-MIB
RFC 2571�SNMP-FRAMEWORKMIB
RFC 2572�SNMP-MPD-MIB
RFC 2573�SNMP-TARGET-&-NOTIFICATION-MIB
RFC 2574�SNMP-USER-BASED-SMMIB
RFC 2575�SNMP-VIEW-BASED ACM-MIB
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RFC 2576�SNMP-COMMUNITY-MIB
RFC 2588�SONET-MIB
RFC 2665�EtherLike-MIB
RFC 2819�RMON-MIB
RFC 2863�IF-MIB
RFC 2864�INVERTED-STACK-MIB
RFC 3014�NOTIFICATION-LOG MIB
RFC 3164�The BSD Syslog Protocol
RFC 3273�HCRMON-MIB
RFC 3411�An Architecture for Describing Simple Network 

Management Protocol (SNMP) Management Frameworks
RFC 3412�Message Processing and Dispatching for the Simple 

Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
RFC 3413�Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 

Applications
RFC 3414�User-based Security Model (USM) for version 3 of the 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMPv3)
RFC 3418�SNMP MIB
draft-ietf-disman-alarm-mib-04.txt
draft-ietf-mpls-ldp-mib-07.txt
draft-ietf-ospf-mib-update-04.txt
draft-ietf-mpls-lsr-mib-06.txt
draft-ietf-mpls-te-mib-04.txt
IANA-IFType-MIB

OSPF
RFC 1765�OSPF Database Overflow
RFC 2328�OSPF Version 2
RFC 2370�Opaque LSA Support
RFC 3101�OSPF NSSA Option
RFC 3137�OSPF Stub Router Advertisement
RFC 3630�Traffic Engineering (TE) Extensions to OSPF
RFC 4203�Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) sub-TLV

PPP
RFC 1332�PPP Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP)
RFC 1570�PPP LCP Extensions 
RFC 1619�PPP over SONET/SDH
RFC 1661�The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
RFC 1662�PPP in HDLC-like Framing
RFC 1989�PPP Link Quality Monitoring
RFC 1990�The PPP Multilink Protocol (MP)
RFC 2686�The Multi-Class Extension to Multi-Link PPP

PSEUDOWIRES
RFC 3550�RTP: A Transport Protocol for Real-Time Applications 
RFC 3985�Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) 

Architecture
RFC 4385�Pseudowire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) Control 

Word for Use over an MPLS PSN
RFC 4446�IANA Allocation for PWE3
RFC 4447�Pseudowire Setup and Maintenance Using the Label 

Distribution Protocol (LDP)
RFC 4448�Encapsulation Methods for Transport of Ethernet over 

MPLS Networks
RFC 4553�Structure-Agnostic Time Division Multiplexing 

(TDM) over Packet (SAToP)
RFC 4717�Encapsulation Methods for Transport of Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode (ATM) over MPLS Networks
RFC 4618�Encapsulation Methods for Transport of PPP/High-

Level Data Link Control (HDLC) over MPLS Networks
RFC 4619�Encapsulation Methods for Transport of Frame Relay 

over Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) Networks
RFC 4816�Pseudowire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Transparent Cell 
Transport Service

RFC 5085�Pseudowire Virtual Circuit Connectivity Verification 
(VCCV): A Control Channel for Pseudowires

RFC 5086�Structure-Aware Time Division Multiplexed (TDM) 
Circuit Emulation Service over Packet Switched Network 
(CESoPSN) 

draft-ietf-pwe3-redundancy-02.txt�Pseudowire (PW) Redundancy 

RADIUS
RFC 2865�Remote Authentication Dial In User Service
RFC 2866�RADIUS Accounting 

RSVP-TE and FRR
RFC 2430�A Provider Architecture for DiffServ & TE
RFC 2961�RSVP Refresh Overhead Reduction Extensions
RFC 2702�Requirements for Traffic Engineering over MPLS
RFC 2747�RSVP Cryptographic Authentication
RFC 3097�RSVP Cryptographic Authentication - Updated 

Message Type Value
RFC 3209�Extensions to RSVP for LSP Tunnels
RFC 3210�Applicability Statement for Extensions to RSVP for 

LSP Tunnels
RFC 4090�Fast Reroute Extensions to RSVP-TE for LSP Tunnels

SONET/SDH
GR-253-CORE�SONET Transport Systems: Common Generic 

Criteria. Issue 3, September 2000
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ITU-T Recommendation G.841�Telecommunication 
Standardization Section of ITU, Types and Characteristics 
of SDH Networks Protection Architecture, issued in 
October 1998 and as augmented by Corrigendum1 issued 
in July 2002

SSH
draft-ietf-secsh-architecture.txt�SSH Protocol Architecture
draft-ietf-secsh-userauth.txt�SSH Authentication Protocol
draft-ietf-secsh-transport.txt�SSH Transport Layer Protocol
draft-ietf-secsh-connection.txt�SSH Connection Protocol
draft-ietf-secsh- newmodes.txt�SSH Transport Layer Encryption 

Modes

SYNCHRONIZATION
G.813�Timing characteristics of SDH equipment slave clocks 

(SEC)
G.823�The control of jitter and wander within digital networks 

which are based on the 2048 kbit/s hierarchy
G.8261�Timing and synchronization aspects in packet networks
G.8262�Timing characteristics of synchronous Ethernet 

equipment slave clock
GR 1244 CORE�Clocks for the Synchronized Network: Common 

Generic Criteria
IEEE Std 1588-2008�IEEE Standard for a Precision Clock 

Synchronization Protocol for Networked Measurement and 
Control Systems

TACACS+
IETF draft-grant-tacacs-02.txt�The TACACS+ Protocol

TCP/IP
RFC 768�User Datagram Protocol
RFC 791�Internet Protocol
RFC 792�Internet Control Message Protocol
RFC 793�Transmission Control Protocol 
RFC 826�Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol
RFC 854�Telnet Protocol Specification
RFC 1350�The TFTP Protocol (Rev. 2)
RFC 1812�Requirements for IPv4 Routers

TWAMP
RFC 5357�A Two-Way Active Measurement Protocol (TWAMP)

VPLS
RFC 4762�Virtual Private LAN Services Using LDP

Proprietary MIBs
TIMETRA-ATM-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-CAPABILITY-7705-V1.mib
TIMETRA-CFLOWD-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-CHASSIS-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-CLEAR-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-FILTER-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-GLOBAL-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-LDP-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-LOG-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-MPLS-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-OAM-TEST-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-PORT-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-PPP-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-QOS-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-ROUTE-POLICY-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-RSVP-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-SAP-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-SDP-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-SECURITY-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-SERV-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-SYSTEM-MIB.mib
TIMETRA-TC-MIB.mib
ALU-FIREWALL-MIB.mib
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Customer documentation
http://www.alcatel-lucent.com/myaccess

Product manuals and documentation updates are available at alcatel-lucent.com. If you are 
a new user and require access to this service, please contact your Alcatel-Lucent sales 
representative.

Technical support
http://support.alcatel-lucent.com

Documentation feedback
documentation.feedback@alcatel-lucent.com
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